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A bstract

High dimensional data sets, where the dimension of the measurements exceeds the 

number of samples, arise in many application domains. In particular, the devel

opment of genomic and proteomic technologies in the last decade has seen a rapid 

emergence of such ‘high-throughput’ data and has generated much interest in the 

statistical community, as analysis of such data requires novel statistical techniques. 

One area where this has arisen is classification of high dimensional data. This chal

lenging problem is the central focus of this thesis. Models for classification are 

developed based on reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces theory and are set in the 

fully Bayesian framework. MCMC techniques are employed in order to sample from 

the posterior distributions of the model parameters. The proposed classification ap

proaches are applied to microarray, image processing and near-infrared spectroscopy 

data sets. However, the methods are general and can be used for a variety of clas

sification settings and data spaces of varying structure. Computational efficiency of 

the algorithms set in the Bayesian framework is an important consideration, and is 

approached by kernel dimensionality reduction.

One of the most interesting aspects of modeling high dimensional data is iden

tifying subsets of measurements that are relevant for classification. Due to the 

complexity of the data structures and insufficient number of samples to properly 

characterize those structures, this is a challenging, but important problem. Novel 

approaches to feature selection based on Bayesian decision theory are proposed and 

investigated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Supervised classification is the central focus of this thesis. The problem is ubiquitous 

in practice and, as a result, it has been tackled by a variety of models and algorithms 

developed in a wide range research areas such as statistics, machine learning and 

data mining. The recent proliferation of approaches is due to two reasons: new 

computational developments and the emergence of new application domains, for 

example, analysis of high dimensional data generated by microarray technology. A 

discussion of the progress in supervised classification and a very general overview of 

modern developments can be found in Hand (2006).

In high dimensional data, each sample is defined by hundreds or thousands of 

measurements, usually concurrently obtained. In many applications, the number of 

samples is much smaller than the number of measurements. In this thesis considered 

are classification applications in microarray, NIR spectroscopy and image categoriza

tion data. In the first example, each sample is characterized by its gene-expression 

profile, which measures the expression levels of 2038 genes for each individual. The 

subsets of a gene-expression profile are correlated as genes combine to form pathways. 

In addition, many pathways may exist, thus a gene-expression profile may reflect 

a large number of simultaneous biological processes. The NIR spectroscopy sam

ples are characterized by measurement of spectra over the visible and near infra-red 

wavelength range, hence the measurements are sequentially dependent and, as is the 

case with microarray data, multimodal. Image categorization samples correspond 

to images which are characterized by their color information and local features. The 

local feature data alone consists of 3013 possibly correlated, noisy and multimodal
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measurements.

Classification of data  sets of such high dimensional and complex structure poses 

a significant challenge. Kernel classifiers are, in a sense, robust to high dimensional 

data as they combine all the information into a distance m atrix between the sam

ples. However, the choice of the distance metric, i.e. the choice of the kernel and 

its param eterization, are param ount to  the m ethod’s ability to extract meaningful 

information from high-dimensional da ta  spaces.

Generally, two main styles of statistical modeling can be distinguished: the data 

models where the a particular model is assumed to generate the data, and the 

algorithmic models which treat the data  mechanisms as unknown. The traditional 

statistical approaches, such as, for example, linear and logistic regression, belong 

to the former class of models, whereas kernel classifiers and approaches such as 

smoothing spline methods, decision trees and neural networks belong to  the latter. 

The goal of algorithmic modeling is prediction accuracy and the focus of the theory 

is placed on the algorithm properties.

The class of models developed in this thesis belong to kernel classifiers and 

are aimed at multi-category classification problems. The models are fitted in the 

Bayesian framework. A distribution over classes, rather than a point estimate, is of 

interest.

Model complexity reduction is another im portant consideration in this thesis. 

A special emphasis is placed on feature selection, i.e. identifying a subset of mea

surements th a t are relevant for classification, which is a challenging problem in 

high-dimensional da ta  spaces.

1.1 Overview of Chapters

A brief outline of the research conducted follows.

Chapter 2: Kernel Based Classification

The classification problem is described in the general setting of supervised learn

ing. Simple models are briefiy mentioned and nonlinear extensions in the form of 

linear basis function models are discussed in more detail. An introduction to  kernel
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modeling and its underlying theoretical framework is also given.

Chapter 3: Statistical M ethodology

Statistical methods that are used throughout the analysis carried out in the thesis 

are detailed in this chapter. All of the modeling is done in the Bayesian framework, 

hence an introduction to the Bayesian method is given. The Bayesian classifier 

presented in this thesis is fitted using MCMC techniques which facilitate sampling 

of parameters from the joint posterior distribution. The Markov chain theory that 

underlies the MCMC techniques and the individual algorithms are described. Also, 

an outline of Bayesian decision theory is given, which is the framework for the 

variable selection selection task tackled in Chapter 6. Bayesian treatment of the 

classification problem is presented and some nonlinear Bayesian classifiers in the 

literature relevant to the approach proposed in Chapter 4 are discussed. Finally, a 

brief overview of Bayesian methods for variable selection is given.

C hapter 4: Fully Bayesian M ultinom ial Classification

A Bayesian multi-category kernel classification method, which is a multi-class ex

tension of Mallick et al. (2005), is proposed. The hierarchical model is treated with 

a fully Bayesian inference procedure and the Gibbs sampler is implemented to find 

the posterior distributions of the parameters. The practical advantage of the fully 

Bayesian approach is that probability distributions of prediction can be obtained for 

new data points, which gives a more complete picture of classification. The proposed 

classifier is tested against benchmark data sets and a range of related approaches, 

well as three examples of high dimensional data sets: a microarray data set, an NIR 

spectroscopy data set and an image classification problem.

C hapter 5: Kernel D im ensionality R eduction

The Bayesian kernel classifier proposed in Chapter 4, works with the training data 

mapped into a feature space. Each iteration of the MCMC algorithm requires com

putations involving matrices of dimension n x n, where n is the number of training 

samples. Thus, due to the large computational cost, the algorithm runs into prob

lems with large training data sets. A method for dimensionality reduction of the
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pseudodesign matrix is proposed, which in turn achieves fast updating of MCMC 

iterations.

C hapter 6: Variable S election  for H igh  D im ensional D a ta  Sets

Variable selection for high dimensional data sets is a research area of great interest 

in the modern statistics and statistical learning literature. The complexity reduction 

of the Bayesian kernel classifier in Chapter 4 is by approaches that shrink coefficients 

to zero. In the Bayesian setting this is achieved through a careful specification of 

the prior distributions of the model parameters. In this chapter, variable selection 

is viewed as a discrete process where variables are either retained or discarded. The 

approach is an application of Bayesian decision theory, which is formulated as a 

stochastic optimization problem. The decision space is discrete with no continuity 

properties and of very high dimension. Two stochastic optimization methods. Taboo 

Search and Inhomogenous MCMC, are employed to search through the decision 

space with the aim of finding a sparse sub-model that yields good classification 

rates.

1.2 R esearch C ontributions

The following are the main contributions made by the research contained in this 

thesis:

1. The development of a fully Bayesian kernel multi-category classifier with poly- 

chtomous logistic likelihood, which is a multi-class extension of a binary clas

sifier of Mallick et al. (2005). Different parameterizations of the Gaussian 

kernel were considered. The classifier was successfully applied to three high 

dimensional data sets with different data structure.

2. The proposed Bayesian kernel classifier is augmented with a principal axis 

projection step in the feature space to which the data are implicitly mapped 

via the kernel. This leads to a new design matrix of reduced dimension, which, 

in turn, allows for a classification model with fewer regression parameters and 

faster updating scheme for sampling from the posterior distributions. The

4



new algorithm performs the classification in a space of fewer uncorrelated fea

tures and achieves improved classification rates as well as significantly reduced 

computation time.

3. A novel approach to variable selection for high dimensional data via decision 

theory is developed. The proposed method is formulated for two stochastic 

optimization methods and tested on three high dimensional data sets as well 

as benchmark and simulated data. Sampling importance resampling updates 

instead of MCMC iterations are considered for faster sampling from the pos

terior distributions.
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Chapter 2

Kernel Based Classification

In this chapter the classification problem is described in the general setting of super

vised learning and an overview of statistical learning methods is given. The func

tion fitting paradigm is presented from both the machine learning and the statistical 

points of view. Simple models are briefly mentioned and nonlinear extensions, kernel 

methods in particular, are discussed in more detail.

2.1 Supervised  Learning

Statistical learning, sometimes referred to as pattern recognition, can be be described 

in the most general terms as learning from data. More specifically, it is of interest to 

predict an outcome measurement y from a set of feature measurements x taken from 

a collection of individuals (i.e. smallest units in a population from which information 

is extracted).

The outcome measurements can be quantitative, in which case the prediction task 

is that of regression and categorical, the prediction of which is called classification.

Conventionally, a training set of data is used to build a prediction model also 

called the learning algorithm. Once the learning algorithm has been trained, it can 

be used to predict outcomes for new individuals belonging to the target population, 

which comprise the testing set. The test error is usually taken to be an estimate 

of how well the model performs. In practice it is difficult to obtain training data 

that represent the full extent of the variability of the possible inputs. The ability 

to correctly predict outcomes of new individuals that differ form those used in the
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training set is sometimes called generalization and is the central goal of statistical 

learning.

The work in this thesis is concerned with supervised learning which refers to 

situations where the training data are labelled, i.e. the outcome variable is given. 

In contrast, in unsupervised learning only the features are observed and the focus is 

no longer on prediction, rather, the aim is to explore the underlying organization of 

the data. The most common approach to unsupervised learning is cluster analysis. 

It is also possible to make use of both labelled and unlabelled data for training in 

order to improve learning accuracy. This is referred to as semi-supervised learning. 

For a review of recent methods see for example Chapelle et al. (2006).

Hastie et al. (2001) and Bishop (2006) are essential references to statistical learn

ing, with a good overview of theory and individual methods, as well as many exam

ples of its use.

2.2 T he Linear M odel

Suppose some data were collected by a particular experiment and they are available 

in the form (xi, yi),...,(x„, ?/„), where the Xj e  R-  ̂ are the predictors and ?/j G K 

are the response variables. The aim is to find a function /(x )  for predicting the 

responses given the values of x. In a linear model, one assumes:

y = f { x ) + e ,  (2.1)

with the expectation function

y =  / (x )  =  x/5 (2.2)

for a set of parameters (5 where E(£) =  0, Var{e) — <7̂  and e is independent of x. 

The data matrix x is often referred to as the design matrix. If the matrix x^x  is 

nonsingular, the unique least squares solution is available in closed form;

/5 =  (x^x)-^x^y. (2.3)
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2.3 G eneralized Linear M odel

In a classification problem, the outputs y take values in a discrete set. The aim is 

to divide the predictor space into a collection of regions labelled according to the 

classification. One of the simplest approaches to this problem is generalized linear 

modeling (GLM) (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972), although there are many others, 

for example nearest-neighbour methods.

For binary classification, where yi 6 {0,1} and Xj G an example of a GLM 

is obtained by assuming the yi are independent Bernoulli trials whose probability 

of success is modeled by a nonlinear fimction rj applied to a linear combination of 

the predictors and a set of parameters /?. For the logistic model, rj is taken to be 

the inverse logit, which is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the logistic 

distribution:

P(y =  l|x) =  ̂ ^  g-x/? =  (2 -4 )

The inverse of the nonlinear transformation r] is known as a link function. Other 

link functions are possible, e.g. probit which is the standard Gaussian cdf, log, 

Gompit (complementary log-log), etc.

2.4 Linear Basis Function M ethods

Whereas linear models are convenient and easily interpretable, they are not always 

justified. An alternative approach is to replace the design matrix x with a transfor

mation of it, and subsequently fit a linear model in the new space of input features. 

Applying the linear methods to transformations of the predictor variables consid

erably expands their scope (Hastie et al., 2001) and many such extensions of the 

linear model exist. In this section we focus on the generalizations referred to as 

basis-functions methods.

Let 0p(x) ; I— > M be functions of x for p =  1,..., P . Then /(x )  is given as
p

f{^) =  (2 -5)
p = i

The basis functions 0p(x) form the n x P  pseudo-design matrix Thus, the 

model becomes a linear combination of the nonlinear basis functions. If each element
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in the sequence of basis functions is set to be equal to the columns of the design 

matrix, 0p(x) =  Xp where p =  1, J , then the original linear model is recovered. 

One example of a basis function method is polynomial regression, where a 0p(x) are 

polynomial and trigonometric expansions, e.g. xf, X1X2 , sin(xi), etc.

Note that in polynomial regression the basis functions are global functions of the 

input variable, which means that changes in one region of the input space affect the 

other regions. Spline functions avoid this potential drawback by dividing the domain 

into a set of regions and fitting a separate polynomial in each region. For example,

consider the cubic spline and assume that the predictor x  is one dimensional. The

domain of x  can be divided into contiguous intervals at the points referred to as knots 

and /  can be represented by a separate polynomial in each interval. The cubic spline 

is a piecewise cubic polynomial function with continuous first and second derivatives 

at the knots. Thus the basis functions of a cubic spline are given by:

0i(a;) =  1, (j)3{x)=x' ,̂ 05(x) =  (x -  V^i)^,

(f>2{x) = x, 04(a:) =  <pe{x) = {x -  ip2 ) l.

In this formulation, and '02 are knots. Figure 2.1 gives an example of a cubic 

spline fit to some simulated data.

q

u)
d

o
d

to

p

o cP
«A

0
01

2 3 4 5 71 6

Fig. 2.1 : A cubic spHne with knots at = 3 and -02 =  6 fit to artificial data.

Among other examples of basis function methods are wavelets (Daubechies, 1992; 

Ogden, 1997) and neural networks (for an introduction see Hertz et al. (1991); Bishop 

(1995)).
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For basis function methods, where the basis functions do not have any hidden 

parameters, the least squares solution is given by:

P = (2 .6 )

Problems in the fitting algorithms occur if the columns of the pseudo-design 

matrix are almost linearly dependent, as the m atrix will approach singu

larity. This can be resolved by inflating the diagonal of the matrix by some

appropriate constant r. Thus, the least squares estimate becomes:

/3=  +  (2.7)

for some constant r  and identity matrix I. This approach is known as ridge regres

sion (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970) or Tikhonov regularization.

2.4.1 S tatistica l Learning V iew  o f M odel F ittin g

The statistical learning approach treats the mechanisms that generate the data as 

unknown and the research focus is placed on prediction accuracy and algorithm 

properties. Hence, it is a natural setting for many basis functions methods. The 

learning paradigm was described in very general terms in Section 2.1, here it is 

discussed further.

Assume that the training data are independently and identically generated from 

some unknown but fixed joint probability distribution fimction P(x, ^). The goal of 

the learning is to find a function /  from some set of functions H, that models the 

dependency between the features and the outputs encoded in the joint distribution. 

The accordance between f {x)  and the desired outputs is measured by the error or the 

loss function L{f{x.),y).  The criterion for choosing /  is the one of minimizing the 

expected loss, also known as risk, i.e. R{f )  — E[L{f{x),y)].  Thus, the learning is 

specified by the loss function, the functional form of /  and the optimization method.

The loss function is a general criterion for penalizing errors in predictions. Clas

sical statistics methods can be re-formulated as learning algorithms via loss function 

specification. For example, in the linear regression setting, the loss function is set 

to be squared error L (/(x),y) = {y — /(x ))^  and /  is a linear function of the form 

/(x )  =  x/3. It can be shown that the optimal classifier /  that minimizes the ex

pected least squares loss f {x)  =  x/3 has $  given by equation (2.3). Similarly, for
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ridge regression the loss function is given by L{f{x),  y) = {y — /(x))^  +  (3. The

maximum likelihood, a more general method than least squares, can be re-cast as a 

statistical learning problem where the loss function is taken to be the negative log- 

likelihood of the data (sometimes referred to as the cross-entropy loss or deviance 

in the statistical learning literature).

The Bayesian approach to model fitting and estimation is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 3, as it is the main framework within which the analysis in this thesis is 

carried out. For a review of Bayesian learning approaches see Section 3.5.

2.4.2 Shrinkage M ethods

It is often useful to reduce the number of parameters in the model as sparse models 

are easier to interpret and can improve on the prediction accuracy.

Shrinkage methods are model fitting approaches where coefficients are continu

ously shrunk to zero, as opposed to a discrete processes, such as subset selection, 

where variables are either retained or discarded.

Ridge regression is an example of the shrinkage method, as the coefficients are 

shrunk in a continuous way via the penalty on the size of the coefficients r  •

The parameter r  controls the amount of shrinkage. Note, however, that ridge re

gression does not force the coefficients to be equal to zero. As a result, the issue of 

interpretation is still a problem.

In the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (^/as5c>j(Tibshirani, 1996) 

estimates are obtained by minimizing:

one correspondence between the penalty parameter r  and constraint parameter t) 

causes some coefficients to be equal to zero, due to its non-smooth nature. Note

a circle for J  — 2. The lasso shrinks some coefficients, but also produces others that 

are equal to zero, so it has the advantage of producing more interpretable mocels.

n J J

6  =  min
13

2 .8 )

The constraint placed on the coefficients in lasso \Pj\ < t (there is a one to

that the constraint of the ridge regression Pj < s is smooth, for example, it is
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2.5 R egularization

Ridge regression and lasso are examples of regularization, a general principle that 

can be applied to solve ill posed problems by imposing a roughness penalty on the 

solution.

Regularization allows for the generalization of the spline models described in the 

previous sections. For example, consider the task of minimizing the least squares 

criterion over all functions /  that are twice continuously differentiable. Clearly, this 

is an ill posed problem as it will result in infinitely many solutions, i.e. functions 

that can pass through the training set and satisfy iVi ~  =  0- However,

the complexity of the fit can be controlled by applying a penalty, for example, the 

penalized residual sum of squares (RSS) is given by:

n

R S S { f ,  t ) f { X i ) f  +  T

i =l

The second term in this equation is constructed so that it encourages splines with 

a slowly changing slope. The regularization paraineter r  takes the values in the 

domain r  G (0, oo). Note that at r  =  0, /  can be any function that interpolates the 

data. At the other extreme, at r  =  oo, /  is a least squares line fit.

Although Equation (2.9) is defined on an infinite-dimensional function space, it 

can be shown that the solution is finite-dimensional and unique:

n

f{x) (2 -10 )
P = 1

where 4>p{x) are an n-dimensional set of basis functions representing a family of

natural splines. Note that these splines can have as many as n knots, but the

penalty term shrinks some of the coefficients f3p towards a hnear fit.

Clearly, all inference about /  is inference about the parameters f3 =  (/3q, A , •••, j3n)- 

The least squares solution can be shown to be:

+  (2 .11)

where D<i, and $  are matrices with elements:

(j)p{xi) ( 2 . 12)

/ (2.9)
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and

(2.13)

respectively.

The regularization approach can be generalized to higher dimensions. Suppose 

Xj e  M .̂ A two dimensional regression function /  can be obtained from optimizing:

mm
/

+  T j { f )
i = l

(2.14)

where J ( / )  is the penalty term. An example of it is

J ( f ) = / /J  VR2 V 5x? /  \ d X 1dX2)  V ^ 2
ds.\d'x.2. (2.15)

So optimizing with this penalty leads to a thin plate spline, the two-dimensional 

analog of the cubic spline in one dimension. It can be written as a linear expansion 

of basis functions:
n

/ ( x )  = /?o+ x/? + J ] ] q:p0p(x ). (2.16)
p = i

where (pp are radial basis functions:

0p(x) =  ||x -  Xp|plog(||x -  X p (2.17)

2.5.1 M ost G eneral Problem

The most general class of regularization problems can be represented as:

mm
f € n

i = l

(2.18)

where Xj G L{yi, f {x i ) )  is some general criterion for penalizing errors in predic

tions, for example, {yi — /(x j))^ , and J ( / )  is the penalty term. Ti. is the space on 

which J ( / )  is defined. A general functional form can be used for J ( / ) ,  see Girosi 

et al. (1995). The useful feature of this model is th a t the solution to (2.18) over an 

oo-dimensional space of / ’s can be written in terms of a finite number of coefficients 

(Hastie et al., 2001).
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2.6 Kernel m ethods

Kernel methods are a general class of algorithms for statistical learning th a t take 

the pairwise comparisons between the data objects in the form of the kernel matrix 

as their inputs. For example, a linear kernel is a m atrix of dot products K  xx^. 

Potential advantages of this representation are th a t the kernel does not depend 

on the nature of the observations analyzed and th a t the size of the kernel m atrix 

will not depend on the number of features J  th a t characterize each observation 

Xj. For example, if the data  set is a collection of 50 images, where each image is 

characterized a large number of features, the kernel matrix will be of dimension 

50 X 50 regardless of the number of features. A potential drawback is th a t this 

type of data  representation may be less intuitive, except for certain applications 

where the objects themselves do not have a relevant vector representation, whereas 

a pairwise comparison might.

The theoretical framework underlying the kernel method is the reproducing ker

nel Hilbert spaces theory, which is discussed in some detail in the future sections, 

as it is helpful in understanding the geometry of the method, its capacity and the 

choice or design of the kernel. In addition, the theoretical background serves as a 

link to a subclass of the regularization problems defined in Section 2.5.1 by Equation 

(2.18), which is the main classification approach taken in this thesis. Furthermore, 

the Support Vector Machine, which is a related kernel classifier and can be re-cast 

as a regularization problem, is briefly discussed.

2.6.1 Linearity by M apping to  H igh D im ensional Spaces

Linear models can be generalized by a mapping of the data  to a space of higher 

dimension. For example, consider the classification problem in Figure 2.2. The da ta  

Xj e  in the input space are not linearly separable, however, when m apped to  a 

three dimensional feature space, the classification boundary becomes linear. Thus a 

linear algorithm can be applied to the mapped data  $ (x ) =  { x i , x 2 i x \  + x^}- This 

is the basic idea behind the basis function methods outlined in Section 2.4. Kernel 

m ethods implicitly induce nonlinearity in the algorithms by using the same principle. 

However, the ‘kernelized’ algorithms are implemented so th a t the coordinates of the
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mapped points $(x) are not needed, only their pairwise inner products, which can be 

computed directly from the original data by selecting an appropriate kernel function.

o o

o

T

C<J
I

-3 -2 0 3•1 1 2

O o

n

o
-2.0 -1 .5  -1 .0  -O S  0.0 0.5 1 0 1.5 2.0

Fig. 2.2: The data in the original space are mapped to a higher dimensional space 

where the nonlinear classification boundary becomes linear.

2.6.2 The K ernel Trick

The kernel trick, in the literature often referred to as kemelization, is the key mech

anism behind the kernel methods. It is a general principle that transforms linear 

algorithms into nonlinear ones by employing a kernel. The kernel trick was first in

troduced into statistical learning by Aizerman et al. (1964) and later re-introduced 

by Boser et al. (1992) who constructed the Support Vector Machine, a generaliza

tion of the optimal hyperplane algorithm. The principle of the kernel trick car. be 

applied to a number of algorithms, notably: Kernel Principal Component Analysis 

(Scholkopf et al., 1998; Scholkopf et al., 1999), Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analy

sis (Mika et al., 1999; Baudat and Anouar, 2000) and many others, for example, 

Graepel and Obermayer (1998).

Many algorithms that deal with data in vectorial representation can be re

formulated to use dot product between vectors rather than the vector data them

selves. For example, consider the ridge regression approach for a linear basis ex

pansion model given by Equation (2.5). The data (x i,...,x„), where Xj G are 

transformed by mappings $(x ,) =  {0p(xj)}p^i, where P < oo. The data are in
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vectorial form as each basis transformation 0p(x) is an n-dimensional vector that 

forms the columns of the pseudo-design matrix The least square estimate of the 

regression coefficients (3 is given by Equation (2.7). This can be rewritten so that:

( # ^ $  + r/)/3  =  (2.19)

$ ( $ ^ $  + r/)/3 =  (2.20)

+  r /)$ ^ /? ' =  (2.21)

where is a new set of coefficients such that 0  =  Therefore:

+  r/)/? ' =  (2.22)

/?' =  (^»$^ +  r / ) - V -  (2.23)

The result in (2.23) shows that this optimization problem depends only on the

matrix of dot products whose elements z, / G 1, ...,n  are given by =

($(Xt), $(x/)). Clearly, the same optimization algorithm will work for a basis ex

pansion model defined by a different mapping $ , as long â s the matrix ( $ $ ^  -|- r l)  

is non-singular. One advantage of this model formulation is that regardless of the 

dimensionality P  of the feature space, the solution is always obtained by inverting 

a matrix of dimension n x n, whereas the formulation given in (2.7) depends on the 

dimension of the space of the mapped data. This allows for nonlinearity to be ob

tained without additional computational cost as the algorithm remains unchanged 

regardless of the mapping.

The real power of the kernel trick comes from the fact that the feature space 

can be characterized directly through a dot product matrix K  =  and the

intermediary mapping doesn’t need to be performed. This is a result of the Mercer’s 

theorem (Mercer, 1909) which, alongside formal definitions of kernels and the un

derlying mathematical theory of the kernel methods will be discussed in more detail 

in the following sections.

In terms of implementation, any linear algorithm that can be re-formulated to 

employ only the pairwise inner products of the data can be extended to a nonlinear 

algorithm by substituting the dot product matrix by a more general kernel. Im

plicitly, the algorithm is working in the feature space associated with the employed 

kernel, which is an inner product of the mapped data. Thus, the method allows
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very complex, non-linear transformations to spaces of possibly infinite dimension 

by only replacing the kernel matrix. In the context of classification, the motivating 

idea behind employing the kernel trick is that classes of objects will be more linearly 

separable in the feature space of the chosen kernel the than the original data space.

2.6.3 O ptim ization using Vector Spaces: D efinitions

Before introducing the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces theory, an exposition of 

some basic definitions and concepts of functional analysis, that form the building 

blocks of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, is given. More details can be found in, 

for example, Luenberger (1969).

Definition 1 A vec to r  space X  is a set of vectors with two operations: vector 

addition and scalar multiplication.

One example of a vector space are the set of real numbers as the properties 

of addition and multiplication of real numbers satisfy the axioms in the definition 

of a vector space. An extension of this is the n-dimensional real coordinate space 

R" where each vector is an n-tuple of n real numbers. Vector spaces can also be 

constructed with vectors consisting of infinite sequences of real numbers. Similarly, 

the collection of all real valued continuous functions on a interval [a,b] forms a vector 

space.

Definition 2 A non empty subset M. of a vector space X  is called a subspace of 

X  if  every vector of the form ax + j3y is in A4 whenever vectors x  and y are both 

in M. for any scalars a  and (5.

Definition 3 A linear com bination  of vectors x i ,x 2 ,...,x„ in a vector space is 

a sum of the form  0 :2 X2 +  ... +  ctnXn, where ai are scalars.

Definition 4 Let S be a subspace of a vector space X . The subspace generated

by S  is the set of all vectors in X which are linear combinations of vectors in S.

Definition 5 A vector is linearly dependen t upon a set of vectors S  if  it can be 

expressed as a linear combination of vectors from S . Equivalently, using Definition 

4, a vector is linearly dependent upon S  if  it is in the subspace generated by S.
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D efinition 6 A vector is linearly independen t of the set of vectors S  i f  it is not

linearly dependent on S .

D efinition 7 A set of vectors is a linearly in depen den t se t  i f  each vector is 

linearly independent to the remainder of the set.

D efinition 8 A finite set S of linearly independent vectors is a basis fo r the space 

X  i f  and only if  X  is a subspace generated by S. A vector space which has a finite 

basis (i.e. the number of elements in the basis is finite) is f in ite  dim ensional, 

else it is infin ite dim ensional.

D efinition 9 A n orm ed  linear vector space is a vector space X  on which there is 

defined a real-valued function which maps each element x in X  to a real number ||a:|| 

called the norm of x. The norm satisfies the following axioms:

1. the norm of a vector is greater than zero for all vectors in X , except for the 

null vector whose norm is equal to zero,

2. the triangle inequality: ||a: + j/ || < ||x|| +  ||y|| and

3. l|o:x|| =  |a |||x || for all scalars a.

The Euclidean n-dimensional space is the normed linear vector space that con

sists of n-tuples of real values with the norm of x =  (^i,^2 >--m^n) defined as

i|j:|| = (Er.,
A norm on a vector space, gives the vector space a measure of distance which 

can be used to define useful properties such as convergence.

Definition 10 The space Ip is a set of all infinite sequences of real (or complex) 

numbers x  =  •••) such that the p-norm of x defined as ||x||p =  (X^t=i

for 1 < p < oo is finite.

The above definition can be extended for p =  oo. Spaces Lp and Rp can be defined 

analogously. The space Lp[a,b] consists of real valued measurable functions on the 

interval [a, 6] whose absolute value raised to the p-th power has a finite Lebesgue 

integral. The space Rp[a,b] is defined similarly but its absolute value is Riemann 

integrable.
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D efin ition  11 A sequence x„ ini a normed space is a Cauchy sequence if

||â n — Xm\\ 0 as n ,m  —>■ oo.

D efin ition  12 A normed vector space X is complete i f  every Cauchy sequence in

X converges to a limit in X. In  this case X is called a Banach space.

D efin ition  13 I f  X  and y  are vector spaces over the same field o f scalars, their 

cartesian product, denoted by X x  y  is the collection o f all ordered pairs of their 

elements.

D efin ition  14 Inner product o f a vector space is a mapping that takes any two 

vectors to a scalar. The commo'nplace notation is (•,•). It satisfies the following 

properties:

1. {x + y , z )  = (x, z)  + (y, z)

2. ( ax , y )  = a{x, y)

3. {x,y)  -  {y,x)

4- >  t) and with equality i f  and only i f  x  is a null vector,

for vectors x ,y  and z and any scalar alpha.

Inner product is a generalization of the dot product of two vectors in analytic 

geometry which is often though o f as vector multiplication.

D efin ition  15 A pre-H ilbert space is a normed linear vector space X  with an 

inner product defined on X  x  X .

The Euclidean space made up of n-tuples of real numbers is a pre-Hilbert space 

with the inner product of two vectors x  = (^i, 2̂ ) •••7 ^n) and y = (t î, 772-•••) ^n) 

defined as {x, y) = 77̂ ,̂.

The real space I2 becomes a pre-Hilbert space with the inner product of x =  

(6,6 , - )  and y = (?7i,?72,-) defined as {x,y) =

The real space ^2[a, b] becomes a pre-Hilbert space with the inner product defined 

as {x,y)  = f \ { t ) y { t ) d t .

D efin ition  16 A Hilbert space is a complete pre-Hilbert space.
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Hence every Hilbert space is also a Banach space but not vice-versa. The Euclidean 

space, I2 space and ^ 2 (0 , b] space are Hilbert spaces. The structural properties of the 

Hilbert space allow us to define the concept of orthogonality which is not available 

in Banach spaces and allows for concepts from stat istics to be formulated in terms 

of the Hilbert space geometry.

For example, the problem of least squares can be geometrically formulated as 

the following: the data form a design matrix x, th e  response vector y  is a point 

on n-dimensional response space and the expectation function from (2.2) spans a 

p-dimensional subspace of the response space, also called the expectation surface. 

The least squares solution seeks to find a point on the expectation surface closest to 

y. This point y  corresponds to an orthogonal projection of y  onto the expectation  

surface. The distance ||y  — x/3|| is the vector of errors e. This is a minimum norm 

problem in Hilbert space and can be resolved by the application of the Projection 

Theorem (Luenberger, 1969).

2.6.4 R eproducing K ernel H ilbert Spaces (R K H S)

The reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS)  (Aronszajn, 1950; Parzen, 1970) are

Hilbert spaces restricted to contain smoother functions. The theory of RKHS un

derlies the kernel method and is discussed in some detail. This section sets out some 

formal definitions and is followed by two mathematical constructions of the RKHS, 

from the feature bases and the reproducing kernel bases.

A good brief introduction to this topic can be found in Evgeniou et al. (2000) 

and Hastie et al. (2001), whereas more detailed information is contained in Sch51kopf 

and Smola (2002) and Wahba (1990).

D e fin it io n  1 7  Let index set X  be a set of data vectors. Let H/c be a Hilbert space of  

real functions f  defined on an index set X . Tiic is a reproducing kernel H ilbert 

space with an inner product (•, and associated norm  ||/||k;c =  y/ ( / ,  f )nK  */

and only if  there exists a function K  : X  x  X  such that:

1 .  K { ; x ) e H K

2. { K{ x ,  ■), f{-))'Hi^ =  f { x )  i.e. the reproducing property.
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Since K{x, ■) E H/c it follows that {K{x, •), K{x', •))nic — K{x,x'). The function K  

is known as the kernel

Definition 18 A function K  : X  x X  is a positive sem i-definite  kernel if and

only if for any two objects x ,x '  E X  it is symmetric, i.e. K{x,x ')  = K {x ',x )  and 

positive definite, that is
n nEE m K { x u X t ) > 0  (2.24)

1 = 1  1=1

for any n > 0, any choice of real numbers Pi, e  M and any choice of n objects 

G X.

The condition above restricts the class of kernel functions that can be used but 

allows for the use of kernel methods which shall be described in more detail in the 

upcoming sections.

Theorem  1 The M oore-A ron sza jn  theorem (Aronszajn, 1950) Let X  be an 

index set. For every positive semi-definite function K{-, ■) on X  x X  there exists a 

unique RKHS and vice versa.

2.6.5 C onstruction o f th e RK H S from th e Feature B ases

A RKHS is constructed by defining a set of basis functions with an inner product. 

Let {01, (j)2 , ...} be a (possibly infinite) sequence of linearly independent functions 4>p 

and similarly, t'2 . •••} a (possibly infinite) sequence of positive numbers Up such 

that J2^=i Define a function K{x,x'):

OO

K { x ,  ■)  =  Y 1  (2-25)
p= i

A result known as Mercer’s theorem (Mercer, 1909) and (Stewart, 1978) states 

that any function K{x, -)  which is positive semi-definite, i.e. the matrix K{xi ,xi )  

is positive semi-definite for all choices of xi,xi G X  will have an expansion of the 

form (2.25) where the (j)p are linearly independent functions (but not necessarily 

orthogonal).

Let Tiic be the space of functions spanned by (f>p{x):

'H>c = \ f { x ) \ f { x )  = Cp4>p{x) : Cp G R , z  G ^  I . (2.26)
P = i  J
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Note that the kernel function is also an element of this space since it is a linear 

combination of the basis functions (f)p.

Hic becomes a pre-Hilbert space by defining an inner product:

OO OO OO ,

(/, g)n^ =  Cp(f)p{-), dp(f>p{-))n  ̂ = Y  ^  (2-27)
p = i  p = i  p = i  ^

where some g G is given by g{x) — It can be verified that

this is in fact an inner product by checking that it satisfies the conditions given by 

Definition (14).

The norm of the RKHS can be obtained from (2.27):

OO 2

= = (2.28) 
p = l

By completing the space, Hfc becomes a Hilbert space. It also follows that 

the norm ||/||?i;c constrained to be finite. For this to be true, the sequence of 

coefficients {cp} must decay rapidly. In fact, the norm quantifies how rapid the 

decay is via i/p and therefore imposes the smoothness condition on the functions 

/  £ Tiic- The regularization view of the RKHS theory is discussed further in Section 

2 . 6 . 10 .

By substituting K{x,  •) for ^(-), it can be verified that the reproducing property 

is satisfied:

(A-(x, .),/(■ ))« . =  =  (2.29)
1P = 1  ^

Therefore, this shows that the Hilbert space Tijc is in fact a RKHS with reproducing 

kernel K{x,  ■). Furthermore, the Moore-Aronszajn theorem shows that it is possible 

to construct a RKHS whenever the kernel is of the form (2.25) and that is unique 

for a given K{x,-).

Since the kernel function K{x,-)  is also an element of Hic it follows that:

0 0  OO

{ K{ x , - ) , K{x \ - ) ) n^  = (^i/p0p(x)0p(-),^i^p0p(a:')0p(-))w <
p = i  p = i

Up(j)p{x)Vp( l )p{x')

= E
p = i

=  K{x,x' ) .  (2.30)
1p = i
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In the context of the theory of this section, the data x £ X  are mapped to a 

nonhnear feature space H.K. via the map <E> : A" —> 71)̂  where $  is a set of basis 

functions {(0p(x))^^,x E X }  th a t span TYc- The space of the mapped data H k is 

known as the feature space induced by K . The dimensionahty of the feature space 

is equal to the number of basis elements which can be infinite.

2.6.6 C onstruction o f th e  RKH S from th e R eproducing K er

nel Bases

Note that by the reproducing property, the value f {x)  of a function /  is a scalar 

result of an inner product in the space Ha:, as can be seen from Equation (2.29). 

Thus, by projecting the function /  to a reproducing kernel K{x,  •), for some x E X,  

f  is evaluated at x. Hence, any function in H k. can be evaluated at all elements of 

the set X  by taking the inner product with reproducing kernels K (x, •), Va: G X.  The 

reproducing property proves that the reproducing kernels also span Tiic- Consider a 

situation where this is not the case and the function /  can be written as a linear 

combination of the reproducing kernel and some other basis 0;:

n

f{-) = ^ P , K { x i , - )  + ciM-)- (2-31)
i = l

Then by the reproducing property:

n

{K{x, -) , f{-))n^  =  {K{x,-),J2PiK{xi,-))H,c+ci{K{x,-),(t>i{-))n,c
p = i

=  f {x)  + ci{K{x,-),(l)i{-))n^. (2.32)

Therefore, Vq, (pi{x) = 0 and another construction of the RKHS is possible, where 

the reproducing kernels K{x,  ■) span H k,- This has important imphcations for prac

tical applications of the RKHS theory.

In order to construct a RKHS from the reproducing kernel bases, let

<1* ; X —> K(x, •).

Hence, every point in the original space is associated with a function K{x,-).  If the 

original space X  is of finite dimension n, the number of reproducing bases is also n. 

Hic is a vector space containing all linear combinations of the functions K{x,  •):
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= | / ( x ) | / ( x )  =  Y^^f^iKlxux) : n 6 N,/?i e  M,a:i G A’l  , (2.33)

Note that in the Uterature (2.33) is known as the dual form of / ,  whereas (2.26) is

called the primal form of / .

Let g G Hic be another function written in the dual form

n
= (234)

1 = 1

For this construction of the RKHS, the inner product is:

n nEE PiPlK{xuXi). (2.35)
i=l 1=1

Similarly as with (2.27) it can be checked th a t (2.35) satisfies the definition of 

the inner product.

This construction of Tifc also satisfies the reproducing property;

n

{K{-,x),f{-))n,c = ' ^ P i K { x , X i )  =  f{x) .  (2.36)
i=l

If /( .)  =  K  {x\ •) it follows from the inner product definition in (2.35) that:

{K{x,- ),K{x' ,- ))n^ = K{x ,x ') .

Therefore, for a mapping defined by 4> : x —̂ A'(x, •) it follows that

/^(x ,x ') =  (^>(a:),$(x'))7i^. (2.37)

Hence, a kernel of the form (2.25) is an inner product of the mapping of objects 

x ,x '  ^  X  to some feature space Hic-

This is the basic idea behind the kernel trick, described in Section 2.6.2. It 

follows from Mercer’s theorem that any symmetric positive semi-definite kernel on a 

space X  can be represented as an inner product after the space X  has been mapped

to some feature space H/c via ^  : X  ^  T-Lk. =  {4>p{x)}'^-^. Clearly, the choice of

4>p{x) defines the feature space where the data are mapped. Whereas one could 

explicitly map the data and take the dot product, Mercer’s theorem allows for the 

kernels to be directly characterized without the intermediary mapping $.
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2.6.7 Exam ples o f R K H S

For example, consider the non-linear mapping of data Xj e  E by a polynomial kernel 

of degree d = 2:

^  : X ^  K{x,x')  = xx'{\  -t- xx').

The feature space H k: is the space spanned by 0i(x) =  x,4>2{x) =  and it i£ 

of dimension two. The data Xi G M before and after the mapping $  is plotted in 

Figure 2.3. A practical motivation behind such mapping is obvious in this case, a 

linear classification in the new space is equivalent to non linear classification in the 

original space.

T T

Fig. 2.3: The graph on the left shows linearly non-separable data. The graph on 

the right shows the same data, but mapped to a higher dimensional space where the 

training set becomes linearly separable. This is the usual motivation behind kerne 

methods - since a linear classification in the new space is equivalent to non linear 

classification in the original space. The linear solution to this classification problen: 

is also plotted. Note that this solution is in the primal form.

It can easily be verified that; |

2 I

K{x,x ')  -  (4>(x),$(a:')) =  ^  0p(x)0p(x').
p = i

Thus the same linear solution in Figure 2.3 can be represented in the dual form 

as a hyperplane in the space of reproducing kernels. The data mapped to a spact 

spanned by reproducing kernels is plotted in Figure 2.4. Note that in this example]
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fce reproducing kernels are not linearly independent as only two reproducing kernels 

[re needed to  characterize the solution. The kernel m a trix  in  th is case w ill have many
I

l^genvalues equal to  zero.
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i'ig. 2.4: The da ta  are mapped to  the feature space spanned by reproducing kernels.

In the case where Xj G the polynom ia l kernel o f degree d =  2: 

<J> : X =  (xi,X2) A '(x , x ')  =  (1 +  x - x ' ) ^ ,

^e feature space is the space spanned by:

$(x) =  {1, V2xi ,  \ / 2x2 , x l , x l ,  V 2X1X2}.
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Dimensionality of the RKHS is. equal to the number of basis elements (pp which 

is finite for the polynomial kernels of degree d, but infinite for the Gaussian kernel:

i^ (x ,x ')  =

Kernel function K(x, x') is an innter product of the mapping that is of infinite di

mension:

$(x) =  0o;(x),...}, x ,u ;eE -^

where (j)̂  are Fourier components

where i denotes The inner p>roduct is given by

/C(x, x'') =  y  <J>(x)$(x')da;.

In practice, it is often of inteirest to transform the data x E X  to a, higher 

dimensional nonlinear space, for example, see Figure 2.3. In the context of the 

kernel methods, this is achieved via mapping ^  Ti/c where is spanned

by <I>(a:) =  { (0p (x ))^ i,x  G X }. Note the feature space H k. can be of infinite 

dimension, and the transformations 4> complex. The solutions to the methods in 

the space spanned by 4>p are of the form (2.26). However, the same solution can be 

represented by the equivalent dual form of /  given by (2.33) which is of dimension 

n that depends on the number of data objects and is therefore finite, see Figure 

2.4. This property of the RKHS was formally stated as the representation theorem 

in the seminal work of Kimeldorf and Wahba (1971) and is the motivation behind 

applying the RKHS theory in the regularization models, which is discussed further 

in Section 2.6.10.

2.6.8 K ernels as M easures o f Sim ilarity

As they are inner products in the feature space, kernels can be thought of as a 

measure of similarity. The Gaussian kernel at point x, for example, maps each point 

to a Gaussian centered at x, which captures the similarity of x  to all other points. In 

this example, the link between the inner product and similarity is intuitive, although 

the gap between the two concepts can be wider for more general classes of kernels. 

More discussion on this can be found in Scholkopf and Smola (2002).
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2.6.9 K ernels as Covariance Functions

By Mercer’s theorem, positive semi-definite kernels can be expressed as
CX>

K { x , x ' )  =  ’̂ ( j)p{x)cl)j,{x'),  (2.38)
p = i

where <j)p are orthonorm al functions in Hilbert space L2 . Consider a Gaussian prior 

q th a t generates functions f  E L 2 such that:

=  '^Cp(t)p{x)  (2.39)
p = i

and Cp ~  A^(0,1). Thus, it can be shown th a t the kernel is the covariance function

of the zero-mean Gaussian process q. See Kimeldorf and Wahba (1970), Wahba

(1990) and Poggio and Girosi (1990) for a detailed discussion of the links between 

regularization problems in RKHS and Gaussian processes (O’Hagan, 1978).

2.6.10 R K H S and R egularization

The Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) can be formulated to  deal with 

a subclass of regularization problems discussed in Section 2.5. Consider the most 

general regularization problem given by Equation (2.18), where some criterion for 

penalizing prediction errors is minimized over a space of functions / .  Let th a t space 

be a RKHS, hence the model functions /  can be made up of infinitely many basis 

expansions 0p, see equation (2.26) i.e. the primal form of / .  Remember th a t the 

smoothness of the RKHS is regulated by the norm of /  given in (2.28), therefore this 

is the obvious choice for the penalty functional J { f )  in the regularization problem:
00 2

• / ( / )  =  I I / I I L  =  E .  < “ ■ (2.40)
P = 1  p

Thus, 7ij(  is spanned by a set of possibly infinite and nonlinear transform ations 

4>p{-), however, a set of reproducing kernels /^(x , •) can also form a base for H k -  

This base is perhaps less intuitive, however, it has a useful property th a t evaluated 

for d a ta  x, its maximum dimension is the cardinality of the d a ta  set. Since the 

number of d a ta  objects Xj is finite, the number of reproducing kernel bases is also 

finite.

The model function /  can be rew ritten in the dual form, i.e. as a finite linear 

expansion of the reproducing kernels given by equation (2.33). Note th a t the dual
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form of /  is equivalent to the primal form of /  where the coefficients Cp are given 

by:
n

Cp =  Up ^  Pi4^p{xj). (2.41)
j = i

The penalty functional can be written as

n n

A f )  = II/IIL = {2-«)
i=l 1=1

whore K is a n x n  matrix with elements {K}t  ̂ =  K{'xi,'x.i) and (3 is an n-dimensional

vector of coefficients. Given this parameterization, the problem in (2.18) can be re

formulated as a finite-dimensional optimization:

mm [L(y, K/?) -h t 0 ^ K 0 \  . (2.43)

Hence, the regularization problem is defined in terms of the loss function L  and 

the kernel K  and its solution is characterized by a finite number of coefficients /?.

2.6.11 Support Vector Machine as a Regularization Prob

lem

Support vector machines (SVMs) are a supervised learning algorithm, originally de

veloped as a binary hnear classifier in the context of optimum separating hyperplane

theory, but later generalized to solve nonlinear problems via the kernel trick. Many 

other extensions exist, for example SVMs for regression (Drucker et al., 1997) and 

multicategory classifiers (discussed further in Section 3.5.2).

Vapnik (1998), Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor (2000) and Scholkopf and Smola 

(2002) provide comprehensive introductions to SVMs, whereas only the binary clas

sification problem is considered here.

SVMs can be seen as a special case of the regularization problem as they mini

mize:

mm [L(y, K p )  +  r/?^K/?] , (2.44)

where the model function is of the form (2.33) and the loss function is given by:

n

i(y,K/?) = ^ [ l- ! /i /( i .)U , (2.45)
i=l
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also known as the hinge loss. The response variable y  is parameterized so that it 

takes values in the set { — 1,1} and the [2 ]+ term is equal to 2  if 2  >  0, else 0. The 

piecewise-zero nature of the loss function forces many coefficients Pi to zero, hence 

providing a relatively sparse solution, which makes them a popular classification 

method, see Figure 2.5. Girosi et al. (1995) and Evgeniou et al. (2000) discuss the 

link between regularization and SVMs in more detail.
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F ig . 2.5: Illustration of the SVM applied to toy data sets in two dimensions. In 

both cases, a Gaussian kernel is used. The support vectors are indicated by triangles.
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Chapter 3 

Statistical M ethodology

In subsequent chapters models are constructed and inferences about the model pa

ram eters are drawn in order to gain knowledge from the available data, have a better 

understanding of the processes th a t generate it and make predictions. In this chap

ter, given are a brief overview of the statistical methods and the Bayesian framework 

within which the models are fitted. Also, given is an outline of the Bayesian decision 

theory which is the framework for for the variable selection selection task. Subse

quently, Bayesian treatm ent of the classification problem is presented and nonlinear 

Bayesian classifiers in the literature are discussed. Possible choices for prior distri

butions of model parameters in the view of model sparsity are briefly covered.

3.1 Bayesian Inference

Statistics is concerned with learning from data  under the conditions of uncertainty. 

The uncertainty is quantified by probability which can be interpreted in different 

ways: the frequentist (or classical) approach takes the view th a t the probability of 

an event is the proportion of times th a t event has occurred in an infinite sequence 

of trials. Hence, only a repeatable event can have a probability, which in frequen

tist inference is also referred to as the long run relative frequency. In the Bayesian 

framework, probability represents an individual’s degree of belief in an event occur

ring. This approach recognizes th a t some prior knowledge about the nature of the 

system exists before any da ta  has been collected. Because one person’s prior beliefs 

do not necessarily need to agree with another’s, the Bayesian view of probability is
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a subjective interpretation of probability. The basis of Bayesian inference is rooted 

in a single principle: the modification of the prior beliefs in the light of the observed 

data through the use of Bayes ’ theorem. The knowledge about an event may change 

subsequent to more information becoming available.

In the frequentist view, the parameters of a model take unique values, i.e. they 

are fixed but unknown, therefore it is not meaningful to make probability statements 

about them (O’Hagan and Forster, 2004). In contrast, in Bayesian inference the pa

rameters are treated as random variables, therefore it is natural to make probability 

statements about them, which allows the interpretations of Bayesian conclusions 

to be more intuitive. Lee (2004) provides an accessible introduction to Bayesian 

inference, for more comprehensive texts see Box and Tiao (1973), Berger (1985) and 

Bernardo and Smith (1994).

3.1.1 Prior D istribution

Assume that interest lies in describing some system or a process, to which end data 

are collected and modeled by a distribution. The parameters 0  =  (©i , . . . ,  ©p) of 

the distribution need to be determined, for example, by a point or interval estimate, 

so that the complete description of the system can be obtained.

The Bayesian approach acknowledges that some prior knowledge or information 

about the parameter values exists in the form of expert opinion and previous experi

ences e.g. experiments, studies etc. Furthermore, the prior knowledge is formalized 

and included in the model in order to make inference. This is achieved by expressing 

the prior beliefs in the form of a probability density function of parameters 0  known 

as the prior density P (0). The prior density is parameterized by some hyperparam

eters ^  which also need to be specified so that the prior information is adequately 

summarized.

The process of selecting and specifying prior distributions P(©) and their hj'per- 

parameters is not always straightforward and is described in some detail in Section 

3.1.4.
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3.1.2 L ikelihood Function

Suppose some data X = (X i, . . .  , X ^ )  are observed. The data can be modeled by 

P (X j|0), a function of the data given some fixed parameters 0 . In this view, P (X |0 ) 

is a joint probability density of all data and thus properties such as integration to 

unity hold as JP (X |0 )rfX  =  1. On the other hand, P (X |0 ) can be regarded as a 

function of the parameters given the fixed data, in which case it is referred to as the 

likelihood:

£ (0 |X )  =  P (X |0 ).

£ (0 |X ) measures how likely it is to observe the data given that the parameters 

take the value 0 .

Interpreted in this way, the likelihood is a conditional probability statement 

which does not have the same properties as a density, for example J  P (X |0)rf0  does 

not have to integrate to 1.

The likelihood function is used in both frequentist and Bayesian inference. In 

the former, under the maximum likelihood method (Fisher, 1922), the log-likelihood 

is maximized in order to find the most likely value of 0 , i.e. the maximum likelihood 

estimator 0 .

3.1.3 T he P osterior D istribution

Under Bayesian inference, the beliefs about some parameters 0  are summarized by 

the posterior density P (0 |X ) which is the conditional distribution of the parameters 

given the data. The posterior density is obtained from two sources of information: 

the prior knowledge formalized by the prior distribution P (0 ) and the likelihood 

function P (X |0 ) which models the relationship between the observed data and the 

parameters of interest. In contrast, the frequentist inference solely utilizes the like

lihood information. The posterior density is constructed using the Bayes’ theorem 

which states:

P,e,x, =
oc P (0 )P (X |0 )
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where

{ JP (0 )P (X |0 )c i©  in the continuous case

^ q P(0 )P (X |0 )  in the discrete case.

More succinctly, this can be written as;

Posterior oc Prior x Likelihood .

The posterior density P (0 |X ) is a synthesis of all knowledge about the parameter 

0  after observing the data X. Hence, in the Bayesian framework, all inference about 

the parameter of interest is derived from a single source: the posterior distribution. 

Possible summaries of the posterior distribution include moments, quantiles, highest 

posterior regions and credible intervals, see, for example, Lee (2004) for more details. 

In contrast to frequentist analysis, where subsequent to determining the likelihood 

there is a choice of many inference rules, for example, a choice between unbiased 

estimators with uniformly equal variance, in the Bayesian analysis the derivation of 

posterior inference is uniquely determined once the prior and likelihood have been 

formulated.

3.1.4 Prior E licitation

Incorporating the prior information about the parameters in order to make inference 

about them can be a contentious issue as well as a potential strength of the Bayesian 

approach. Various methods for specifying the prior distribution P (0 ) that reflects 

prior knowledge or beliefs about the parameters exist. The process of choosing 

the class of the prior distribution and specifying the hyperparameters of the prior 

distribution is often referred to as prior elicitation.

It is generally mathematically and computationally convenient to work with 

prior distributions that yield posteriors that are in the closed form. One way to 

ensure tractabihty of the posterior distribution is to use conjugate priors. These 

are distributions that belong to the same class of distributions as the posterior 

distribution, and are widely used in practice. For example, assume that the data X  is 

normally distributed with mean ©. If the prior beliefs about the unknown parameter 

0  can be expressed in terms of a normal distribution, the resulting posterior will 

be a product of two normals which is also normal and can be obtained in closed
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form. Choosing a conjugate prior over some other form is not necessarily motivated 

by genuine knowledge about the parameter, rather by the mathematical tractability 

constraints. However, one can argue that the choice of the hyperparameters of the 

prior distribution is more critical than its class as long as the chosen class of the 

prior distribution is flexible enough so that changes in the hyperparameters will 

allow for a wide range of different forms. Therefore, even if the chosen class of the 

prior is not the ‘true’ prior, it should be be able to approximate the ‘true’ prior for 

some choice of hyperparameters.

The hyperparameters also reflect the strength of the prior information and its 

relation to the new data. Where genuine, substantial prior information exists, the 

choice of the hyperparameters can be based on expert opinions of the properties of 

the parameters 0  such as moments or quantiles. It is possible to specify a non- 

informative prior to reflect the situation where the prior information is weak or 

unreliable. In such cases the prior would be chosen so that it is fairly flat over the 

range of the possible values of 0 , for example a normal distribution with large vari

ance, uniform over some large parameter range, Jeffreys’ prior (Jeffreys, 1961) etc. 

Uninformative priors may be improper (e.g. Jeffreys’ prior), in the sense that they 

are not a probability density function, however, under certain parameterizations, 

the improper priors combined with likelihoods can yield a proper posterior, so it is 

possible to use them. Garthwaite et al. (2005) give more details on various methods 

for specifying prior information.

Bayes’ theorem synthesizes information from both the prior and the likelihood 

in formulating the posterior density. It also recognizes the strength of each source 

of information, therefore, as the amount of experimental information increases, the 

model will increasingly rely on the data rather than the prior knowledge to obtain a 

posterior distribution. Sensitivity analysis can be carried out to check whether the 

conclusions drawn from the posterior distribution remain stable under changes in 

the assumptions made about the prior.

3.1.5 H ierarchical M odels

The Bayesian framework allows for model expansion by hierarchical modeling i.e. by 

placing prior distributions on the hyperparameters thus treating them as random
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variables in the model and subsequently drawing inferences about them. Assume 

P('I') is a prior density of the hyperparameter ^  and P(0|'l^) is the prior density of 

0  parameterized by The joint prior density of the model parameters is given by:

P (0 ,^ )  = P(0|^')P(^').

By specifying the model in this way, more structure is be added to the uncer

tainty in the prior information. Methodologically, the need for such structure arises 

when units of analysis come from clusters within a population and are no longer 

independent. In addition, modeling the differences between the clusters could be 

of practical interest. If desired, subsequent layers can be added to the structure 

following the same principle.

Intrinsic to the Bayesian paradigm is the notion that, in modeling some real life 

system, one should aspire to develop a single all-encompassing world view model. In 

this light, hierarchical modeling is an important tool for model development within 

the Bayesian framework. However, in practice, the world view model is too complex 

to work with, and a compromise is required in the form of a simpler, reduced version. 

Papers by Lindley (2000) and Draper (1995) offer philosophical discussions on model 

complexity in the Bayesian paradigm.

3.1.6 P red ictive D istribution

In various applications it can be of interest to make predictions about future ob

servations as well as making inferences about the parameters of the model. The 

belief about the next observation is based on the data already observed X  =  

(X i, X 2 , and the prior knowledge.

The predictive distribution for a new observation Xn+i  given observed data is 

given by;

P (X „+ i|X i, X 2 , Xn)  = J  P(X„+i |0 ,  X i, X 2 , ..., X „ )P (0 |X i, X 2 , . . . ,Xn)d&

where P (X „+i|© , X \ ,  X 2 , X n )  is the likelihood function for the new observation 

which reduces to P(A’„_|_i|0) if the observations are independent and P (0 |X i,  X 2 , ..., X„) 

is the posterior density.
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The predictive density can be approximated by Monte Carlo integration (see 

Section 3.2.1);

where are samples from the posterior distribution P (0 |X ).

3.2 M onte Carlo M ethods for A pproxim ating Pos

terior D istributions

Bayesian model specifications can often produce a highly dimensional, non-standard, 

complicated or analytically intractable posterior probability distributions. The term 

Monte Carlo methods refers to a general class of numerical methods developed for 

generating values from probability distributions. It is widely used to generate values 

from posterior distribution whose density would otherwise be difficult to compute 

numerically. The realizations are used to approximate the integration-based sum

maries of interest such as posterior moments and marginal densities.

Direct simulation methods such as rejection sampling, importance sampling, the 

inverse transform method etc draw samples exactly from the posterior distribution 

]P(0|X). However, these methods break down as the dimension of 0  increases and 

approximate sampling techniques such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

are used instead. The MCMC methods iteratively generate samples of dependent 

observations from a density which asymptotically approaches the density of interest. 

They are described in more detail in the following sections.

3.2.1 M onte Carlo Integration

Monte Carlo integration is a tool for obtaining integration based summaries of pos

terior densities. It can be used to approximate the expectation of some function 

h{Q) whose parameter has a posterior density P (0 |X ):

m = l

E[/?,(0)|X] =  J /i(0 )P (0 |X )d 0
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where 0  =  , 0^^^) are independent samples drawn from the density of

interest. By the Strong Law of Large Numbers, for independent samples, the ap

proximation becomes more accurate as M  increases (Robert and Casella, 1999). 

Monte Carlo integration will work even if the samples are not independent, how

ever, in this case they must be generated by a process which draws them throughout 

the support of the posterior distribution in the correct proportions, as is the case 

with Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (Gilks et al., 1996). Monte Carlo inte

gration has many uses in Bayesian inference since many integrals of interest can be 

approximated by expectations e.g. it appears when evaluating predictive density for 

a new observation, marginalizing out parameters, obtaining posterior moments etc.

3.2.2 M arkov Chains

A key concept behind the MCMC techniques is that of a stochastic process and a 

Markov chain. In this section some main results and definitions are presented.

D efin ition  19 A stochastic process is a set of random variables G T}

where T  is called the index set. The possible values (i.e. s ta tes )  of form a set 

S  known as the s ta te  space.

For simplicity of exposition, it will be assumed in the rest of this section that T  

is a countable set, hence a discrete time stochastic process occurs. The theory can 

be extended for stochastic processes with a continuous index.

D efin ition  20 A stochastic process {0^*^;^ G T} is called a M a rk o v  chain with 

countable state space S  if:

1. P(0W G 5) -  1 V t > 0

2. the present state 0(*+^) =  j  is independent of all previous states except for  

0̂ *̂  =  i. More formally:

p(0(t+i) =  _̂ -|0(o) ^  0(1) =   ̂©W ^  ^  p (0 (‘+i) =  j|0W  =  i)

i.e. the memoryless (Markov) property holds.



Definition 21 A discrete time Markov chain is said to be a homogeneous if the 

distribution =  i) is independent of t, i.e. = i) —

P(0W =  j |0 ( ‘-i) =  i), \/t e  T .

D efinition 22 For a discrete time homogeneous Markov chain, the transition  

probability  P j j  is a function:

= P (0(‘+̂  ̂ =  i|0W  =  i) 

which satisfies: Pij > 0 Vi, j G 5  and ~   ̂ Vz G 5.

The transition or Markov matrix is given by:

^  P n  P i 2  . . .  P i .  ^

p  _  P 2 1  P 2 2  • .  • P 2 S

y  p « i  P s 2  • • • p « s  j

The probabihty of moving from state i to state j  in t steps is known as the 

the ^-step transition probabihty and here is denoted by P - ^ .  The t-step transition 

probabihties satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation:

p t    \  '  p r  p t - r
ij 2 ^  ^ ik ^ k j  )

keS

for any r  such that 0 < r < t.

Definition 23 A state i is transien t if there is a non-zero probability that the 

Markov chain starting in state i never returns back to i. A state which is not 

transient is said to be recurrent. I f  the expected time to return to state i is finite, 

i is a positive recurrent state. A Markov chain is said to be positive recurrent if 

all its states are positive recurrent.

Definition 24 A Markov chain is irreducible if fo r any starting state i E S  there 

exists t such that Pj, > 0 V i E S.i j  —  j

Thus, for any starting state i, an irreducible chain is able to eventually reach every 

region of the state space.
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D e fin it io n  25 A period  di of a state i is the greatest common denominator of the 

set >  1 : P ii}- Hence it is only possible to return to state i in a num,ber of 

steps that is a multiple of di. A state is aperiodic if  di =  \ .  A Markov chain is 

aperiodic if  all its states are aperiodic.

The aperiodic property ensures that the chain does not cycle through disjoint 

subsets of the state space.

D efin it io n  26 A Markov chain is defined to be ergodic if  it is irreducible, aperiodic 

and positive recurrent.

D efin it io n  27  A s ta tio n a ry  distribution n of a Markov chain defined by a time 

independent transition probability matrix P  has the following property: ttF =  tt

7T is also known as the invariant or the equilibrium distribution. It can be shown 

that the ergodic Markov chain will asymptotically converge to a unique stationary 

distribution regardless of the initial state:

TT, =  hm P-.; V j  €  S.
f — * o o  ■ '

Thus 7T becomes the limiting distribution of the chain. The fact that an ergodic 

Markov chain will sample from the stationary distribution as the number of iterations 

tends to infinity is a key concept in using Markov chains for sinmlation.

3.2.3 M arkov Chain M onte Carlo M ethods

Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques work by constructing a homogeneous, ergodic 

Markov chain whose unique stationary distribution 7t ( - )  is the target distribution. 

After a period of transitions, also referred to as the bum-in  period, the Markov 

chain will reach the stationary distribution 7t ( - ) .  The subsequent sequence of ran

dom variables generated by the chain is a set of dependent samples drawn from an 

approximation of the target distribution.

In Bayesian setting, MCMC methods are employed to draw samples from high 

dimensional or complex posterior densities which are not available in closed form 

and cannot be sampled from directly. Hence, the chain is constructed so that the 

target distribution is the posterior distribution of interest. The samples obtained  

after the burn-in period are realizations from the posterior distribution and Monte 

Carlo integration is used to estimate summaries of interest from the samples.
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3.2.4 Detailed Balance

For ai Markov chain to converge to a target distribution 7t(-), two conditions are 

required: first, the sequence has to be a Markov chain with a unique stationary 

distribution and second, the stationary distribution has to equal the target distri

bution. For the first condition to hold, the Markov chain defined by some transition 

probabilities Pij has to  be ergodic. The second condition is guaranteed by the con

struction of the chain, i.e. it also depends on the choice of the relevant transition 

probabilities. Hence, constructing a Markov chain th a t will converge to the desired 

target distribution 7t(-), translates to a problem of finding a transition probability 

whose ith  iterate converges to  Tr(-) for large t.

Tierney (1994) shows th a t probabilities which satisfy a condition known as de

tailed balance or time reversibility are suitable transition probabilities. Detailed 

balance means th a t when the initial probabilities are given by the target distribu

tion 7t ( - )  the probability of being in state 0̂ *̂  at time t and moving to state 

is the same as moving in the reverse direction. More formally, if:

7r(0(‘>)P(0f‘+^^|0W) =  7r(0<‘+‘^)P(0W |0(‘+*))

then the target distribution 7 r ( - )  is the stationary distribution of P(0^‘̂ |-).

To verify this, consider two states a and b drawn from 7r(0). The transition 

kernel can be expressed as:

P (0 (‘+1) =  fe|0(‘) = a) = Pab = Plb + TaaSab.

where P*^ =  0, Sab is an indicator function, (5ab =  1 if fc =  a and 0 otherwise and 

raa the probability th a t the chain remains in state  a. Hence it follows tha t

+ ’'“» = ' ■  (3.1)
b b

Therefore

^;r(eW)P^ = +
b b b

— -H 7r(0^*'^^^)r6h (by detailed balance)
6

=  7r(0^*"^^^)(l -  r^b) +  7r(0(*+^^)r6b (by (3.1))

7T(0(t+D)_
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The result generalizes to the situation where the state space is continuous. 

Assuming that the chosen transition probabilities define an ergodic Markov chain

i.e. that that will converge to some unique stationary distribution, the proof 

above shows that if the transition probabilities Pa6 satisfy the detailed balance, the

3.2.5 T he M etropolis-H astings A lgorithm

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings, 1970) is a generalization to the Markov

rithm is provided in Chib and Greenberg (1995) and Gilks et al. (1996). The basic

If the proposal state is not accepted then the chain remains in the same state.

The transition matrix of the Markov chain is made up of the following transition 

probabihties: PQ(t)©, =  ?(©'|0^‘') a(0^‘\ 0 ') ;  and the probabihty of remaining in

in the acceptance probability a{-, •). It is a common situation in practice that the 

normalizing constant cannot be easily evaluated, so this is considerable advantage 

of the algorithm.

The steps of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm are:

1. Start at some arbitrary 0̂ °̂

2. For t = 0,..., T

• Given the chain is in state 0^‘\  generate a proposal state 0 ' from a 

proposal density ^(-|0^‘̂ ).

• Compute the acceptance probability o;(0^*\0').

• Generate u ~  Uniform(0,1).

target distribution 7r(-) will equal the stationary distribution of the chain.

chain method first proposed by Metropolis et al. (1953). More detail about the algo-

idea is described below. Given that the Markov chain is in state 0^*\ the algorithm 

draws a proposal state, 0 ' from a proposal distribution q'(-|0^‘̂ ). The proposal state 

is then accepted with probability:

7r(0')g(0^‘)|0')
niin I 1,

7t(0W ),j (0 ' |0 W )

state 0^‘̂  is re(oe(‘) =  1 ~ Y le' 9(0'|0^‘̂ )a(0^*\ 0')-

Note that the normalizing constant of the target distribution 7t(-) cancels out
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• If M < a(©^*\©') then let =  0 ' , otherwise let =  0 (‘\

The Metropolis algorithm is a special case where the proposal distribution is 

symmetric i.e. q '(0 '|0 (‘̂ ) =  g(0^‘)|0 ') , so the acceptance probability reduces to

An example is random walk where — 0^‘̂ |). Many

families of proposal generating distributions are available, see Chib and Greenberg 

(1995), Gilks et al. (1996) and Lee (2004).

The choice of the proposal generating distribution and its parameters is impor

tant because its relationship to the target density dictates the rate of convergence. 

Relatively small proposed moves can result in high acceptance rates (the percentage 

of moves accepted), long time to convergence and poor mixing i.e. the full support 

of the target distribution will not be properly explored and low probability areas 

will be under-sampled. Conversely, when the proposal moves are large in relation to 

the spread of the target density, the proposed states will have low acceptance rate 

and the chain will not converge. More discussion of this issue can be found in Chib 

and Greenberg (1995).

The Gibbs sampler is one of the most common MCMC techniques used to sample 

from the posterior density of interest. The method originated in statistical physics 

where it was known as the heat bath algorithm. Geman and Geman (1984) used it 

to analyze the Gibbs distribution in an image-processing application, which is the 

origin of its current name. Gelfand and Smith (1990) showed its general applicability 

and brought it to mainstream statistics.

Assume that the parameter vector 0  can be divided into components 0  = 

( 0 1 , . . . ,  0 p )  and the joint density can be expressed as 7 r(0 i,. . . ,  0 p ). The marginal 

densities are given by:

a(0^*\ 0 ')  =  min ( 1,

3 .2 .6  T h e G ib b s Sam pler

Let 0_i =  ( 0 1 , . . . ,  0 j - i ,  © i+i,.. ■, 0p).
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In Gibbs sampling the conditional proposal distribution for updating the zth 

component of 0  is given by the full conditional:

9 ( 0 ; i0 „ 0 _ o  =  7r(e;i0_o .

The Gibbs sampler takes the following steps:

1. Choose arbitrary starting values 0^°^

2. For t — ...T

•  Generate 0̂ ^̂  ̂ from 7t( 0 j |02*~^\ . . . ,  0p~^^).

•  Generate 02  ̂ from 7t(02|0i*\ 03* , 0 p

•  Generate 0p^ from 7 r(0 'p |0 f \  . . . ,  0p!_i)-

As T  ^  oo, the distribution of 0p converges to the true marginal 7r(0p) for each p.

Note th a t in the Gibbs sampler all proposed moves are accepted, but the full 

full conditional density of each 0 ,  needs to be known. Casella and George (1992) 

provides more details on the mechanics of the Gibbs sampler.

3.2.7 T he M etropolis-w ithin-G ibbs

This algorithm, also known as the Single-Component Metropolis or the blockwise 

Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is a variation of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 

where the param eter set is partitioned into components which are updated individ

ually. The Gibbs sampler is a special case of the Metropolis-within-Gibbs where the 

full conditional distributions are the conditional proposal distributions.

3.2.8 Convergence and M ixing Issues

For the MGMC methods described in this chapter, the theory suggests th a t the sta

tionary distribution is the target density and th a t the chain will reach the stationary 

distribution after a number of burn-in iterations. In order to  draw reliable inferences 

from finite-length Markov chain samples, it is crucial th a t the chain has converged 

and th a t the support of the stationary distribution has been explored. When a chain 

traverses the entire param eter space, spending time predominantly in the body of
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the distribution and shorter periods of time in the extremes, it is said th a t the chain 

has mixed well. Slow mixing occurs when a large number of iterations of the chain 

is required in order to get a reliable sample. This does not autom atically translate 

to CPU time, as an algorithm th a t mixes better per iteration could take a larger 

CPU time per iteration than  a slow mixing alternative. The most common causes 

of slow mixing are high correlation between the param eters and m ultim odality in 

the target distribution. Some standard techniques of evading poor mixing include: 

reparameterization to reduce correlation between parameters; blocking i.e. setting 

up the algorithm so th a t the highly correlated param eters are updated jointly; care

ful choice o f proposals, see Gilks et al. (1996) for more discussion on strategically 

choosing the proposal distribution.

A number of diagnostic tools to assess convergence of the chain as well as the 

diagnostics th a t measure the performance of the sampler are available. The trace 

plots of the Markov chains are often examined, they are a visual tool for evaluating 

how well the chain has mixed. Convergence of the chain can be tricky to determine 

as the chain th a t appears to have converged (the behaviour of the chain becomes the 

same after a number of iterations) might be stuck in a region of the param eter space 

determ ined by the starting  point of the chain. This is often the case in models th a t 

are over-parameterized or have multimodal posterior densities, so it is advisable to 

run the chain from different starting  points. The concept of mixing is a qualitative 

one and it therefore natural to assess it with visual tools, although quantitative 

diagnostics have been developed, for example the Gelman-Rubin statistic (Gelman 

and Rubin, 1992). Comparative reviews of MCMC diagnostics can be found in 

Cowles and Carlin (1996), Mengersen et al. (1999), Brooks and Roberts (1998). 

More recently, O ’Hagan and Forster (2004) provide a discussion of articles in the 

current literature th a t deal with convergence issues.

3.2.9 D ata  A ugm entation

Data augmentation is a general method of introducing latent variables into the 

model in order to facilitate sampling and improve mixing. Suppose th a t the target 

distribution

P (0 |X ) o c P (0 )P (X |0 )
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is computationally difficult, but the data  X  can be augmented with a latent variable 

Z from P(Z |X ) so that:

P (0 , Z |X ) oc P (0 , Z)P(X , Z |0 )

and the new likelihood P(X , Z |0 )  is tractable. D ata augm entation method itera

tively samples from P (0 |Z ,X )  and P (Z |0 ,X ) . The advantage of the strategy is 

when P (0 , Z |X ) is difficult, but both P (0 |Z , X) and P (Z |0 , X ) are easy to sample 

from.

The method was originally developed in the context of EM algorithm (Dempster 

et al., 1977) and missing da ta  problems (Tanner and Wong, 1987) and is often used to 

facilitate Gibbs sampling in the situations where the intractability of the likelihood 

function causes difficulties in the computation of the posterior density (van Dyk 

and Meng, 2001). For example, Albert and Chib (1993) apply the m ethod in binary 

response regression problem by introducing a latent variable with a normal prior and 

setting the likelihood to be an indicator function. It can easily be shown tha t this 

specification is equivalent to the binary regression model with probit link, where the 

posterior density of the regression param eters is intractable. The distribution of the 

regression parameters conditioned on the latent da ta  is independent of the original 

data and can be obtained in closed form since the prior on the regression parameters 

is also normally distributed. The distribution of the latent parameters conditioned 

on the original data is a truncated normal, hence Gibbs sampler can be implemented 

to alternatively draw samples from each of the full conditional densities.

3.3 D ecision Theory

Bayesian decision theory is a framework for making decisions under uncertainty. 

The problem is formalized as follows: let d be a set of decisions and a set of 

uncertain events. An example of a decision rfj could be choosing whether an email 

is spam and an event could be the true nature of the email. It is possible th a t 

the set of feasible uncertain events can change as a result of a decision. Let F{ipj\di) 

denote the probability of an event -ipj occurring given th a t decision di was taken. A 

chosen decision di coupled with the occurrence of an event '4)j removes uncertainty 

from the model and results in a consequence Cij. The desirability of a consequence
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is a numerical measure which gets assigned by a real-valued function u{cij) called 

a utility. It follows th a t the best decision is the one th a t yields the highest utility. 

This, however, depends on the occurrence of an uncertain event which is not known 

before a decision is taken, rather it is a probability. Thus, the utility itself can be

thought of as a probability of a consequence given some decision has been taken and

an event has occurred:

u{di, -tpj) = ¥{c\di, 'ipj). (3.2)

Hence:

P(c|dj) =  y^F{c\duiJjj)F{ipj\di) 
i

=  '^u{du'i!)j)F{'ti)j\di), (3.3)
3

where P(c|dj) is the expected utility of decision di and it is also w ritten as E[w(dj)]. 

The idea generalizes to  a continuous space of decisions, uncertain events and conse

quences and the expected utility is then obtained by integration.

The optim al decision under uncertainty is chosen following the principle o f max

imizing expected utility:

rf =  argmaxE[u((ij)], (3.4)
d

i.e. the optim al decision is the one with the highest expected utility. Lindley (1982)

is a classic text on decision theory and provides arguments for using this principle

as a decision rule.

3.4 Bayesian M odels for Regression and Classifi

cation

3.4.1 B ayesian Linear M odel

For the linear model described in Section 2.2, where the data  are available in the form 

(xi,yi), .. .,(x„,^„), where the Xj G and yi G M, the likelihood is a multivariate 

normal distribution:

P(y|/?,<r") =  (2^a^)-"^"exp(-(y -  x /3 f (y  -  x/?)/2<r^). (3.5)
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The natural conjugate family of prior distributions for this model is normal - 

inverse gamma:

/?,■ ~ MVNj{m,V),

where 7 1 , 7 2 , m, V  are hyperparam eters th a t can take values for which P(/?, is a 

proper distribution.

3.4.2 Bayesian G eneralized Linear M odel

In the classification setting, the most common generalized linear model assumes th a t 

the response variables are independent Bernoulli trials and the sampling distribution 

for the d a ta  is given by:

"  /  1 \ V i  /  - x / 3  \  i - ! / i

P(y|A-̂ )̂ = n(iT7^) [tT ^ )1=1 '   ̂ '

for the logit model and:

n

P(y|/3.<r") = n (1 -  (3.7)
1= 1

for the probit model, where $(•) is the Gaussian cdf. Many Bayesian treatm ents of 

the GLM have been suggested, usually involving sampling techniques, since a family 

of conjugate priors for the regression param eters does not exist. Albert and Chib 

(1993) employ a latent variable in order to facilitate Gibbs sampling, see Section 

3.2.9. Their model is equivalent to a GLM with a probit link and the normal prior 

on the regression parameters. They also propose a multinomial extension. Holmes 

and Held (2005) suggest a latent variable approach to a GLM with the logit link. 

One of the most commonly utilized priors for the regression param eters is

/3j ^  N { 0 ,a ‘̂ /T) (3.8)

with some constant r .  This prior structure will result in a posterior distribution 

whose mean or mode is analogous to ridge regression where r  is the regularization 

coefficient, see Lindley and Smith (1972).

A review of Bayesian treatm ent of generahzed linear model and computational 

approaches can be found in Dey et al. (2000).
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3.4.3 B ayesian Variable Selection

In a Bayesian setting, shrinkage is usually achieved by placing sparseness promoting 

priors on the parameters. For example, Mitchell and Beauchamp (1988) proposed 

placing a mixture prior distribution of diffuse uniform and a point mass at zero, also 

referred to as spike and slab priors on each coefficient in the regression equation.

By placing independent double exponential (also known as Laplacian) priors on

P-
1 I3.ji

îPj) = 2{l /rf  ^ ^
the lasso estim ate can be derived as the Bayes posterior mode. In Tibshirani (1996) 

it is noted that the double exponential function places more mass near zero and in 

the tails, which reflects the greater tendency of the lasso to produce estimates that 

are either large or zero.

Many other prior architectures have been suggested, here only a few are men

tioned. George and McCulloch (1993) and George and McCulloch (1997) put a two 

component normal mixture prior on the regression parameters:

p j h j  ~  (1 -  l j ) N { 0 ,  r f )  +  c ] r ] )  (3.10)

The latent indicator variables 7j can take values of either 0 or 1 with some probability 

p, and therefore determine to which component the parameter j3j belongs to. The 

two components are both centered at 0, but Tj >  0 is set to some small constant, 

and Cj is chosen to be a large constant, hence the component membership denotes 

the choice of inclusion of the variable in the model.

Kuo and Mallick (1998) simplify the model of George and McCulloch (1993) 

by including the latent variable into the regression equation. The latent variables 

treated as independent with a Bernoulli prior and the regression coefficients are given 

a normal distribution centered at zero. Brown et al. (1998) extend the latent mixture 

models for multivariate regression. Sha et al. (2004) apply this prior structure to 

a high dimensional cDNA microarray classification problem via multinomial probit 

model with latent variables. Tadesse et al. (2005) modify this variable selection 

framework for a clustering problem and also consider high dimensional microarray 

data.

Smith and Kohn (1996) propose a similar approach to George and McCulloch
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(1993) applied to polynomial splines for regression. A variable 7 th a t can take values 

of either 0 or 1 with probability 1 /2  is used to indicate which regression parameters 

are included in the model. The prior for regression parameters:

~  iV(0, ccr^(x^x-y)-^) 

cr̂ |7 ~  1/cr̂ ,

where c is a large positive constant is related to the g-prior of Zellner (1986).

A different approach to variable selection in the Bayesian framework is to use 

decision theory, where a decision di indicates whether a variable is included in the 

model or not and the utility function is formulated so th a t it measures the good

ness of fit of the model and penalizes the inclusion of variables. Bayesian decision 

theoretic approach to variable selection was suggested by Lindley (1968) for univari

ate multiple regression. Brown et al. (1999) extend the approach for multivariate 

regression problems.

A good overview of Bayesian methods for variable selection, and the more general 

problem of model selection is given in Kadane and Lazar (2004).

3.5 B ayesian Learning

An obvious advantage of fitting predictive models in the Bayesian framework is 

tha t probabilistic outputs can be obtained from the predictive distribution. This 

overcomes the problem of quantifying uncertainty of predictions obtained by deter

ministic statistical learning methods such as Support Vector Machines or Neural 

Networks. For this reason many Bayesian treatm ents of deterministic statistical 

learning methods have been developed, but only a subset of the approaches th a t are 

most relevant to the work in this thesis is discussed in the subsequent sections.

Historically speaking, the Bayesian framework was first applied in the machine 

learning for the Neural Networks, see Buntine and Weigend (1991), MacKay (1992a), 

MacKay (19926) and Neal (1996), for a review see Lampinen and Vehtari (2001). 

Neural Networks are machine learning algorithms for regression and classification 

tasks where the model is given by a nonlinear transformations of a linear combi

nation of some basis functions. These basis functions can themselves be nonlinear
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transformations of linear combinations of other basis functions and so on. By em

bedding further layers into the network, a new set of coefficients is introduced, hence 

these models are highly parameterized.

Statistical learning models usually have complex structure and contain parame

ters that need to be tuned, which is often done via cross-validation. The decisions 

on the complexity of structure and parameter settings can be thought of as the 

model selection problem. Examples include choosing the bandwidth parameters for 

the Gaussian kernel or the number of hidden layers in the neural network.

Thus, the Bayesian framework is a natural setting for statistical learning al

gorithms, as model selection issues can be approached by specifying prior distri

butions, which formalizes the prior beliefs about which inputs are relevant, what 

a distribution of a parameter is or how smooth a function is. Furthermore, the 

Bayesian approach allows for much more complex models to be specified for which 

the frequentist approach would either fail or become too complicated to carry out. 

Moreover, careful prior specification can induce sparseness in over-parameterized 

models, as discussed in Section 3.4.3.

3.5.1 B ayesian Support Vector M achines

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) interpret the classification problem as that of 

finding a separating hyperplane in a multi-dimensional input space. If the hyper

planes are generalized to nonlinear splines, the SVM methodology fits within the 

regularization framework as seen in Section 2.6.11. The model function, i.e. the 

separating hyperplane is given by:

where parameters Pi are estimated by the model, n  is the number of observations 

and K  is a reproducing kernel function. SVMs are a sparse deterministic method, as

only point estimates for the weight coefficients are obtained and no measures of un

certainty are provided by the method, which has motivated the Bayesian treatment 

of Sollich (2002). The SVM prior is a Gaussian process over the model functions /

n
(3.11)

they reduce the set of Pi coefficients to a small subset of support vectors. However,
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that can be written in the primal form:

p
(3.12)

p = l

where Cp are some coefficients, F  <  oo is the dimension of the feature space and 

(f)p{x) are the basis functions of the feature space. The prior over functions /  has 

a zero mean and a covariance function summarized by the kernel. Note that this 

formulation implicitly places zero mean Gaussian priors on parameters Cp, which are 

uncorrelated with each other and have unit variance. Similar approaches to SVM 

classification with Gaussian process priors are Seeger (2000); Opper and Winther 

(2000); Herbrich et al. (1999); Kwok (1999). For other basis function models that 

have been fitted in Bayesian framework via Gaussian processes see Neal (1996, 1998); 

Williams and Barber (1998); Rasmussen (1996).

In his formulation, Sollich (2002) sets up the model in such a way that as much 

of the standard SVM framework is left as intact as possible, for example a stochastic 

version of the hinge loss function is developed and sparsity of the solution has not 

been considered.

The Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) (Tipping, 2000) is another Bayesian for

mulation of SVM, developed for both classification (via logistic likelihood) and re

gression with the aim of obtaining a sparse solution. The sparseness is induced in 

the model through the prior structure; see Tipping (2001) for an in-depth discussion 

on the sparsity in RVM. Tipping (2000) re-cast the SVM as regularization problem 

(see Section 2.6.11) where the model function /  is of the dual form given by:

where n  is the number of observations Xj and use a binary logistic likelihood to model 

loss. The parameters (5 are assumed to be independently normally distributed with 

j3i ~  A (̂0, 1/tj). Note that this is similar to the ridge regression prior in (3.8), except 

individual variance parameters Tj are allowed. The hyperparameters are determined 

using the empirical Bayes approach, i.e. the maximum likelihood estimates are 

obtained for fj from the marginal likelihood P (y |r) and placed into the posterior 

P(/3|f, y). This is equivalent to finding a maocimum of P (r|y ) assuming an uniform 

prior P (r). Note that the RVM model can be viewed as an implicit formulation

n

(3.13)
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of the Gaussian process, for a more detailed discussion see for example Rasmussen

Figueiredo (2003) proposed a similar model to the RVM, but uses a probit likeli

hood for binary classification and places an exponential distribution on the variance 

hyperparam eters Tf.

Note th a t the hierarchical formulation with the independent exponential priors 

on the variances Tj is equivalent to placing double exponential priors (Laplacian) on 

P i ,  which promote sparseness (Figueiredo, 2002; Bishop and Tipping, 2000), as this

independence prior on P(rj) oc is also used as it is noted in Figueiredo (2002) 

th a t th a t has the effect of shrinking some coefficients to zero. The advantage of using 

the Jeffrey’s prior is th a t it avoids introducing additional hyperparam eters into the 

model. It is worth noting th a t in this paper, the EM algorithm is implemented to 

implicitly integrate out the hyper-parameters Tj to obtain the Laplacian for Pi .

Krishnapuram et al. (2004) extend the above model to include individual band

width param eters 9 j  in the kernel K { x i , - \ 9 j )  where j  =  1,..., J  and X i G The 

same prior structure is used as for the P  parameters, except for the restriction th a t 6 j  

have to  be non-negative, thus the normal prior is replaced by the truncated normal:

Exponential priors were placed on the variance hyperparam eters p j .  After integrat

ing out the hyperparam eters, Krishnapuram et al. (2004) note th a t the resulting 

prior on the bandw idth param eters 6 j  has the same shape as the Laplacian density, 

but limited to the positive values of the parameter. The sparse prior is intended to 

act as a feature selection mechanism.

The approaches of Tipping (2000), Figueiredo (2003) and Krishnapuram  et al. 

(2004) obtain MAP estim ates for the model parameters. Mallick et al. (2005) pro

pose a fully Bayesian approach to the reproducing kernel basis function models for 

binary classification and apply it to a tum or data  from cDNA microarrays. Latent 

variables with Gaussian random  error are used to simplify the com putation, see da ta  

augm entation Section 3.2.9. Normal - inverse gamma priors are placed on P  and cr̂

(1996).

P(T-i|7) =  ^ e x p  •

is analogous to the Bayesian formulation of the lasso given in Section 3.4.3. Jeffrey’s

otherwise
(3.14)
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parameters, gamma prior is placed on r  and uniform prior is placed on 6. As well 

as the binary logistic likelihood, given by

F{yi\zi) =- yiZi -  log{l +  e^')

for some latent variable Mallick et al. (2005) also consider a stochastic version of 

the SVM likeUhood:

¥{yi\zi) DC

The subscript +  denotes the positive part. Since the normalizing constant may 

involve Zj, Sollich (2002) assume an artificial prior for Zi aimed at canceling it out. 

Mallick et al. (2005) take another approach, which is to evaluate the normalizing 

constant and use it in the likelihood, which leads to:

1
(1 +  6“ *̂'*̂ *)“  ̂ for \zi\ < 1

(3.15)

(1 +  otherwise

where sign{zi) — { — 1, 0,1} according to whether Zi is less than, equal to or greater 

than 0.

3.5.2 M ulticategory E xtensions to  Support V ector M achines

The SVM for classification is aimed at binary problems, but multi-class extensions 

exist. Reviews of such methods can be found in Webb (2002), Hsu and Lin (2002) 

and Lee et al. (2004). Whereas most common approaches to deahng with multi-class 

problems are pairwise classifiers or one-versus-rest classifiers, multi-class formula

tions of the SVM considering all classes at once were proposed by Bredensteiner 

and Bennett (1999), Weston and Watkins (1999) and Vapnik (1998). Lin (2002) 

argues that the asymptotic target of binary SVMs are classification functions which 

directly relate to the Bayes rule. Hence, for appropriately chosen tuning parameters, 

the binary SVM asymptotically implements a theoretically optimal classification rule 

in a efficient way. This result helps explain the empirical success of SVMs in many 

classification studies. Lee et al. (2004) show that the multivariate extensions of the 

SVM classifiers do not always implement the theoretically optimal classification rule 

as defined by Lin (2002). Instead, utilizing the results of Lin (2002), Lee et al. (2004)
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propose a multi-category support vector machine (MSVM) which is aimed to be the 

optimal multi-class formulation with respect to the Bayesian decision rule.

Zhang and Jordan (2006) set the multi-category support vector machine of Lee 

et al. (2004) in the Bayesian framework. Their hierarchical Bayesian model borrows 

its construction from the Bayesian Support Vector Machines for classification of 

Mallick et al. (2005) and the Bayesian SVM for regression of Chakraborty et al. 

(2005), as normal - inverse gamma priors are placed on j3 and parameters, gamma 

prior is placed on r  and uniform prior is placed on 6. Also, in order to simplify 

the computation, latent variables with Gaussian random error are used. Since the 

normalizing constant of the likelihood may involve the model parameters, Zhang and 

Jordan (2006) utilize the approach of Sollich (2002) and cancel it out via artificial 

priors. The approach of directly evaluating the normalizing constant described in 

Mallick et al. (2005) is also considered but not pursued.
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Chapter 4

Fully Bayesian M ultinom ial 

Classification

In the previous chapters, the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) theory and 

the classification methods based on it were discussed. Also a brief overview of the 

of the basic principles of the Bayesian framework and the Bayesian approaches to 

classification were given. In this chapter, a Bayesian multi-category kernel classifi

cation method is proposed. The hierarchical model is treated with a fully Bayesian 

inference procedure and the Gibbs sampler is implemented to find the posterior 

distributions of the parameters. The practical advantage of the fully Bayesian ap

proach is that probability distributions of prediction can be obtained for new data 

points, which gives a more complete picture of classification. The proposed classifier 

is tested against benchmark data sets and a range of related approaches, as well as 

an image classification problem, which is an application of genuine scientific interest. 

Generally, kernel classifiers are aimed at high dimensional data but often prepro

cessing steps are taken in order to simplify the complexity of the model fitted. The 

proposed classifier is able to achieve good classification results without dimension 

reduction, considerably reducing the manual pre-processing that is usually required.

4.1 M odel Specification

The model developed in this section is aimed at multi-category classification prob

lems. The likelihood is modeled through the polychtomous logistic regression model
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and the relatively standard prior construction for Bayesian generalized linear mod

els is assumed. The hierarchical model is treated with a fully Bayesian inference 

procedure. In this way, the method described in this section is related to the model 

of Mallick et al. (2005), however, it extends their method to multi-category classi

fication. Another related approach is the Bayesian Multicategory Support Vector 

Machines (Zhang and Jordan, 2006) who use a stochastic multi-class hinge loss 

function. The disadvantage of this model is that the MSVM likelihood may involve 

some regression parameters in the normalizing constant which requires a more com

plex parameterization than the polychtomous logistic regression model. For a more 

detailed discussion of these and other related approaches see Section 3.5.

4.1.1 Multinomial Logistic Likelihood

The training data are n samples (x i,y i),...,(x„,y„) where the predictors Xj =  

(x ji,..., Xjj) are real valued J- dimensional vectors of feature values and yj = 

{yn, ■■■iViK) are K-  dimensional categorical response variables with yik =  1 if Xj 

belongs to a class k and 0 otherwise. A standard approach to this classification 

problem is the multinomial logistic regression model given by:

ny. = i|x) = (4.1)Ei=iexp(z;)
where Zk =  x/?fe for a set of regression parameters (3k — [f3\ki P2k■,■■■■, f̂ nk] corre

sponding to class k. In order to make the model of full rank, yn^ is removed from 

the model for all i. In this parameterization (5k = 0.

Note that this model, by construction, makes the assumption that the logit 

probabilities are linear in the predictors. An alternative approach is to replace x 

with a transformation, and subsequently use a linear model in the new space of 

input features. The kernel classifier described in this section is one such approach.

4.1.2 Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces Model

Let Xij be a measurement of the feature, for the sample. The dependence of 

y on a: is through a linear combination of kernel functions parameterized by 9.
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The logistic likelihood for the training data is:

n K  

1 = 1  k = i

where P(yifc =  l\zik) is defined in Equation (4.1), however Zik are linear combinations 

of the kernel functions:

n

2 ijt(xj,/?fc,6») =  z = l , . . . , n .  (4.3)
/ = i

In order to improve the mixing and convergence of the MCMC algorithm used 

to implement inference for the model, the functions ZikS are re-defined as Gaussian 

random variables with means Kj/?*. and standard deviation cr̂  (Mallick et al., 2005; 

Holmes and Held, 2005; Denison et al., 2002). The Bayesian treatment of the RKHS 

approach places a normal prior on (3 parameters, so a conjugate definition of the 

predictors Zi allows us to analytically derive the joint conditional density for j3s and 

a result the (5 parameters can be updated simultaneously. This is an example of 

data augmentation, see Section 3.2.9.

In this application two types of kernels are considered, Gaussian and order 

polynomial:

/^:(xi,x/|6») =  exp , z , / = l , . . . , n ,  (4.4)

K (x i,x /|0 )  =  ^1 +  , i , /  =  l , . . . , n.  (4.5)

Note that in most kernel methods only a single 6 parameter is used, also referred to 

as the bandwidth parameter. The choice of kernel function and its parameterization 

is further discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.

4.1.3 Prior Specification

In a Bayesian inference approach, priors are assigned to parameters /?, z, cr̂ , r  and 

0. The prior model is specified as:

Zik ~  7V(Kj/?fc, cr̂ ),

(3k ~  MVN{0,a^T^^),
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CT̂ ~  /G (7 i ,72),

Ttk ~  G ( 7 3 , 7 4 ) ,

6j ~  U{0,au)

Tfc is a matrix with diagonal entries Tik, ■■■,Tnk- G denotes a gamma prior, IG  

an inverse gamma, M V N  is a multivariate normal of dimension n and U is the 

uniform probability density function over the interval (0,a„). The directed acyclic 

graph representation of the model is given in Figure 4.1.

Fig. 4.1: The directed acyclic graph of the model.

4.2 Inference

A Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithm was used for sampling from the posterior. 

The output from the MCMC is a a set of samples for

m = 1,..., M iterations, obtained from the joint posterior distribution after a period 

of ‘burn-in’ iterations. The joint posterior distribution is given by:

e, z, r, a‘̂ \y) oc P(y|z, /?, 6>, r, (r )̂P(z|/3,6», o-^)P(/?|r, a^)P(6»)P(r)P(c7^)
n

1=1
ELi Ef=Y(̂ ifc -  

(^2)n(i.-l)/2nfj/|T,-l|l
X e x p ( - 7 2 / a ^ ) ( c r ^ ) “ ^'~^
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n K ~ l

X n  n  (4.6)
t= l  fc=l

The full conditional distributions th a t were sampled from for each param eter in 

the model are given by:

F{t \P) =  F{P\T,a^)F{T)

=  n n G ( 7 3  +  i . 7 .  +  § ) ,  (4.7)
i= l  k=l

P(/?,a^|z, 6>,r) =  P(z|/?,6»,cr^)P(/?|r,cr^)P(a^)
K-l

= n  exp(-5ij(A  -  m »f V j‘(A -  -  ~,)
k=l

K - l

=  / G ( 7 i + n ( / ^ -  1),72) Y l  M\/iV(„)(mfc,(T2Vfc), (4.8)
k=l

where nifc =  VfcK'^Zfc,Vfc =  (K^K +  Tfc)"  ̂ and 72 =  72 +  -

1
P (z i |z_ i,y ,/3, 6>,r, a^) oc P(yj|zj) e x p ( - — ^ (z i* .  -  Ki/?*.) )̂ (4 .9)

oc exp

20-2 fc=i
K - l  K  K - l  ^

VikZik -  log ^  exp{zik) -  ^  “  Ki/?fc)^
fc=l k=l  fc=l

The conditional distribution of the 9 param eter is P(^|z) oc P(z|0)P(^). Since 

the prior on 9 is uniform:

P(0|z) oc P(z|^)

oc y y  F{z\p,9,a'^)¥{p,a^)dpda‘̂

1 1 X

X ] ] [  e x p { - ^ { P k  -  m k f V , ^ \ P k  -  m jt)  -  ^ ) d p d a ^
k=l

K - l
. ( - y i - n { K - l ) )

OC 72 " ' " n
k=l
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The MCMC algorithm is implemented so that it iterates through block updates 

of the parameters starting with z. Each z, =  [zn...Zi(^x-\)] is proposed to be updated 

conditionally on the rest of the parameters including the matrix z without the zth 

element. In the second step, the parameters 9 are jointly proposed to be updated. 

The proposal densities for both ZjS and 9 are random walks and both are sampled 

using a Metropolis step within the Gibbs algorithm. Subsequently, parameters /?, 

and T are block updated directly from their conditionals via Gibbs steps. The 

pseudo-code for the MCMC algorithm is given in Appendix A .I.

4.2.1 Practical A sp ects o f Im plem entation

The MCMC algorithm was implemented in the C programming language. The most 

time consuming aspect of determining the conditional distributions is in calculating 

the posterior variances as this involves inverting square matrices with dimension 

equal to the number of observations. The fact that the matrices are symmetric 

can be exploited to make the computation easier by using Cholesky decomposition, 

which runs in time proportional to n^, see Thisted (1988) or Press et al. (1986). The 

Cholesky decomposition of matrix =  LL^ is used to compute the determinant of 

Vjt, which is the square of the product of the diagonal elements of L and to generate 

vector valued samples from MKA^(„)(nifc, a^V*;). If e is a vector of components that

are i.i.d. A^(0,1) then =  rrife +  aLe.

4.2.2 Prediction

A new observation x* is classified in class k* =  arg max^ P(A:|x*, x, y). This is given 

by the usual Monte Carlo integration approximations:

and

(4.12)

where =  [/^(x*,xi|^("^)),/iT(x*,X2 |0 ('”) ) , . . . , /^(x*,x„|0("*))] and =  0.
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4.3 D iscussion  of the M odel Choice

4.3.1 Choice of Kernel

In the kernel classification methods all of the da ta  are summarized within the 

kernel, so its choice and param eterization are param ount to extracting the class- 

discriminating information from the data. Some discussion on the choice and design 

of kernel functions can be found in Scholkopf and Smola (2002), Shawe-Taylor and 

Cristianini (2004), Bishop (2006) and Genton (2001). The choice of kernels with 

particular reference to  Support Vector Machines is discussed in Steinwart (2001). 

However, there is no generally agreed-on criteria for choosing the best kernel for 

a given d a ta  set and optimization method. Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini (2004) 

suggest fitting two stage algorithms where in the first stage a kernel is chosen from 

a more general family and then classification is performed in the feature space gen

erated by th a t kernel.

A detailed study of the effect of the kernel choice on the classification method for 

a particular application is beyond the scope of this thesis. The empirical results show 

th a t the choice of the kernel parameterization has a larger effect on the classification 

ability of the algorithm than  the class of the kernel. This is consistent with the 

conclusions of Silverman (1986) when using kernels for density estimation. The 

approach taken in this thesis is to  utilize the well studied and standard kernel forms 

but place the individual bandwidth parameters for each feature and allow them  to 

vary, hence creating a wider class of kernels.

4.3.2 Choice o f the Gaussian Kernel Bandwidth

The problem of choosing a bandwidth for the Gaussian kernel has been investigated 

at length in the field of kernel density estimation. Here, the density /  of the da ta  

x j, ...,x „  is approximated by the kernel density estim ator given by:

n

=  (4 .13)
Z=1

where K  is the kernel parameterized by a single param eter 9\



The appropriateness of /  as an estimate of the density /  will depend on the 

choice of the bandwidth parameter, see Figure 4.2. The graphs show kernel density 

estimates obtained from Gaussian kernels with different bandwidth parameters, i.e. 

6 e  {0.01,1,10,100}, for three different sets of simulated data. Note that if the 

bandwidth is too large, the density estimator is made up of n of sharp peaks placed 

at the sample points and if the bandwidth is too small, the structure of the density 

is lost as the estimate is too smooth. The optimal choice of the bandwidth depends 

on the data, its size and distribution as well as the choice of the kernel function and 

the optimization criterion used for its estimation.

Approaches for estimating the bandwidth of Gaussian kernel density estimator 

are suggested is Silverman (1986), Scott (1992) and Sheather and Jones (1991). A 

review is given by Jones et al. (1996). Silverman (1986) and Scott (1992) also note 

that in some contexts improvements can be made by with local bandwidth methods, 

as opposed to the estimators that use the same amount of smoothing at all locations. 

Unfortunately, the bandwidth choice is more difficult in this case as it requires a 

function to be estimated as opposed to just a point estimate.

The effect of the bandwidth choice on kernel density estimate is similar to its 

effect on the applications discussed in this chapter, as can be seen from Figure 4.3. 

The model is fornmlated so that the Gaussian kernel contains a single bandwidth 

parameter 9 as in equation (4.14) which is kept constant for each run of the algo

rithm. For more details on the implementation see the pseudo-code in Appendix 

A.I. The first row in Figure 4.3 shows the MAP decision boundaries obtained at 

9 € {0.01,1,10,100}. The second row shows a sample of classification boundaries 

from the posterior, which gives an indication of variability of the MAP estimate. 

The last row shows the decision boundaries from classifications obtained by Support 

Vector Machines for the same set of bandwidths. A bandwidth that is too small 

results in a flat classification boundary, while a large bandwidth can over-fit the 

data.

There is a clear link between the kernel density estimate and the Bayesian clas

sification method as form for the latent variables given in (4.3) with all is

equivalent to the kernel density estimator given in (4.13).

Intuitively, the Gaussian kernel estimator for data x e can be thought of as
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Fig . 4.2 : Kernel density estim ates for three sets of simulated data. Bandwidth 

parameters are set to be 0.01,1,10 and 100. Note th a t if the bandwidth is too small 

the kernel becomes flat and the multimodal nature of the distribution is obscured 

and if the kernel bandw idth is too large, then the spurious fine structure becomes 

visible.

the sum of bell-shaped surfaces placed on each observation. The kernel K{-,'x.i\6) 

evaluated at X j  is a Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936) of point Xj and center 

Xj with respect to  covariance E, which is a diagonal m atrix with diagonal entries 

equal to 9:

=  (xj -  Xj)'^S“ ^(xj -  Xj). (4.15)

Parameterizing the kernel so th a t individual bandwidth param eters 9 j  are as

signed to  features j  is equivalent to placing a bell-shaped surfaces on each observa

tion th a t are either ‘stretched’ or ‘shrunk’ in those directions. A large bandw idth 9j  

will cause the surface to be narrow in direction j ,  whereas a very small 9 j  will make 

it flat. Thus, in addition to  allowing a wider class of kernels to be explored, this 

param eterization of the kernel opens up the model to sparsity-inducing adjustm ents.
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F ig . 4 .3  : Classification boundaries are given for Ripley’s simulated data. The 

first row corresponds to the MAP estimates of four runs of the Bayesian Kernel 

classifier (with constant 6), the second row also plots a sample of boundaries from 

the posterior and the last row shows results from SVM classification. The bandw idth 

param eters are set to 0.01,1,10 and 100 respectively (from left to right). Note th a t 

if the bandwidth is too small, the classification boundary is too fiat, if the kernel 

bandw idth is too large, there is a danger of over-fitting.

since an estimate of 6j th a t is equal to zero effectively removes th a t feature from 

the model.

Toy d a ta  was simulated to illustrate this point. Three hundred observations 

were sampled from three bivariate normal distributions and two additional ‘noise’ 

variables were created from f /(0 ,1), see Figure 4.4.

The trace plots of the 9 param eter obtained from the model with the Gaussian 

kernel defined in (4.4) are given in the Figure 4.5. Note th a t the algorithm mostly 

selects the right variables by placing larger ‘weights’ on them. This, however, only 

starts  to occur after 3000 iterations and the convergence is poor even for this low
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F ig . 4.4: Samples from three bivariate normals, variables 2 and 4 are ‘noise’. The 

colours correspond to  the distribution the observation was drawn from.

dimensional example.
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F ig . 4.5 : The algorithm was run for 100,000 iterations but only every 100^  ̂ realiza

tion is plotted. The algorithm does not converge, but most of the time more ’weight’ 

is placed on the variables useful in classification (variables 1 and 3 ).

The model was also formulated so th a t the kernel contains a single bandwidth
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Fig. 4.6: The algorithm was run for different starting values of the bandwidth, 

i.e. 9 —  (0.25,1,1.5,2,3). Each run was of 100,000 iterations but only every 100‘̂  

realization is plotted.

parameter 9 . Hence, the Gaussian kernel in (4.4) reduces to the form in (4.14). A 

proper uniform prior is placed on 9 as in Section 4.1.3 and the conditional distribu

tion P(^|z) remains unchanged. The proposal density is also taken to be a random 

walk. For more details on the algorithm see the pseudo-code in Appendix A.I. The 

trace plots of five runs of the algorithm fitted to the toy data set with different 

starting values is given in Figure 4.6. This parameterization achieves better conver

gence, however its drawback is that all of the features are equally contributing to 

the kernel.

An even more general parameterization of the classification method described in 

this section would involve specifying a full symmetric matrix of bandwidth param

eters as opposed to just the diagonal entries. This would allow for the changes in 

orientation of the bell-shaped surfaces placed on each observation. The estimates of 

the ‘covariance’ terms of the matrix, i.e. off-the- diagonal entries, would correspond 

to estimates of the interactions between the features.

4.3 .3  M odeling th e  Latent Spatial D ependence

The response data has a latent spatial dependence, since neighbouring features are 

likely to have the same class label. In the multinomial regression model used, the re

ponses are independent given the latent variables, see equation (4.2). However, this
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dependence is impliciltly modelled, as the latent variables are spatially dependent 

on each other, see (4.9), and have a spatial structure through the kernel. Intuitiv- 

elly, for a two-dimensional data set, one can think of the linear combination of the 

kernel functions as a landscape, whose surface is the kernel density, weighted by 

the regression coefficients /?/. As seen in Section 4.3.2, the regression coefficients j3i 

place more weights on the kernels of the corresponding sample points x; from the 

training data x; G M̂ , V/ =  I, ...,n . The implied spatial dependence of the classifi

cation probability obtained for a two dimensional, two class simulated data set can 

be seen in Figure 4.7. The classification probability F{y =  l|x* , x, y , can

F ig . 4. 7: The marginal probability of classification for the domain of the data for 

Ripley’s two-dimensional synthetic data set.

be obtained for some parameter realizations and from the full posterior 

distribution and can be evaluated for a particular state x* G The plot in Figure 

4.7 shows the classification probability surface across the domain of the training 

data.

4.3 .4  C hoice o f Priors for B andw idth

In the machine learning literature, choosing the bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel 

is often achieved via cross-validation (Scholkopf and Smola, 2002). The Bayesian 

approach to this problem is to include the bandwidth parameter in the model, specify 

an appropriate prior that reflects the previous knowledge about the parameter and 

subsequently make inferences about it from its estimated posterior density.
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In addition to the uniform distribution, other priors were considered for param 

eter 6, namely exponential, gamma and log-normal, see Figure 4.8, but in the d a ta  

sets considered in this section, the choice of prior made little or no effect on the 

results. Note th a t each 9j is equally likely a priori.

6

6

o
o
d

d

Fig. 4.8: The priors for param eter 6. Black line corresponds to 9 ~exp(5), 

red line corresponds to 0 ~gamma(0.1, 2) and green line corresponds to  6 log- 

norm al(0 ,10).

Non-informative prior distributions are used in Bayesian inference for param eters 

about which not much is known beyond the data included in the analysis as is 

the case with the bandwidth. The uniform prior is proper as it is defined over 

a finite param eter space, but non-informative as the range (0,au) is large enough 

so tha t its effect on the posterior is negligible. The real difficulty in choosing an 

informative prior for this param eter lies in the fact th a t its distribution depends on 

the distribution of the data.

4.3.5 C hoice o f Priors for R egression C oefficients and the  

H yperparam eters

The model construction and choice of prior architecture presented in this chapter 

follows the model construction of Mallick et al. (2005) for binary classification. In 

order to improve the mixing and convergence of the MCMC algorithm, the latent 

variables are given a normal prior with means KiPk and standard deviation a^. This 

allows for direct block updating of regression coefficients from the joint conditional
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density. The regression coefficients are given a normal zero-mean prior with stan

dard deviation therefore both the mean and variance of the latent variables

depends on <7̂ . This a standard assumption for a normal-gamma model which is 

widely used for tractability in the posterior model, however, relaxing this depen

dence, i.e. setting j3k ~  M V merits further investigation. Similarly, the 

regression coefficients could be integrated out of the model altogether, which could 

lead to a faster MCMC updating scheme.

The current prior architecture is similar to ridge regression parameters in given 

in (3.8), but multiple are allowed and given uninformative gamma priors. Mallick 

et al. (2005) note that in binary classification examples, multiple ‘smoothing’ param

eters yield better classification rates. They also employ Jeffrey’s independence prior 

P(ri) oc as it was noted in Figueiredo (2002) that that has the effect of shrinking 

some coefficients to zero. Whereas an advantage of using the Jeffrey’s prior is that it 

avoids introducing additional hyperparameters into the model, Mallick et al. (2005) 

find that they perform worse in terms of misclassification error for their applications.

Individual exponential priors on hyperparameters Tj could be considered in future 

formulations of the model proposed in this chapter. Note that this hierarchical prior 

construction is equivalent to placing Laplacian priors on the regression coefficients 

jSi, which is analogous to the Bayesian formulation of the lasso discussed in Section 

3.4.3.

The inverse-gamma (7 1 , 7 2 ) distribution is the most common prior distribution 

used for variance parameters, but it is well recognized that the inverse-gamma priors 

can be problematic (Lambert, 2006; Gelman, 2006). An example of this can be seen 

in the trace plots of the high-dimensional NIR spectroscopy data (see Section 4.5.1 

in Figure 4.9.

Instead of the standard (Spiegelhalter et al., 1996a,6) uninformative prior ~  

/G (7 i  =  0.001,72 =  0 .001) on the variance parameter, it is possible to use a trun

cated prior, or as Gelman (2006) suggests a proper uniform prior. The effect of 

the choice of hyperparameters of the inverse-gamma prior of the variance parameter 

on the regression coefficients and latent variables in the simulated data example is 

illustrated in Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. In these examples, the chain was ran for 

10,000 iterations, but only every 10*̂  iteration is plotted. The highly informative
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F i g .  4 .9 :  T ra c e  p lo ts  fo r  a  r u n  o f  t h e  M C M C  fo r  t h e  N IR  s p e c tro s c o p y  d a ta .

p r io r  y ie ld e d  s l ig h tly  w o rse  m is c la s s if ic a t io n  r a te s ,  w h e re a s  l i t t l e  d iffe re n c e  w a s  o b 

s e rv e d  b e tw e e n  ~  / G ( 7 i =  1,72  =  1) a n d  ~  =  0 .001,72  =  0 .001 )

p r io r s .

4.3 .6  M ixing Issues

T h e  m o d e l  w i th  in d iv id u a l  p a r a m e te r s  p la c e d  o n  th e  f e a tu r e s  is o v e r -p a ra m e te r iz e d  

a n d  s lo w  t o  c o n v e rg e . T h e  M C M C  a lg o r i th m  e x h ib i ts  p o o r  m ix in g  a s  c a n  b e  seen , 

fo r  e x a m p le , f ro m  th e  t r a c e  p lo ts  o f  t h e  b a n d w id th  p a r a m e te r s  in  th e  s im u la te d  

d a t a  in  F ig u r e  4 .5 . T h e  p o s te r io r  d i s t r ib u t io n s  o f  t h e  9 j S  a re  f la t ,  a s  t h e  d a t a  d o  

n o t  c o n ta in  e n o u g h  in f o r m a t io n  a b o u t  th e s e  p a r a m e te r s .  H en ce , th e  r e s u l ts  a re  

e x t r e m e ly  s e n s it iv e  t o  t h e  c h o ic e  o f  t h e  s t a r t i n g  v a lu e  o f  6 j S  a n d  th e  size  o f  th e  

s t a n d a r d  d e v ia t io n  p a r a m e te r  o f  t h e  r a n d o m  w a lk . G e n u in e  c o n v e rg e n c e  is ev en  

m o re  e lu s iv e  in  h ig h  d im e n s io n a l  p ro b le m s , e sp e c ia l ly  t h e  ‘la rg e  p  s m a ll  n ’ d a t a  se ts .
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Fig. 4.10: Trace plots for simulated da ta  with ~  IG{'yi =  1,72 =  !)•

The model is also over-parameterized in the sense th a t all reproducing kernel 

basis are functions are utilized, whereas only a subset might be required for a good 

classification model. Thus, there are mixing and identifiability issues with other 

param eters in the model as can be seen, for example, from Figure 4.10, where an 

uninformative inverse gamma prior is placed on the variance parameters. This is 

not entirely surprising, as most common causes of slow mixing are high correlation 

between the param eters and multimodality in the target distribution, as is the case 

with the regression coefficients. The latent variables are sampled with Metropolis 

step within the Gibbs algorithm, so th a t each Zj =  [zi\...Zi[K-i)\ is proposed to be 

updated conditionally on the rest of the parameters. The acceptance rates for blocks

oi K  — \ param eters are between 2.5% and 3.5% for alH  =  1,..., n, which is low, as 

ideally one would expect about 20%, see for example Gelman et al. (1995).

Multiple chains for different initial values of param eters were run, see Table 4.1
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Fig. 4.11: Trace plots for simulated data with ~  — 0.001,72 =  0.001).

for results of the simulated data example. As with the example in Figure 4.10, 

the chains were run for 10,000 iterations, but only the last 1,000 iterations were 

used to to calculate the misclassification rates for the single split of the data into 

a training and testing set. Whereas the trace plots of these chains show that there 

are mixing issues with the parameters, good classification rates were obtained for all 

of the 10 chains with random starting values for fiik- Thus ‘convergence’ to a good 

classification algorithm has been reached.

For the rest of the data sets explored in this chapter, the chains were run for some 

arbitrary large number of iterations, e.g. 100,000 and the parameter realizations 

were examined by trace plots. Similar issues of slow mixing were observed, see, for 

example, the trace plots of the high-dimensional NIR spectroscopy data in Figure 

4.9. Different starting values had little effect on the misclassification rates. The 

number of iterations to discard as ‘burn in’ was based on the trace plots, i.e. the value
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10(1000, 1000)

Fig. 4.12: Trace plots for simulated data  with ~  /G ( 7 i =  1000, 7 2  =  1000)

Initial values of 0 ik No. of misclassified observations

I3ik -  1. Vi,fc 2

1

~ iV (l,2 ) 3

P i k ~ N ( l , 3 ) 2

~  AT(1,4) 2

/?ifc ~  AT(1,0.5) 2

l 3 i k ~ U ( - 2 , 4 ) 2

l 3 i k ~ U { - h 3 ) 2

/3 ,fc~ [/(0 ,2 ) 2

/3,/t ~ iV (l,2 .5 ) 2

Table 4.1: N u m b er o f m isclassified observations (out o f  150) for th e  sim u

lated  d ata  set w ith  different startin g  values o f  th e  regression coefficients.
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was chosen where the behaviour of the chain appeared to ‘settle’ for the subsequent 

iterations.

4.3 .7  Starting Values for B andw idth

Due to convergence issues discussed in Section 4.3.6, a careful choice of starting 

values is im portant and deserves further thought. At present, an empirical esti

m ate (10/m ax(K )) is used as a starting value for all 6 j .  A better estimate could 

be obtained by applying some of the approaches suggested in the kernel density 

estim ation literature and this is to be considered in the future.

Another option for the choice of starting value of param eters 6j is the simple 

criterion of Dudoit et al. (2002) which gives the marginal relevance measure of 

feature j  in class separation:

E”., Hy,, = - x'y
where x , j  is the overall average of feature j  and is the average of feature j  

in class k.

The kernel with these weights is compared to the kernel with equal bandwidths 

for the microarray da ta  (see Section 4.5.2) in Figure 4.13. Class separation is clearer 

in the image matrix at these values of the 0. Figure 4.14 shows the features of the 

NIR spectroscopy da ta  set (see Section 4.5.1) and their marginal relevance measures. 

The features selected as ‘relevant’ correspond to the frequencies in the colour spectra, 

i.e. in the range [0,150], and the CH3 bond and ArCH bond in the third overtone 

region, i.e. in the region of features 250 and 350 respectively. The marginal relevance 

measures for features are consistent across the 10 random splits of the data.

4.4 Examples: Benchmark Data 

4.4.1 R ip ley’s Synthetic  D ata

In Ripley’s synthetic da ta  (Ripley, 1996) each class is set to be a mixture of two 

Gaussians with the optimal error ra te  of 0.08. There are 200 training and 1,000 

testing samples. The fully Bayesian approach allows for posterior distributions to
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F ig . 4.13: The kernel m atrix of the microarray training set before and after weight

ing the features by their marginal relevance measure. The sections of the m atrix 

correspond to: 1-23 EWS, 24-31 BLC, 32-43 NB, and 44-63 RMS.

be obtained through simulation, as opposed to just MAP estimates, which gives 

a more complete picture of classification. Thus, for each new observation x*, the 

probability

P(fc|x-.x,y.OW./?W) =
1 +  E i= i exp(K l ’) 

is calculated for each class k  =  1,..., A" — 1 for sets of samples from

m  =  1 ,...,M  iterations of the param eters from the joint posterior taken after a 

‘burn-in’ number of iterations. The MAP estim ate can be obtained from the Monte 

Carlo Integration, see Section 4.2.2. Figure 4.15 displays histograms of realizations 

from the posterior distributions IP(^ =  l|x*, x, y, of predictions for four

test observations from Ripley’s synthetic da ta  set. The MCMC algorithm was run 

for 100000 iterations and every 100th was recorded after an initial ‘burn-in’ period of 

1000 iterations. Note th a t this information can be particularly useful for examining 

borderline observations.

The result of a classification of this two-dimensional da ta  set can be graphically 

displayed. As seen in Figure 4.7, the multinomial regression model obtains a clas

sification probability surface across the domain of the training data. However the 

fully Bayesian treatm ent results in a set of realizations of the classification prob

ability surfaces from the posterior density. From these realizations, it is possible 

to estim ate the MAP classification probability surface and information about the
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Fig. 4.14: The weights of the features by their marginal relevance measure from the 

training data obtained from ten random splits for the NIR spectroscopy classification 

problem.

certainty of this estimate is available. Whereas it is difficult to plot a set of overlaid 

surfaces P(y =  l | x * , x , y , f o r  some samples m G Figure 4.16

shows the classification boundary, i.e. F{y = l|x*, x, y, =  0.5 obtained

for 25 samples of (3 and 9 from the posterior and the mean boundary curve.

The classification results are good, obtained was the error rate of 0.098 for both 

logistic likelihood and the SVM likelihood given by Equation 3.15, which is compa

rable to results reported by Tipping (2000), and Figueiredo (2002) who obtain 0.093 

and 0.095 respectively.
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Fig. 4.15: Histograms of realizations from the posterior distribution of predictions 

P(y =  l|x* ,X , y , c a l c u l a t e d  at m — 1,...,990 for four observations from 

Ripley’s test data set. The range of values P(y = l|x*, x, y, can take is

between 0 and 1. The first MAP estimate for the first observations will place it in 

class 1, the second observation will be placed in class 2 etc.

Fig. 4.16: Twenty-five classification boundaries, including the posterior mean 

boundary for the two-dimensional synthetic data set.
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4.4.2 W aveform D ata

This benchmark synthetic classification data set is available from the UCI repository 

of machine learning databases (Merz and Murphy, 1998). Three wave classes are 

generated from a combination of two of the three ‘base’ waves, which are sampled 

at twenty one intervals. The data are made up of 5000 samples. The aim is to 

classify the instances into one of three classes based on the 21 features to which 

noise was added. The error rate of 0.15 compares favourably to the results of Lee 

et al. (2004) and Zhang and Jordan (2006), who report 0.156 and 0.166 respectively, 

for the same split into training and testing data, i.e. ten random splits into 300 

training and 4,700 testing sample. The complete data set and its kernel can be seen 

in Figure 4.17.

Fig. 4.17: Individual observations in the waveform data are plotted and coloured 

by groups. The classification groupings can be seen in the image of the kernel matrix 

which has been ordered so that the first third of the observations correspond to class 

one, the second third correspond to class two etc.

4.4.3 W ine D ata

The data are the results of a chemical analysis aimed at classifying wines of three 

different origins. The wines were grown in the same region but come from different 

cultivars. The analysis determined the quantities of thirteen constituents found in
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each of the three types of wines. 178 samples were tested. The data were divided into 

a training sample and a testing sample with almost equal numbers of observations; 

see Table 4.2.

Class Training Testing

class 1 30 29

class 2 36 35

class 3 24 24

T able 4.2: N u m b er of w^ine sam ples o f each class for th e  tra in in g  an d  

te s tin g  sets .

The complete data set and its kernel can be seen in Figure 4.18. These plots 

indicate that the groups are fairly separable and a classification algorithm should be 

able to achieve a good test error rate. The data set is available from UCI repository 

of machine learning databases (Merz and Murphy, 1998).

[ i  I  l i i i i l l i i ' i i i f i i i  
. I si9jiik<iiadusM

. Ai j AI llii

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Fig. 4.18: Individual observations in the wine data are plotted and coloured by 

groups. The graphs shows that there is a systematic difference between the three 

groups in different parts of the feature space. The kernel of the data is also plotted. 

The classification groupings can be seen in the image of the kernel matrix: the 

classification labels are 1-59 for group 1, 60-130 group 2 and 131-178 group 3.

The MCMC algorithm was run for 100,000 iterations with the first 20,000 itera

tions discarded for ten random splits of the data into training and testing sets. The
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average test error rate was 0.019 with standard deviation 0.007, which compares 

favourably to the results reported in Lee et al. (2004) and Zhang and Jordan (2006). 

Both papers report a slightly smaller test error rate of 0.0169, but use a leave-one- 

out method to evaluate classification results. This method is computationally more 

intensive and is not well suited for MCMC implementations, rather it is more com

monly utilized for model selection. As it uses more data in the training set than in 

the test set, the leave-one-out method can yield classification results that are too 

‘optimistic’.

Table 4.3 gives a breakdown of the misclassification errors by classes and shows 

that no misclassification occurs between classes 1 and 3.

True class Classified as Test error rate by groups

class 1 class 2 0.0034

class 2 class 1 0.0091

class 2 class 3 0.0045

class 3 class 2 0.0023

T able 4.3: A verage m isclassification  rates for th e  ty p es  o f  w ine presented  

cis a prop ortion  o f th e  te stin g  data  over ten  random  sp lits. T otal average  

te s t  error rate was 0 .019.

4.5 Exam ples: H igh D im ensional D ata  

4.5.1 N IR  Spectroscopy D ata

The data come from a food authenticity study Dean et al. (2006): analysis of spec

tra  of raw homogenized meat samples recorded over the visible and near infra-red 

wavelength range (400 — 2498 at intervals of 2 nm, so recorded are 1050 reflectance 

values) in order to classify samples into five individual species (chicken, turkey, pork, 

beef and lamb). Altogether, there are 1050 features and 231 samples in the study, 

see Table 4.4.

A plot of the data and the kernel are given in Figure 4.19. Clusters within the five 

meat types can be seen from image of the kernel matrix, which could indicate that
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Class Training Testing

class 1 28 27

class 2 28 27

class 3 28 27

class 4 16 16

class 5 17 17

Table 4.4: Number of meat samples of each class for the training and testing sets.

there is some systematic error in the samples. In the data graph, each meat sample 

is plotted across the feature space and coloured according to its classification group. 

The plot shows the most apparent differences between the groups in the visible range 

of the spectra, which corresponds to the [0,150] section of the feature space. Note 

that these wavelengths differentiate the colour of the samples so the segregation is 

between the red and white meat groups. Aside from this, the classification groupings 

are not obvious from the image of the kernel matrix.

The full NIR spectroscopy data set is of high dimension and it is interesting to 

test the classifier on the full data set as well as a reduced dimension problem. A 

subset of original features was selected, including 50 features from the visible range 

and 41 features from the near infra red (NIR). The selection of the subset features 

was based on scientist’s prior knowledge.

A plot of the reduced data and its kernel are given in Figure 4.20. Red and white 

meat groups are clearly differentiable in the visible range of the spectra in the data 

plot. The grouping between the red and white meat samples is clearly visible in 

the image of the kernel matrix. Note that a larger proportion of features from the 

visible range is represented in this feature sub-sample.

The algorithm was run for 10,000 iterations. The last 1,000 iterations were used 

to calculate the misclassification rates for ten random splits of the data set. Both, 

the full data set (1050 features) and the reduced data set (91 features) were used. 

The results are given in Table 4.5. These results show that selecting a subset of 

useful features achieves a better classification rate, thus the algorithm was not able 

to select the right 0jS, probably due to the fact that more iterations are needed 

because of poor identifiability and over-parameterization in the model. For more
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Fig. 4.19; Individual observations in the NIR spectroscopy data are plotted and 

coloured by groups: blue and black correspond to the red meat, green is pork and 

magenta and red correspond to poultry. The visible range of the spectra corresponds 

to the range [0,150] in this graph. The kernel of the data is also plotted. The 

sections of the matrix correspond to: 1-55 chicken, 55-110 turkey, 110-165 pork, 

166-197 beef and 198-231 lamb. The image of the kernel matrix indicates that the 

biggest difference lies between the red and white meat samples.

discussion on this issue see Section 4.3.6. For the classification with five groups, 

most of the misclassifications occur within the chicken/turkey and beef/lamb groups, 

which makes intuitive sense. The classification improves if these types of meat are 

grouped together as can be seen from the misclassification results obtained from the 

algorithm ran with different combinations of classes. Good classification rates are 

obtained for the binary and 3 group classifications, which is encouraging if taken 

into account the large number of features that the algorithm is able to work with.

Dean et al. (2006) classify these data by using a Gaussian mixture model and 

the EM algorithm. Prior to running their classification algorithm, they reduce the 

dimension of the data by wavelet thresholding. Dean et al. (2006) discuss the issues 

of discriminating between the poultry meat samples. They group the chicken and 

turkey into a ’poultry’ class. For 100 random sphts of the data they report mis

classification error of 0.01 with standard deviation of 0.009. These are significantly 

better results than the outcome of the proposed method which for this four class 

problem yielded the average misclassification rate for the full and reduced data sets
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Fig. 4.20; Individual observations in the NIR spectroscopy data are plotted and 

coloured by groups: blue and black correspond to the red meat, green is pork and 

magenta and red correspond to poultry. The visible range of the spectra corresponds 

to the range [0, 50] and the NIR range is [51, 91] in this graph. The kernel of the 

data is also plotted. The classification labels are 1-55 for chicken, 55-110 turkey, 

110-165 pork, 166-197 beef and 198-231 lamb.

of 0.095 and 0.077 respectively, both with standard deviations 0.03, see Table 4.5. 

However, the this is still an encouraging result given that no feature selection was 

carried out before the classification. Table 4.6 shows the break down of the errors by 

classes. All of the misclassifications occur between the poultry and pork groups and 

to the lesser extent the beef and lamb groups, which makes intuitive sense, since the 

discrimination is based mainly on the features in the colour range of the spectra.

4.5.2 Microarray D ata

Khan et al. (2001) describe gene expression profile data consisting of eighty-three 

mRNA microarray slides, divided into a training and testing data set; see Table 4.7. 

Each microarray slide corresponds to an individual suffering from one of four tumour 

types (EWS, BLC, NB and RMS). The total of 2308 genes profiles are reported for 

each slide. The original data set contains five additional test slides that do not 

correspond to any of the four types of tumours and were removed from the analysis. 

This corresponds to a four category classification problem with a large number of



Number of classes and description 1050 features 91 features

red vs white meat (2 groups) 

poultry vs pork vs red meat (3 groups) 

poultry and pork grouped together (3 groups) 

chicken and turkey grouped together (4 groups) 

original data (5 groups)

0.6 (0.7) 

7.4 (5.9) 

3.7 (2.1)

10.8 (3.0)

27.8 (4.9)

0 (0 )

6.7 (4.6)

1.7 (1.3)

8.8 (3.3) 

24.2 (4.8)

T able 4.5: Average number of misclassified observations in the test set (total of 114 

observations) obtained from 10 random splits of the data set. Standard deviations 

are given in brackets. The results are given for runs of the algorithm on the data 

with the complete set of features and the reduced number of features. The data set 

is made up of meat samples from five types of meat. The algorithm was run for the 

data with the five groups combined to divide the meat samples into various sets of 

classes.

True class Classified as test error rate by groups

poultry pork 0.034

pork poultry 0.039

beef lamb 0.0158

lamb beef 0.006

T able 4.6: Average misclassification rate broken down by groups for the four class 

problem: all occur between the poultry and pork and beef and lamb groups. Total 

average test error rate is a sum of these, i.e. 0.095.

features ( J  =  2308) and small number of observations (n =  83). The data set is 

available from http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/microarray/SuppleTnent/. The aim of 

the analysis is to classify the slides into one of four tumour types on the basis of the 

gene profiles. The image of the kernel matrix (with 9j  set to 1 Vj) of the training 

data set is given in Figure 4.13.

For the same spht of data into training and testing sets as used by Khan et al. 

(2001) and Lee et al. (2004), the algorithm classifies all of the observations correctly, 

with all of the features utilized in the construction of the kernel matrix. Both
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Class Training Testing

EWS 23 6

BLC 8 3

NB 12 6

RMS 20 5

Table 4.7: Number of mRNA slides of each tumour class in the training and testing 

sets.

Khan et al. (2001) and Lee et al. (2004) incorrectly classify one EWS tumour. In 

addition, the algorithm was run for ten random splits of the data with approximately 

equal sample sizes in the training and testing data set, see Table 4.8. The average 

misclassification error was 0.06 with standard deviation 0.04.

Class Training Testing

EWS 15 14

BLC 6 5

NB 9 9

RMS 13 12

Table 4.8: Number of mRNA slides of each tumour class in the training and testing 

sets in each of the ten random splits of the data.

4.5 .3  A nim al C ategorization  D ata

Object recognition is a widely studied problem which has been tackled by a variety 

of different models. The long term aim of such research is to achieve human levels 

of recognition accuracy across a large number of object classes in images varying 

in location, scale, orientation, illumination and subject to occlusions. Animals in 

natural scenes constitute a challenging problem due to large intra-class variability 

in terms of shape, texture, size, pose, location in the scene, number of animals etc.

The data set is made up of images that are a subset of the Corel database, which 

contains 59,795 images of a wide variety of scenes, 8,114 of which are of animals.
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Four classes of animals were considered: tiger, elephant, goat and lion. 100 images 

from each class were randomly selected. Prom this set ten random splits of the data 

into training and testing set (each containing 50 images of each class) were trained.

Classification results were compared with multi-category SVM with one-against- 

one technique th a t fits all the binary sub-classifications and finds the correct class by 

a voting mechanism implemented in library(el071) (Dimitriadou et al., 2005) and 

the Gaussian processes for classification (Williams and Barber, 1998) implemented in 

library(kernlab) (Karatzoglou et al., 2004), R package version 2.6.1 (R Development 

Core Team, 2008).

The success of the classification depends on the quality of the features summariz

ing the images. For this task two types of features were extracted from the images: 

global features such as colour and texture histograms (Hanbury, 2007) and local 

features which form the ‘bag of keypoints’ histogram with order of 4000 features 

(Teynor, 2007). The former are color histograms in L, a, b color channels and a 

texton histogram, each with 64 bins. The la tter set of features was obtained by first 

detecting the areas of high interest in each image and then extracting the colour, 

texture and structure information from each area. This information is combined 

into a histogram of frequencies of the occurrence of certain structures in the image.

The images were manually segmented using a semi-automatic image segmenta

tion tool (SAIST) available at http://muscle.prip.tuwien.ac.at which uses a marker- 

based watershed segmentation of Soille (2002). For more details see Hanbury and 

Targhi (2006).

All the features were calculated for the un-segmented images (i.e. histograms are 

computed from all image pixels). The colour and texture histograms were also ob

tained for different levels of the manual segmentation. The classification was carried 

out for da ta  sets made up of colour and texture histograms only, ‘bag of keypoints’ 

features only and a combination of the two sets. For each of these situations, the 

d a ta  was scaled to have equal standard error across the features. The starting value 

for the bandwidth param eter was set to be an empirical estim ate 10/m a x (K )  and 

only the Gaussian kernel was considered.
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R esu lts  from  M anually  S egm ented  im ages

The data set is made up of colour and texton histograms extracted from the back

ground and foreground regions obtained from manual segmentations. For an exam

ple of a segmented image see Figure 4.21. Hence, there are 512 feature measurements 

for each of the 400 observations, see Figure 4.22.

50 1 00 150 200 250 300 350 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Fig. 4.21; Examples of background and foreground regions obtained from manual 

segmentations of an elephant and a tiger image in the Corel database.

For the Bayesian kernel classifier with a Gaussian kernel (starting value for band- 

w idth=l/1537) the overall misclassification rate averaged over 10 random splits is 

0.14 (sd=0.014). Similar results (0.15, sd=0.017) are obtained from a multi-category 

SVM, and the Gaussian processes (0.17, sd= 0.031).

The manual segmentation results are not interesting in practice as the object 

recognition task is a fully automatic process. However, here they serve as an indica

tion of how well these particular features and the classification method can distin

guish between animal classes if information on the foreground and the background 

regions of the images was available.

O th e r  D is tan ce  M easu res  for H istog ram s

Comparing histogram features is a delicate task and it is important to carefully 

choose the distance measure. In the analysis above, colour and texture histograms of 

different images were compared bin to bin. However, the problem with this approach
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Fig. 4.22: The graph on the left shows the four (unsealed) histograms (64 bins 

each) for the foreground and the background regions. The colours correspond to the 

animal classes (red=tiger, blue^elephant, green=goat, yellow=lion). The graph on 

the right is an image of the Gaussian kernel (bandwidth =1/1537). Each element of 

the matrix is the kernel between two images, where the images are ordered so that 

the first 100 elements correspond to the tiger class, the next 100 elements correspond 

to the elephant class etc.

is that the value of each bin can be significantly altered by even shght quantisation 

artefacts. This means, in practice, that two histograms of the same distribution 

can be very different when compared bin to bin. Therefore, it is often the case 

that histograms are poor empirical estimates of the underlying density functions 

(Silverman, 1986). The art of density estimation is to find the right amount of 

smoothing needed to compensate for the sparsity of the samples i.e. the right bin 

width.

However, other distance measures for histograms exist and could be used here. 

Instead of treating each histogram bin as as a feature, whole histograms can be 

compared directly, which reduces to 8 features in total for each image.

For each of the three colour histograms we use the 1-Wasserstein distance; for 

more details see, for example, Riischendorf (2001). This measure, derived from 

the Monge-Kantorovitch theory of mass transportation (Kantorovich, 1942), mea

sures the minimal amount of displacement required to transform a distribution into
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another. For one-dimensional histograms, Wasserstein distance is given by:

Q

where F  and G are the cumulative histograms of /  and g and Q is the number 

of bins. For the texton histograms, the similarity is measured using the statistic

For these features, the Bayesian kernel classifier with a Gaussian kernel (start-

(sd=0.02).

R esults from Global Features o f Images

The data set is made up of colour and texton histograms extracted from the whole 

image. Hence, there are 256 feature measurements for each of the 400 observations, 

see Figure 4.23. The data were scaled to have equal standard error across the 

features. For the Bayesian kernel classifier with a Gaussian kernel (starting value 

for bandwidth=l/732) the overall misclassification rate averaged over 10 random 

splits is 0.24 (sd=0.029). Similar results 0.23 (sd=0.017) are obtained from a multi

category SVM, and the Gaussian processes (0.267, sd= 0.018).

As with the manually segmented data, 1-Wasserstein distance and the statistic 

were used as measures of similarity between images. This creates a distance matrix of 

4 ‘features’ which is subsequently used in forming a Gaussian kernel matrix (starting 

values for the bandw idth=l/3). The analysis was done for 10 random splits of the 

data and the overall misclassification rate of 0.323 (sd=0.031) was obtained, which 

is slightly higher than the results of bin to bin distances.

Local Features

The bag of keypoints’ histogram has the order of 4000 features, but after removing 

features with sd=0, the data set is reduced to 3013 features per image, see Fig

ure 4.24. The data were scaled to have equal standard error across the features. 

For the Bayesian kernel classifier with a Gaussian kernel (starting value for band- 

w idth=l/1772) the overall misclassification rate averaged over 10 random splits is

(4 . 18)

(4 . 19 )

ing value for bandwidth =  1/7) obtains the overall misclassification rate of 0.14
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Fig. 4.23: The graph on the left shows the four (unsealed) histograms (of 64 bins 

each). The colours correspond to the animal classes (red=tiger, blue=elephant, 

green=goat, yellow=lion). The graph on the right is an image of the Gaussian 

kernel (bandwidth =1/732). Each element of the matrix is the kernel between 2 

images, where the images are ordered so that the first 100 elements correspond to 

the tiger class, the next 100 elements correspond to the elephant class etc.

0.367 (sd=0.056). Multi-category SVM produced better results; misclassification 

rate is 0.27 (sd=0.046), and the Gaussian processes slightly worse with misclassifi

cation rate of 0.437 (sd=0.069).

The local features and the colour and texture histograms were combined to 

produce a data set with 3246 features per image, see Figure 4.25. The data were 

scaled to have equal standard error across the features. For the Bayesian kernel 

classifier with a Gaussian kernel (starting value for bandwidth=l/2115) the overall 

misclassification rate averaged over 10 random splits is 0.327 (sd=0.051). Multi

category SVM produced better results; misclassification rate is 0.238 (sd=0.036), 

and the Gaussian processes obtained a misclassification rate of 0.365 (sd =  0.053).

4.6  D iscussion

The kernel classifier presented here is fully Bayesian, hence probability distributions 

of prediction are obtained for new data points rather than just MAP estimates as 

is the case with the approaches of Tipping (2000), Figueiredo (2003) and Krishna-
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Fig. 4.24: The graph on the left shows the ’bag of keypoints’ features. The 

colours correspond to  the animal classes (red^tiger, blue=elephant, green=goat, 

yellow=lion). The graph on the right is the image of the Gaussian kernel, for the 

scaled d a ta  (bandwidth is set to  be 1/1772). Each element of the m atrix is the 

distance in the feature space between two images, where the images are ordered 

so th a t the first 100 elements correspond to the tiger class, the next 100 elements 

correspond to the elephant class etc.

puram et al. (2004). For an illustration, see Figure 4.15. The training times of the 

Bayesian methods are relatively long compared to the deterministic classification 

methods such as SVMs, however, this is offset by the avoidance of cross validation 

runs to choose the model complexity parameters. The proposed classifier is a gen

uine multi-category extension of the Bayesian binary kernel classifier, which is a 

more efficient and more principled approach to multi-class classification then the 

pairwise methods often used in the support vector machine. It is also a simpler and 

more intuitive param eterization then the multicategory hinge loss of Zhang and Jor

dan (2006). The current param eterization of the proposed model allows for changes 

to the prior or likelihood assumptions to be easily implemented, thus different priors 

for the hyper-param eters could be considered in the future.

The proposed classification method is not application-specific and its perfor

mance is tested on the benchmark da ta  sets as well as the high dimensional NIR 

spectroscopy, microarray and image categorization examples. W ith the exception of 

the NIR spectroscopy data, the classifier performed compared to the results quoted
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Fig. 4.25: The image of the Gaussian kernel obtained from all the features.

by relevant papers, see Sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.4.3 and 4.5.2. What is more, it did 

not require pre-processing steps to reduce the dimension of the feature vectors. In 

addition, the results of the proposed method were compared with a multi-category 

SVM with one-against-one technique that fits all the binary sub-classifications and 

finds the correct class by a voting mechanism implemented in library (el 071) (Dini- 

itriadou et al., 2005) and the Gaussian processes for classification (Williams and 

Barber, 1998) implemented in library(kernlab) (Karatzoglou et al., 2004), R pack

age version 2.6.1 (R Development Core Team, 2008). In the proposed method the 

empirical estimate (10/max(K)) was used as a starting value for all 9j .  The same 

estimate was used for the gaussian kernel bandwidth of the multi-category SVM and 

the Gaussian processes. The classification results are summarized in Table 4.9.

Kernel methods are multi-purpose, but are not ideal for the NIR spectroscopy 

data, since such data sets have a structure within the feature space which is ignored 

by the kernel methods and is very likely to contain useful information for distin

guishing between the classes. Dean et al. (2006) exploit the feature structure in 

the dimension reduction step and as a result are working with a superior subset of 

features. However, the kernel classifier was able to classify 90% of the observations 

correctly for the four class problem, without relying on dimension reduction. The 

image of the kernel matrix indicated that there might be some clustering within the 

five types of meat samples, hence the classification results from this data set may 

not generalize well.
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Data set n J Proposed method mSVM GPs

Images (global features) 200 256 0.24 (0.029) 0.23 (0,017) 0.267 (0.018)

Images (local features) 200 3013 0.367 (0.056) 0.27 (0,046) 0.367 (0.056)

Microarray 43 2308 0.06 (0.04) 0,138 (0,046) 0.165 (0.075)

NIR spectroscopy (4 groups) 117 1050 0.095 (0,03) 0,107 (0,031) 0.106 (0.02)

NIR spectroscopy (5 groups) 117 1050 0.24 (0.043) 0,219 (0,041) 0.227 (0.041)

W ine 90 13 0.019 (0.007) 0.023 (0.013) 0.024 (0.01)

Table 4.9: Average m isclassiflcation error in the test set obtained from  

ten  random splits of the data sets. Standard deviations are given in 

brackets. The results are given for runs of the proposed algorithm  and 

m ulti-category SVM  (m SVM ) w ith one-against-one technique and the  

Gaussian processes (G Ps) for classification. In the proposed m ethod the  

em pirical estim ate (10/m ax(K )) is used as a starting value for all 9j. The 

sam e estim ate is used for the gaussian kernel bandwidth of the m SVM  

and the G Ps. The corresponding threshold number of features J and the  

number of training set observations n are given.

Kernel methods function through the matrix K whose dimension is only de

pendent on the number of observations n. If they work well, they condense the 

information in the large variable space to this smaller dimension. Therefore, they 

are ideally suited for problems with a large number of features and small number of 

observations, such as the NIR spectroscopy, microarray and animal categorization 

examples. This is an ill posed problem as the solution is a hyperplane located in 

the response space whose dimension is equal to the number of samples and hence 

is smaller than the dimension of the hyperplane. Kernel methods circumvent this 

problem by casting it in the dot product space, see Section 2.6. This property has 

been exploited by the SVM algorithms which treat the basis functions, i.e. the re

producing kernels as fixed. The drawback of this parameterization is that all of the 

features are equally contributing to the kernel, and if the subset of useful features 

is small, their influence on the kernel will be lost. Thus, such algorithms are usu

ally fitted to a subset of features, often obtained by screening out features in a non 

probabilistic way, which is unsatisfactory.
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In the approach presented in this section, the basis functions are allowed to 

adapt through the param eter 6 and are thus functionally related to Neural Network 

algorithms. The drawback of both methods is over-parameterization, which leads 

to unstable results, sensitivity to starting values of the parameters. However, the 

current param eterization of the kernel allows the bandwidth param eters to control 

the degree to which various features are relevant and thus sets up the mechanism 

for feature selection within the algorithm.

The focus of the rest of this thesis is on reducing the complexity of the model 

and finding an optimal subset of features.
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Chapter 5 

Kernel D im ensionality Reduction

The Bayesian kernel classifier proposed in Chapter 4, requires computations involv

ing matrices of dimension n x n, where n is the number of training samples, at 

each iteration of the MCMC algorithm. Thus, due to the large computational cost, 

the algorithm runs into problems with large training data sets. In this chapter, a 

method for dimensionality reduction of the pseudo-design matrix is proposed.

5.1 Sparse K ernel Classifiers

A kernel classifier with a sparse solution depends only on the kernel function eval

uated at a subset of training points. An example is the Support Vector Machine 

where only a set of support vectors is retained in order to make predictions for new 

inputs. For the Bayesian kernel classifier proposed in Chapter 4, sparsity can be 

achieved by setting a subset of the regression parameters to zero, i.e. setting (3ik = 0 

for / = n \  k = 1 , K  — 1. Obvious advantages of a solution with a fewer num

ber of basis functions are that it is easier to interpret and will generalize better. The 

problem of selecting the optimal subset of (3 is an active research area in statistics, 

as well as machine learning literature, hence many approaches have been proposed. 

Section 3.4.3 gives an overview of some Bayesian approaches for sparse regression 

modeling. In the next few sections, sparse modeling of the Bayesian kernel classi

fier from the previous chapter is achieved by using Kernel Principal Components 

Analysis.
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5.1.1 Inference for Sparse M odel

Remember that the conditional distribution for the parameters (3 is given by:

K - l

F { p \ z , e , r , a ^ )  =  J ]  MKiV(„)(in,,a2Vfc), (5.1)
fc=i

where nik = VfcK^Zfc, =  (K^K +  and is a matrix with diagonal

entries

Consider a sparse model where some regression parameters Pi are set equal to

0. Let I  = {I = ̂  0} and I  = {I = n',...,n\Pi — 0}. The conditional

distribution for (3j\l3j =  0 is given by:
K - l

F{f3j\Pr =  0 , z , 9 , r , a ^ )  =  (5.2)
k = l

where iiifc =  mjt/ -  Vfc2 V^4 111 /̂ is of dimension n' x 1, V*. =  (V^i -  Vfc2 V ;^4 V^a), 

is of dimension n' x n. Note that riifc/ and mj./ are block components of
/  niki \  . I n' X 1

nifc =  I I with sizes I
\  mfc/ J y  (n -  n') X 1

and Vfci, Vjt2 ) and V *.4 are block components of
/  Vfci Vfc2 \  . (  n ' x n '  n ' x ( n - n ' )

Vfc =  I I with sizes
\  Vjk3  Vfc4  y y n ' x { n -  n') (n -  n') x (n -  n')

The conditional distributions of the other model parameters are affected accord

ingly. Parameters r/ are set to zero and

Hri\(3,Tj  =  0) =  G(73 +  J.74 +  ^ ) ,  (5.3)
1=1 k = l  ^

K - l  K  K - l  ^

VikZik -  l o g ^  exp(2ifc) -  ^  “  ^iPkif
fc=l fc=l k= l

(5,4)

where Kj is the row of matrix K,

F{a^\/3,z,e,T) = IG{')/i + n’{K -  1),72 +  ^ ^(z^Zfc -  m^Vfc îhfc)), (5.5)
fc=i

and for a uniform prior on 9:

z) oc
2 

k = l

{ - ' r i - n ' ( K - l ) )

k = l
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5.1.2 Im plem entation  Issues in Sparse Classifiers

Implementation of the ‘sparse’ algorithm involves calculating rrifc =  V^K^Zfe and 

Vfc =  (K ^K  +  Tfc) and subsequently decomposing them to block components 

in order to get: m*. =  iiiki -  Vfc2Vfc4 m*./ and Vfc =  (Vfci -  \k2^k4^k3)-  In 

this section, it will be shown how the sparsity in the regression param eters leads to 

dimensionality reduction of the kernel and reduced com putation time for the MCMC 

algorithm.

Note th a t

V -  = I I (5.
Vfc3 Vfc4 ^

(Vh -  Vfc2V^iVfc3)-' -Vfci -  Vfc2V^;V,3)-'Vfc2V^;

-V ,-;V ,3 (V h  -  V,2V^;Vfc3)-i V ,-; +  -  V,2V,-;Vfc3)-'V,2V,-;

Matrices K  and can also be decomposed in block fashion so that:

/  K , K2 \  (  Tfc/ 0
K  =  M  and T t  =

\ k ,  K t  J  \  0 T „

( 77/ X n' n' X (n — n')

n' X (n — n') (n — n') x (n — n')
It follows that:

(K ^K  +  Tfc) =
K i K2 K i K2

K  K K i K2

Ki  Ki + K3 + Tki K{  K2 + K4
(5.8)

KJKi + KiKj K^Kj + KiKi + Tu

Comparing the top left block of (5.7) and (5.8) it follows that:

(V h  -  Vfc2V,-;Vfc3)-' =  K f K i  +  K ^K 3 +  T u .  (5.9)

Similarly, it can be shown that

m ,., -  V fc2V ^> ,./ =  ( K f K ,  +  K^’K3 +  +  K ^z,.;, (5.10)
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I Z k i  \  . (  n' X  I
where =  I I with sizes

\  Zfc/ /  \  n ' )  X  1
Thus it is possible to work with matrices K  whose columns corresponding to

/  =  {/ =  n',...,n\Pi  =  0} are deleted. It follows th a t Cholesky decomposition

and other computationally demanding operations of the proposed Bayesian kernel

classifier are only applied to matrices of dimension n' x n ' ,  hence large computational

gains can be achieved for very ‘sparse’ models.

5.2 Principal C om ponents Analysis

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) (Pearson, 1901; Hotelling, 1933) is an or

thogonal linear transform ation of the coordinate system of features th a t describe 

the observations. The new coordinate values tha t represent the da ta  are known 

as the principal components (PCs). PCA is performed by solving the eigenvalue 

problem or by iterative algorithms which estimate the principal components. A 

comprehensive introduction to the method can be found in Jolliffe (1986).

Let X be a design m atrix of dimension n x  J. The observations Xj e  M'̂ , where 

i = 1, ...,n  are centered, therefore:
n

^ X i ,  =  0,Vj =  l , . . . , J .  (5.11)
1= 1

The sample covariance matrix for centered data  is given by:

C =  ix ^ x .  (5.12)
n

Geometrically, the sample covariance m atrix determines the shape of an ellipsoid 

centered at zero:

x j c ~ ^ x i  = z} (5.13)

where z is the distance from a point Xj to the zero mean. This is illustrated in

Figure 5.1 for a contrived data set where Xj G M .̂

The sample covariance m atrix is symmetric and diagonalizes to:

C -  VAV^, (5.14)

where V  is a J  x J  dimensional m atrix of eigenvectors Wj E and A is a diagonal

m atrix of all the eigenvalues Xj > 0 , V j  =  l , . . . , J .
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Fig. 5.1 : Simulated data Xj G are plotted as well as the contours of the ellipse 

determined by the sample covariance matrix. Eigen decomposition of the sample 

covariance matrix finds the directions of the principal axes of the ellipse.

Post-multiplying both sides of the eigen-decomposition (5.14) by V  obtained is:

C V  =  VA, (5.15)

since V ^V  =  0 as the principal components are uncorrelated.

Geometrically, the eigenvectors correspond to the directions of the principal axes 

of the ellipse. Each eigenvalue corresponds to the variance of a linear combination 

of the features using weights given by the associated eigenvector.

Principal components are linear combinations of the features:

PCj =  xvj Vj =  1,..., J, (5.16)

The new data set is reconstructed so that the first principal component PC\ cor

responds to the linear combination with the eigenvector associated with the largest 

eigenvalue, the second principal component P C 2 corresponds to the linear combina

tion with the eigenvector associated with the second largest eigenvalue etc. Thus the 

overall aim in PCA is to describe the variation in a set of correlated variables, which 

form the columns of the design matrix x, in terms of a new set of uncorrelated vari

ables i.e. the principal components P C \, . . . ,  PC j .  For a positive semz-definite matrix 

C, the rank{C) =  L, where L < J. As a result, the eigenvalues A^+i, A/,_)_2 , ..., Aj
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will equal zero. This will occur, for example, with data x where n << J, such as the 

NIR spectroscop}^, microarray and animal image categorization data sets from the 

previous chapter. In these examples, rank{C) < n and eigenvalues A„+i, Xn+2 , ■■■, 

will equal zero. Clearly, the corresponding PCs are redundant for the purposes of 

subsequent analyses as their variance equals zero. Furthermore, even if the covari

ance matrix is full rank, the data set might still contain correlated variables and 

thus the general hope of the PCA is that the PCs associated with eigenvalues that 

are close to zero can be removed from the data set for the purpose of subsequent 

analyses as they don’t contribute any new information. Therefore PCA is often em

ployed as a dimension reduction technique for multicollinear and high dimensional 

data sets.

01

-a t

10

010 00 10
06 I 6-1 6 1 0 -06 00 1 0-OS 00 06 >0

Fig. 5.2 : PCA for centered data Xj G use the eigen decomposition of a covari

ance matrix to find the linear combinations of the data variables with maximum 

variance.

PCA implicitly makes assumptions that the features have a linear relationship 

and elliptical dispersion. Figure 5.3 shows some examples where sample covariance 

matrix is no longer appropriate as a summary of the data dispersion. The directions 

of the eigenvectors are also drawn to show the futility of PCA for these data.

5.3 Kernel Principal C om ponents Analysis

Principal Components Analysis projects the data onto new basis vectors that span 

a subspace of lower dimensionality. However, its applicability is severely limited 

by the fact that the method is only appropriate for linearly correlated data, as
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Fig. 5.3: Sample covariance matrix is no longer appropriate as a summary of data 

dispersion for these simulated data sets.

can be seen in the examples of the previous section. Kernel Principal Components 

Analysis (KPCA) (Scholkopf et al., 1998) is a generahzation of PCA which works 

via the kernel trick.

As already seen in Chapter 2, the kernel trick is a general principle of trans

forming linear algorithms into nonlinear ones, by mapping the data objects from 

the input space, where the nonlinear version of the algorithm is needed, to a high 

dimensional feature space, where the linear algorithm can be applied. The kernel 

trick can be used to transform any algorithm that can be implemented so that only 

the pairwise inner products between the data objects are needed as opposed to their 

coordinates. A more detailed discussion of the kernel trick and the theory that un

derpins the principle can be found in Section 2.6. So far in the thesis, the principle 

was applied to classification algorithms, but in this section it will be shown how to 

‘kernelize’ PCA. For a more detailed exposition see Scholkopf et al. (1998).

5.3.1 P C A  from Inner P roducts

Eigenvectors can be found by considering the system in (5.15) one column at a time 

and solving the eigenvalue equation:

Cvj =  (5.17)

where j  =  1, ...,rank{C).  To apply the kernel trick, it needs to be shown that 

this relationship be re-formulated so that only the inner products xx^ are needed 

as inputs. By equation (5.12), this can be rewritten as:
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—x^xv, = A,v, (5.18)
n
xx^xvj = nXj'K'Vj, (5.19)

The matrix K = xx^ is the linear kernel. Thus,

K xvj =  nXj XWj .  (5.20)

Eigenvectors Vj lie in the span of xi...x„, i.e. Vj =  where Uj 6 R", Vj =

1,..., rank{C).

Hence:

K xx^ U j =  nAjXx^Uj 

=  nXjKuj

Kuj = nXjUj. (5.21)

Since rank{K) = rank{C),  the expression in (5.21) is an eigen-decomposition of 

K. Thus, the PCA can be expressed entirely in the terms of the dot product. 

Projections on the principal axes are given by:

xvj = {nXj)~^^^xx^Uj, (5.22)

where j  = 1, ...,rank{C).

Note that the term {nXj)~^^‘̂ normalizes the eigenvectors, so that

v j v j  = 1. (5.23)

5.3.2 N onlinear P C A

The linear kernel K — xx^ was used in the calculations above, however this can 

be replaced by a more general kernel K =  <I>(x)$(a:) .̂ In that case, linear PCA is 

carried out in the feature space defined by the mapping $. The algorithm, how

ever, works in this space only implicitly, as it functions by performing the eigen-

decomposition in (5.21) and the eigenvectors Vj = $(x)^Uj need not be calculated. 

Remember that in the case of the Gaussian kernel, the associated feature space is 

infinite dimensional, hence the eigenvectors Vj G M°°. Projections on the principal
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axes for the mapping $(x) , i.e. the kernel principal components (KPCs) are given 

by:

K P C j  = $(x)vj

= (5.24)

where j  = 1 , rank{¥i).

Note that for this generalized version of PCA, the resulting principal components 

K P C j  are projections of the data onto the principal axes of the feature space.

5.3.3 C entering in Feature Space

In the case of linear kernel, the feature space is the same as the input space and the 

observations are centered in the usual way:

1 ”

Xij Xij Xij j  — 1,..., J. (5.25)
1=1

In the more general case, centering in the feature space can be achieved by a simple 

algebraic manipulation of the kernel matrix K (Scholkopf et al., 1998):

K = K -  AK -  KA + AKA (5.26)

where A is a n x n matrix with all entries equal to 1 /n  and K is the matrix of inner 

products of the centered observations in the feature space, i.e.

I>(xy) = ^X i j )  -  ^  ^  (5.27)
t = i

For test points x* G where i = the n* x n inner product kernel

matrix is given by:

K* =  = l,...,n . (5.28)

Similar to (5.26), inner product matrix of the test observations centered in the 

feature space can be expressed in terms of K*:

K* = K * - A * K - K * A  +A*KA,  (5.29)

where A* is a n* x n matrix with all entries equal to 1/n.
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5.3.4 E xam ples o f K P C A  on Sim ulated D ata

The Kernel Principal Components Analysis was carried out for the simulated data 

sets shown in Figure 5.3. The data with the lines of constant principal component 

value are plotted in Figure 5.4. Note that for these mappings 4> it is not possible 

to draw the eigenvectors as they belong to the feature space. The second row of 

the graphs corresponds to the second data set where the observations belong to one 

of two classes, denoted by colours. Note that the first eigenvector separates the 

groups. The third data set, plotted in the third row, contains samples from three 

bivariate normal distributions. Here too, the observations are coloured by their 

class membership. Note that, in this example, the first two eigenvectors separate 

the three classes.

Section 4.3.2 discussed the choice of the Gaussian kernel bandwidth for classifi

cation purposes. This is an important issue in KPCA as can be seen from Figure 

5.5. Here, the surface of the constant principal components value for the first three 

eigenvectors is plotted for KPCA with the Gaussian kernel and different bandwidths 

{9 =  0.01, 9 = 1  and ^ =  5). Note that he shape of the results depends on the choice 

of the bandwidth; as 9 decreases, the surface gets flatter.

5.4 K PC A  for Classification

Many algorithms that work with high dimensional data require some sort of pre

processing in order to reduce the dimensionality of the data. Being a method that 

‘re-expresses’ the data to account for most of the information in the data through a 

few linear combinations of the original variables (PCs), PC A is commonly used as 

a pre-processing tool.

KPCA maps the data x  =  [xi, ...,x„]^, Xj G into a high dimensional feature 

space, spanned by where L = rank{K),  and then projects the mapped

data $(x) to a linear subspace of the feature space, spanned by where

L < rank(K).  In the KPCA literature, the vector Xj is often referred to as the pre- 

image of $(xj). Note that, typically, the KPCA subspace will not have a pre-image 

in the input space. Techniques have been proposed for finding approximate pre

images of data projected on a subset of the eigenvectors, see for example Scholkopf
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F ig . 5 .4  : Three simulated da ta  sets from Figure 5.3 are plotted. The contour lines 

correspond to the lines of constant principal component value (if linear they are 

orthogonal to the eigenvectors) for the first three eigenvectors (given from left to 

right). For the first da ta  set (in the first row) the polynomial kernel of degree 2 was 

used. Gaussian kernels with bandwidths 9 =  5 and 6 =  1 were used for the other 

two toy d a ta  sets.

et al. (1999); Bakir et al. (2004). Other non-linear generalizations of PCA exist, 

such as, for example, Hebbian Networks (Oja, 1982) and Principal Curves (Hastie 

and Stuetzle, 1989), for a brief review and comparison to KPCA see Scholkopf et al. 

(1998).

Scholkopf et al. (1998) and Scholkopf and Sniola (2002) note th a t the first few 

eigenvectors of the KPCA can be used for separating clusters in two dimensional
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F ig . 5.5: Choice of Gaussian kernel bandwidth is an important issue in the KPCA. 

For the third simulated data set, the surface of the constant principal components 

value of the first three eigenvectors is plotted for KPCA with the Gaussian kernel 

and the bandwidths 0 =  0.01, 0 = 1  and  ̂ =  5.

data and suggest extracting nonhnear principal components according to (5.24) and 

then training a support vector machine, thus constructing a multi-layer SVM.

In this section we propose a somewhat different approach to using KPCA to aid 

classification. In the previous chapter a Bayesian classifier based on the theory of 

RKHS was presented. The classifier performs the multinomial logistic regression on 

the data mapped to a high dimensional feature space. By application of the kernel 

trick, the algorithm is working in the small linear subspace of the full feature space, 

which is spanned by the reproducing kernels {/C(xi, and whose dimension is

at most equal to the number of observations.

Thus, the model for a /C-class problem is given by:

exp(̂ ifc) 
E £ i exp(ziO

and

ny^k =  (5-30)

~  A^(Kj/?fc,cr^), 2 = l , . . . , n .  (5.31)

where (3k are regression parameters (3k =  [Pikyp2k, ■■■■iPnk] corresponding to class 

k, for A: =  1,..., K  — 1. Kj is the row of matrix K , i.e.

K i  =  [A'(xi,xi|6>),/C(xj,x2|6>),..., A'(xi,x„|6>)].

Hence, consider the two dimensional, two class ‘circle data’ from Figure 5.3. The
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proposed cleissification algorithm fits a logistic regression model to the data mapped 

by the reproducing kernels. The first nine reproducing kernels are plotted in Figure 

5.6. The graph shows that some of the reproducing kernels are highly correlated and 

only a subset is needed for a good classification model. This is an example behind 

the motivation for a ‘sparse’ model discussed in Section 5.1.
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Fig. 5.6: The ‘circle’ data are mapped to the feature space spanned by reproducing 

kernels. Only the first 9 reproducing kernels are plotted.
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5.4.1 Bayesian K ernel Classifier w ith a K P C A  Step

In this section a kernel classifier with a KPCA step is proposed. This is a modifi

cation of the Bayesian kernel classifier from Chapter 4, but instead of working with  

the data mapped to some feature space via $ (x ) , the classification is performed in 

the feature space spanned by $ (x )V . In practice, this means replacing the kernel 

matrix K  with the matrix of kernel principal components:

K =  (nA )-i/^ K U , (5.32)

where K  is a kernel matrix of the ‘centered’ mapping, given in (5.26) and U and 

nA are matrices of eigenvector and eigenvalues obtained from:

K  =  U nA U ^. (5.33)

Thus, the latent variables Zik from (5.31) become:

2 ifc ~/V(Kj/?fc,(7^), i =  l , . . . , n ,  (5.34)

where Kj is the row of matrix K. Hence, the algorithm fits the multinomial

logistic model to the linear combinations of the mapped data and the principal axes

of the feature space. See Figure 5.7 to see the first three bases of the KPCA subspace 

for the ‘circle data’. Similarly, Figure 5.8 shows the first three bases of the KPCA 

subspace for the ‘three cluster data’ from Figure 5.3.

Note that the proposed model does not require pre-image calculations as the 

classification is carried in the same feature space as the PCA. Multi-layer formu

lations, such as the approach taken in Scholkopf et al. (1998) and Scholkopf and 

Smola (2002), map the data to a feature space and project it to a KPCA subspace 

spanned by the columns of K , i.e. the KPCs. Subsequently, the KPCs are mapped 

to a new feature space where the classification takes place. Hence, multi-layer for

mulations also evade pre-image reconstruction, but the evident disadvantage of such 

algorithms is loss of interpretability.

5.4.2 Sparsity from the K P C A  Step

As with the PCA, the general hope is that the diagonalization of the kernel matrix 

will yield many eigenvalues n \ i  equal to zero. In that case, the corresponding prin

cipal axes can be removed from the analysis, achieving a dimensionality reduction
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Fig. 5.7 : First three KPCs of circular simulated data are plotted. Note that the 

first eigenvector separates the two classes of observations.
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Fig. 5.8: First three KPCs of the ‘three group’ simulated data set are plotted. Note 

that the first two eigenvectors separate the three classes of observations.

of the pseudo-design matrix and a more efficient algorithm. Furthermore, Figure 

5.7 indicates that only the first principal axis is needed in order to achieve linear 

discrimination in the mapped space for the ‘circle data’. Similarly, only the first 

two principal axes are needed for the ‘three cluster data’. As discussed in Section 

5.1, the desired dimension reduction can be achieved by setting parameters Pi — 0, 

which removes the KPCA basis from the model.
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The degree of ‘sparseness’ can be regulated through a threshold parameter t, 

tha t is specified prior to running the algorithm. The largest n ' eigenvalues nA/ and 

their corresponding eigenvectors are included in the model, where n'  is chosen so 

tha t it is the smallest number th a t satisfies the condition below:

X
0 < t < h  (5.35)

Thus the parameters included in the model are a^,  Zik,Tki and Pki, V/c =  1,..., A" — 1 

and / = { /  =  !,..., n'}.

5.4.3 Inference

Following the model construction detailed in Section 5.1 only the columns I  — 

{I =  of the K  m atrix are needed. The conditional distributions for the

parameters are given by:

P(zi|z_i, y , /?, 9, r , a ‘̂) oc exp
K - l  K  K - l

VikZik -  log ^  ex\){zik) -  ^  ~
A:=l fc=l fc=l

K - l
(5.36)

n W j  =  O ,z ,0 ,r,a2 ) ^  J ]  M F iV ( „ ,) ( m ^ \a 2 ( - ) v r ) ,  (5-37)
fc=i

. K - \
P(cr2|/?,z,6»,T) -  -  1 ),7 2 +  2 ' ^ i ^ k ^ k  -  ml ^ r i i f c ) ) ,  (5.38)

fc=i

P(7-/i/?,T/ =  0) =  finEh3 +  i 7 ,  +  ^ ^ ) .  (5^39)
1=1 f c = i  G

where =  (K ^K  +  and m^”^̂ =  Pseudo code for the

classification algorithm with the KPCA is given in Appendix A.2.

5.4.4 P rediction

For a new observation x*, the mapping $(x*) is carried out via the kernel matrix 

K*, which is obtained according to  (5.28). The inner product m atrix of the test 

observations centered in the feature space K* can be expressed in terms of K* 

following (5.29). The new observation is projected on the principal axes of the 

mapping $(x*) by:
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(5.40)

where I = 1, and K/ denotes the column of the n x n' matrix K*. The

observation x* is classified in class k* = arg max^ P(fc|x*, x, y) by employing the 

usual Monte Carlo integration approximations:

5.5 R esults

The Bayesian kernel classifier with the KPCA step was used to fit the wine, NIR 

spectroscopy, microarray and image classification (local features only) data sets. 

The 10 random splits into training and testing data as in Chapter 4 were used. 

In each case, the algorithm was run for 100,000 iterations, of which the first 9,000 

were discarded as ‘burn-in’. The parameter 0, which is constant throughout the 

iterations, was set to be equal to the starting values for 9 used in the algorithms in 

the previous chapter for each data set.

The algorithm requires that the threshold for the percent variance explained 

by the included KPCs, i.e. t from (5.35), is set prior to running the algorithm. 

The optimal t for classification will depend on the nature of the features of each 

data set and is therefore difficult to preempt. In this chapter, the algorithm was 

run for t = 0.1, 0.2, 0.75, 0.9, 0.99 for each data set and the threshold with the best 

average misclassification rate was reported. The results, along with the threshold 

value and the corresponding average number of included KPCs is given in Table 

5.1. For comparison, the results of the classification from the previous chapter 

are also given. Improved results were obtained for all high dimensional data (NIR 

spectroscopy, microarray and images), but the results were slightly worse for the 

wine data.

Largest classification improvements were achieved for the high dimensional NIR 

spectroscopy and animal image categorization with local features data sets. This

VA: = 1 , . 1 ,  (5.41)

and
K - l

(5.42)
fc=l
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Data set W ithout KPCA W ith KPCA n Average n ' t

Images (local features only) 0.367 (0.056) 0.272 (0,033) 200 10.1 0.1

Microarray 0.06 (0.04) 0.048 (0.036) 43 3.75 0.2

NIR spectroscopy (4 groups) 0.095 (0.03) 0.052 (0.03) 117 7 0.99

NIR spectroscopy (5 groups) 0.24 (0.043) 0.192 (0.038) 117 7 0.99

W ine 0.019 (0.007) 0.024 (0.016) 90 8.1 0.75

Table 5.1: Average misclassification error in the test set obtained from 

ten random splits of the data sets. Standard deviations are given in 

brackets. The results are given for runs of the algorithm proposed in 

Chapter 4 and the new version with KPCA step. The corresponding 

threshold t setting and the number of largest projections included in the 

analysis for the given threshold are given.

makes intuitive sense, as both of these data sets contain many features which are 

highly correlated. Figure 5.9 shows the KPCs, i.e. the ordered columns of matrix K, 

with the largest eigenvalues for the NIR spectroscopy data. The first seven KPCs 

account for 99% of the variation in the data and were used for the classification for 

both four and five class problem. The graphs shows that the differences within the 

white meat classes are still difficult to distinguish. The image of the matrix K can 

be seen in Figure 5.10. This graphs, as well as the image of the kernel matrix in 

Figure 4.19, indicates that clusters within the five meat types exist.

The classification algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 suffers from over - parameter

ization, as all of the reproducing kernel basis functions are utilized by the model. By 

projecting the data onto the principal axes of the feature space, one is hoping that 

the underlying structure of the feature space can be summarized by a much smaller 

subset of the principal axes, i.e. so that n' «  n. A ‘sparser’ model of uncorrelated 

principal components is likely to achieve better mixing and faster convergence. Trace 

plots from one run of the MCMC algorithm with KPCA step for the five-class NIR 

spectroscopy data are given in Figure 5.11. The number of regression coefficients 

in this model is 7 x (/C — 1) =  28, as opposed to 468 in the full model discussed 

in Section 4.5.1, whose trace plots are shown in Figure 4.10. These plots show that 

the model might still be over-parameterized and the acceptance rates for the latent
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Fig. 5.9: The first nine KPCs for the NIR spectroscopy data. The colours cor

respond to the meat type (red=chicken, cyan=turkey, blue=pork, black=beef and 

green=lamb). Only the first seven KPCs were used for the classification.

variables are very low, about 3% for all i =  1, ...,n  blocks of z, =  [zi\...Zi[K-\)\ • 

Multiple chains for different initial values of parameters were run and the classifi

cation algorithm was shown to yield similar misclassification error rates. To examine 

the impact of Monte Carlo error on correct classification rates, ten chains with dif

ferent initial values for the regression coefficients were run for the single split of 

the five data sets into a training and testing data. The regression coefficients were 

initially either set equal to 1, or were randomly drawn from normal and uniform dis

tributions, as in Table 4.1. Average misclassification rate for the ten runs is given
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Fig. 5.10: The image of the matrix of projections K is plotted. Only the first 

seven KPCs were included in the analysis. The sections of the matrix correspond 

to: 1 — 55 chicken, 55 — 110 turkey, 110 — 165 pork, 166 — 197 beef and 198 — 231 

lamb.

in Table 5.2. The results are comparable to those obtained by multiple runs of the 

chain with the same initial values, but with different random splits seen in Table 

5.1. This shows relative insensitivity of the algorithm to the starting values of these 

parameters and indicates that ‘convergence’ to a good classification algorithm has 

been reached.

The computational speed gain depends on the data set, as the most computation

ally demanding operations run in time proportional to n'^, which, even for the same 

setting of the threshold t, varies from data to data. However, for illustration pur

poses, consider the artificial toy data set described in Section 4.3.2, where n = 150 

and only the first two principal axes were needed to obtain the misclassification rate 

of 0.01. The 100,000 iterations of MCMC took 0.45 seconds for n' — 2 as opposed
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I Fig. 5.11: Trace plots for a run of the MCMC with feature space projection for the

j  NIR spectroscopy data with five groups.

D a ta  set M isclassification ra te

Im ages (local features only) 

M icroarray

N IR  spectroscopy (4 groups) 

N IR  spectroscopy (5 groups) 

W ine

0.28 (0.0) 

0.038 (0.052) 

0.04 (0.016) 

0.17 (0.02) 

0.011 (0.0)

Table 5.2: A verage m isclassification error for different starting values of 

P obtained from running the chain ten  tim es on the sam e random split 

of the data set. Standard deviations are given in brackets.

to 127.68 minutes for the full algorithm with n' =  n. The same comparisons cannot 

be made for the examples in Table 5.1, as the algorithm that produced the results
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in the previous chapter allowed parameters 6 to be updated at each iteration, which 

additionally increases the computational cost.

5.6 D iscussion

The proposed KPCA step for dimension reduction of the pseudo-design m atrix in 

the Bayesian kernel classifier achieved large computational time savings for the wine 

da ta  and the ‘large J  small n ’ da ta  sets, at no cost for the prediction accuracy. The 

drawback of the approach is th a t some of the interpretability of the /? param eters is 

lost. In the original model, (5i can be thought of as a weight placed on the similarity 

to observation x/. Thus, setting /?/ =  0 is equivalent to removing observation x/ from 

the training data  set for the purposes of class prediction of future da ta  points x*. 

In the proposed algorithm, is a weight of a projection of the m apped da ta  to 

principal axis. Hence, setting /?; =  0 removes a linear combination from the training 

data, however, all of the observations are retained for the purposes of class predic

tion. Further work on this topic could include considering a ‘sparse’ KPCA step 

instead, where eigenvectors U / contain many elements equal to zero. This can be 

achieved by formulating the KPCA as a regularization problem, where a set of ‘co

efficients’ tha t maximize the variance of the projected d a ta  ^ ' ) ' ^ n

is sought after, subject to the penalty on the size of the coefficients r  uu, as 

in ridge regression, see Section 2.4.2. At present, however, ‘sparse’ KPCA methods 

have not been considered for the purposes of this work.

An im portant consideration to keep in mind is th a t KPCA method does not 

take into account class information when obtaining eigenvectors. Thus, the data 

projections with the largest variance are not necessarily the most useful for class 

discrimination. More appropriate methods for choosing a sparse subset of /? then 

the selection criteria in (5.35) could be considered for future research.

Note th a t by changing the value of the param eter 6 and re-parameterizing the 

kernel so th a t individual parameters Oj are used for features j  = 1 ,..., J ,  the d a ta  are 

implicitly mapped to a different feature space. In this chapter feature space selection 

was not considered. In the proposed algorithm with the KPCA step, the param eter 6 

is initiated at the start and kept constant. In contrast, in the classification algorithm
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proposed in Chapter 4, parameters Oj were able to adapt throughout the MCMC 

iterations, thus some form of feature space selection was carried out. Feature space 

selection for the algorithm with the KPCA dimension reduction is considered in the 

next chapter.

Efficient computation of eigen-decomposition was not considered in this chap

ter as it is only performed once, while Cholesky decomposition and other matrix 

calculations are computed at each iteration of the MCMC algorithm, hence make 

more impact on the overall computation time. However, for the formulation of the 

algorithm with feature space selection, the kernel and its eigen-decomposition would 

need to be performed at every step, hence efficient computation becomes more of 

an issue. Furthermore, eigen-decomposition of a n x n matrix K requires that the 

data sets be relatively small; for large n  approximations are needed.
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Chapter 6 

Variable Selection for High  

Dim ensional D ata Sets

In the previous chapters, a multi-category classification model, based on the theory 

of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS), was proposed for classification of high 

dimensional data sets. The kernel classifier has a hierarchical prior structure and is 

treated with a fully Bayesian inference procedure. The posterior distributions of the 

parameters are obtained from an MCMC algorithm. The focus of this chapter is the 

reduction of the complexity of that model, which is approached in a novel framework 

based on Bayesian decision theory. The decision space is the set of all possible sub

sets of variables, which is discrete and high dimensional. A utility function is chosen 

that trades off the predictive ability of a sub-model with the inclusion of variables. 

Searching through the decision space, with the aim of finding a sparse sub-model 

that yields good classification rates, translates to a stochastic optimization problem, 

where the optimal decision maximizes the expected utility function with respect to 

all the unknowns, including the model parameters and future data. Two stochastic 

optimization methods are considered: Taboo Search (Glover, 1977) and Inhomoge- 

nous MCMC (Miiller et al., 2004). The latter is related to the simulated annealing 

algorithm and is shown to be ineffective for this application, whereas Taboo Search 

is able to identify sparser subsets of features with satisfactory classification perfor

mance.
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6.1 C om plexity of the M odel

There are two aspects to dimension reduction in the Bayesian kernel classifier: the 

feature space selection, where setting the parameters 9j to zero removes feature j  

from the model, and basis selection, where setting the param eter /?/ to zero removes 

reproducing kernel basis K{-,~x.i\9) from the model. In the classification model, a 

basis K{-,  x;|^) can be thought of as a measure of similarity to observation x/. Thus, 

setting Pi = 0 is equivalent to removing observation x/ from the training d a ta  set 

for the purposes of class prediction of future data points x*. A model with fewer 

basis functions is easier to interpret and will generalize better. The problem of 

basis selection is considered to some extent in Chapter 5 through the use of Kernel 

Principal Components Analysis. In the proposed algorithm, (3i is a weight of a 

linear combination of all observations x;, I = and an eigenvector obtained

from eigen-decomposing the covariance m atrix of the da ta  mapped to the feature 

space. Hence, a ‘sparse’ model removes a linear combination from the training data, 

however, all of the observations are retained for the purposes of class prediction. 

The sparseness in this approach is achieved by removing the d a ta  projections with 

the smallest variance from the model, which is a selection criterion th a t does not 

take into account class discrimination.

The feature space selection is an im portant problem, especially for high dimen

sional d a ta  sets where only a small subset of the features may be useful for class 

discrimination. If all the features are weighted equally and the number of useful 

features is small relative to the dimensionality of the data, the class discrimination 

information in the features will be lost.

In the approach presented in Chapter 4, the kernel was parameterized so tha t 

individual weights Oj were used for each feature, and they were treated  as random 

variables whose posterior distributions were available up to a normalizing constant. 

The realizations of the weight parameters 6j from the posterior distribution were 

sampled using a Metropolis step within the Gibbs algorithm. The general hope of 

such a param eterization is tha t spurious features will tend to  zero and a parsimonious 

subset of features will be selected. Whereas this framework autom atically addresses 

the feature selection problem, the drawback is tha t in high dimensional d a ta  the 

number of parameters 9j is very large, hence the MCMC algorithm suffers from
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poor mixing and is unable to explore the full support of the posterior distribution.

The question of choosing an appropriate feature space and selecting a suitable 

subset of basis functions that span a subspace of that feature space are related and 

so the parameters 6 and j3 are not independent. The variable selection algorithms 

considered in this chapter can be extended to search through the space of 6 and (3 

parameters simultaneously, however this is not pursued further for the above reason 

of dependence.

6.2 Feature Space Selection for High D im ensional 

D ata

The variable selection problem is an active research area in statistics literature and 

many approaches exist; see Section 3.4.3 for an overview of Bayesian approaches to 

sparse regression modeling. The central aim of this section is to develop a variable 

selection method for high dimensional data sets, such as, for example, the NIR spec

troscopy, the microarray and the image categorization data which are described in 

more detail in Section 4.5. These data sets have very large data spaces, with over 

a thousand features measured for each observation. An alternative framework to 

the approach of parameter estimation under a fixed model, such as the approach 

in Chapter 4, is a somewhat more complex problem of model selection. In this 

framework, all possible configurations of the feature set, where individual elements 

are either included or excluded, form the model space. By taking this approach, the 

number of possible models is 2“̂ — 1, where J  denotes the total number of features 

in the data. Note that selecting a globally optimal subset of features would require 

traversing the entire model space, which is infeasible for large J . Furthermore, the 

model space does not benefit from continuity and is likely to exhibit many unde

sirable properties such as multimodality. Consider the microarray data where each 

sample is characterized by its gene-expression profile, which measures the expression 

levels of 2038 genes for each individual. The subsets of a gene-expression profile are 

correlated as genes combine to form pathways. In addition, many pathways may 

exist, thus a gene-expression profile may reflect a large number of simultaneous 

biological processes. The NIR spectroscopy samples are characterized by measure-
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ment of spectra over the visible and near infra-red wavelength range, hence the 

measurements are sequentially dependent and, as is the case with microarray data, 

multimodal. Image categorization samples correspond to images which are charac

terized by their color information and local features. The local feature data alone 

consists of 3013 possibly correlated, noisy and multimodal measurements. High di

mensional data are also likely to be of sparse data structure, meaning that only a 

small subset of the measured features is relevant for classification, and identifying 

that subset by an algorithm that does not traverse the entire model space could 

prove elusive. Clarke et al. (2008) offer a general discussion on problems and prop

erties of high dimensional genomics data. Note that, however, the properties of the 

model space will depend on the application and could affect the performance of the 

model selection algorithm in different ways.

Finding a unique optimal subset of features for class discrimination in high di

mensional data is a general aspiration, but considering the scope and difficulty of 

the problem, it is unlikely to be achieved. Model selection approaches that simulta

neously maximize over parameter and model space such as, for example, the latent 

variable models of George and McCulloch (1993) or Smith and Kohn (1996), the 

trans-dimensional simulated annealing algorithm of Brooks et al. (2003), or the 

models implementing the reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) 

algorithm (Green, 1995), are unlikely to achieve good mixing for data sets of very 

high dimension and complex multimodal structure. Alternatively, in the framework 

suggested in this chapter, the parameter optimization is achieved for each sub-model 

considered. Thus the aim of this chapter is to identify a set of sub-optimal solutions 

for which good classification rates are achieved.

6.3 D ecision  T heory A pproach

For a brief introduction to Bayesian decision theory, see Section 3.3. A decision 

problem is defined by a utility function «(d, xp, y) and a probability model P('0, y |d), 

where -0 denotes the model parameters, y is the data and d is a decision. Then 

the optimal decision problem is that of finding the decision d that maximizes the
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expected utility:

E[m(c1, -0, y)] =  J  «(d, xp, y)P(-0, y\d)dydijj ,  (6 .1)

d =  arg m axE[u(d,'0, y)]- (6-2)d

The expected utility may not be available in closed form, but can be approximated

by MC integration for a given set of MC realizations ~  P (^, y |d), where

m =  1, ...M. A Bayesian decision theoretic approach to variable selection was first 

suggested by Lindley (1968) for univariate multiple regression. Brown et al. (1999) 

extended the approach for multivariate regression problems. A decision theory ap

proach has been suggested by Fouskakis and Draper (2002) for regression coefficient 

selection in a logistic regression model, applied to measuring admission sickness of 

patients based on fourteen indicators of pneumonia. The following sections outline 

how a decision theory approach can be applied to the variable selection problem in 

the Bayesian kernel classification models presented in previous chapters.

6.3.1 T he D ecision Space

The decision space is the set of all possible models, i.e. subsets of the variable space. 

Hence a model d^ denotes a configuration whose elements are indicators for which 

feature is included in the model. The feature space selection problem is thus defined 

by d^ a J-dimensional vector with elements:

f 1 if > 0;
 ̂ (6.3)

[ 0 i f6j  = 0,

Vj =  1,..., J . Likewise, for the basis function selection problem, a model is denoted 

by vector d^ of dimension n{K — 1), where

.  f  1 if pki ^  0;
< =  (6.4)

[  0 i fA,  =0 ,

V/ =  1,..., n, and VA; =  1,..., K  — I.

In the context of the high dimensional data sets described in Section 4.5, J  > 

1000, so the number of possible decisions d^ =  2'̂  — 1 is large. When searching 

through the space of /?, the number of possible decisions d^ is — A' +  1.
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6.3.2 U tility

The aim is to find the best model d under the utility w(d,y*j where y* is the 

predicted class of a future observation or a set of future observations x*. Let Ipredict 

be an indicator such that:

/ ,  I 1 if 2/* =  A:* and A:* =  argmaxfcP(A:|x*,x,y);
Ipredict[^,y ) =  \  (6.5)

0 otherwise.

The expected utility is defined as:

J  ( i C - l )  n J  ( K - \ )  n

E[u(d, y*)]  =  cE[Ipredict{d,  y*)]  -  ^  ~  ^  + X I4
j  =  l jk=l /=1  j = l  k= i  1=1

(6 .6 )

Note that the first term E[/predict(d, ?/*)] is chosen so that it measures the pre

dictive capability of the model and the rest of the terms penalize the inclusion of 

variables. One possible choice for E[ Ipredict{d- ,y*)] is P(A:|x*, x , y ), the probability of 

a new observation belonging to a class k, which can be obtained by MC integration, 

as defined in Section 4.2.2.

In practice, constants and cf  ̂ can be set to reflect the material cost of variables, 

for example, the cost of taking a particular measurement etc. For the purposes of 

high dimensional data considered here, the cost of all variables is usually equal e.g. 

the expression profiles for a particular gene are all measured on the same microarray 

slide and incur the same cost. Thus, the constants are ail set to be equal and their 

value is chosen to refiect how ‘sparse’ a set of variables is desired.

6.4 O ptim ization Approaches

It is usually impossible to evaluate all models and the task of finding the best model 

d is approached by a search algorithm. Stochastic optimization algorithms are used. 

These test a discrete sequence of models, starting from initial configuration do and 

iteratively deciding on a move from a current to a new configuration based on the 

value of some objective function at that configuration. The objective function in 

the context of this chapter is the expected utihty of equation (6.6).
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The fact th a t the decision space is discrete makes search algorithms less robust 

to  local optima. Consider, for example, a decision space with three param eters in 

Figure 6.1. Each param eter is either included in the model or not, hence di,d , 2  and 

d. 3  can take value of zero or one and the model space has seven models as 2  ̂— 1 =  7, 

if the possibility of no parameters is excluded. Let d  =  (1 ,0 ,1) be the current 

model in a local search algorithm th a t only accepts moves with higher objective 

value and let model d  =  (1 ,1 ,0) be the global optimum. If all the neighboring 

models, i.e. d  =  (1 ,0 ,0), d  =  (1 ,1 ,1) and d  =  (0 ,0 ,1), have a lower objective 

function value than the current model, the algorithm will become ‘stuck’ at the local 

optimum which is the current configuration. Clearly, this problem is exacerbated as 

the dimension of the model space increases. A well designed algorithm can evade 

this problem to  some extent by introducing potential improvements such as starting 

from multiple initial configurations, more complex move generation mechanism or 

by allowing the moves with lower objective function value to be accepted with the 

hope of finding a higher local optimum. Many stochastic search algorithms have 

been proposed in the literature, for a review see, for example, Fouskakis and Draper 

(2002), but it has been noted th a t the success of such methods is context specific.

011

010 110

101001

100

Fig . 6.1 : Decision space for a three param eter problem.

For the purpose of variable selection in the Bayesian decision theory framework, 

Fouskakis and Draper (2002) employ and review three suitable algorithms: Simu

lated anneahng (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983), Genetic Algorithms (Holland, 1975) and 

Taboo Search (Glover, 1977). They note th a t performance of the Taboo Search was
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the best out of the three methods studied.

Muller et al. (2004) present an Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm, a method re

lated to simulated annealing that is aimed at solving problems in the context of 

Bayesian optimal design. Whereas the motivating problem for this method is net

work design, Miiller et al. (2004) note that maximum a posteriori variable selection 

in a regression model is of similar problem structure and give an brief outline of 

how the Inhomogenous MCMC can be used for the variable selection problem of 

Fouskakis and Draper (2002). In the following sections the Inhomogenous MCMC 

and a Taboo Search algorithm are implemented for the variable selection problem 

in multi-category kernel classification of simulated data, benchmark data and the 

high dimensional data sets described in Section 4.5.

6.5 Inhom ogenous M C M C  A lgorithm  for Vari

able Selection

Inhomogenous MCMC (Miiller et al., 2004) is aimed at design problems where 

the utility function is not available for direct evaluation, but can be approximated 

through simulation. The method is closely related to the simulated annealing algo

rithm for an objective function:

/(d )  =  log (E K d , ?/*)]), (6.7)

where y* is the class of a future observation x* and utility is defined as:

J  ( K - l )  n  J  { K - l )  n

w(d, y*) =  cipredict id,  y*)  ~  5 1  X I +  (6-8)
j = l  fc=l 1=1 j = l  k = l  1=1

The term Ipredict{d, y*)  is given in Equation (6.5). However, instead of approximating 

the expected utility using MC integration, the objective function is given by:

, M t

^ , (6.9)
‘ m = l

where M t  is an integer increasing across iterations t ,  which is set to follow some 

cooling schedule for t  =  1,2, ...,T . For simplicity, il) is used to denote all model 

parameters, i.e. /?, z,cr^ and r. Thus ~  P ('0 ,y |d), m =  1,..., M t  are
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a set of realizations from an MCMC run with m  =

1 , . . . ,  Aft iterations, is the class of some future observation and P(-0, y|d) 

is the joint posterior distribution for a given model d.

Given below is a pseudo-code for the algorithm;

1. Set t =  0, choose M q ,  a starting model do and fit it to obtain samples

P(?/’,y |d ), m = Evaluate the average log observed

utihty V from (6.9).

2. Propose a new model d* ~  ^(d*|d), where ^ is a symmetric proposal distribu

tion.

3. Evaluate v* from ~  P(i/',y]d*), m  =

4. With probability a^t =  min [l,exp(Mtf* — Mtv)] accept the proposal and set

V =  V*.

5. Increase Mt to Mt+i following a cooling schedule.

6. Repeat steps 2-5 until convergence.

Note that the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm is structurally related to simu

lated annealing. It is, however, modified as an increased number of test observations 

y("i)) is used at each iteration following some cooling schedule m = 1,..., M(. 

Thus the estimate of the prediction accuracy of a current model configuration be

comes more stable as the algorithm progresses and the number of iterations increases, 

since a larger number of new observations from the test set is utilized in estimating 

the prediction accuracy of the current configuration. This, however, poses a limita

tion to the implementation of the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm as the number 

of new test observations is limited by the size of the test set.

The algorithm was implemented for searching through the space of either 6 or 

(3 parameters. In the latter case, a sparse model is created by setting regression 

parameters (3i equal to zero, if df = 0. Let / = { /  = !, ...,n'|/?i ^  0} and I  = {I = 

n', =  0}- Conditional distributions for all model parameters are given in

Section 5.1. Thus, in order to obtain samples from

the joint posterior distribution P('0,y|d), an MCMC algorithm is implemented so
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that it iterates through block updates of the parameters starting with z. Each Zj =  

[z i i , Zi ^K- i ) ]  is proposed to be updated conditionally on the rest of the parameters 

as in Equation (5.4). In the second step, the parameters 9 are jointly proposed to be 

updated from (5.6). The proposal densities for both Zj and 9 are random walks and 

both are sampled using a Metropolis step within the Gibbs algorithm. Subsequently, 

parameters /?/, and tj are block updated directly from their conditionals given 

in (5.2), (5.5) and (5.3) respectively, via Gibbs steps.

For the feature space selection, parameters 9j are equal to zero if =  0. Thus 

an update of the model requires a re-calculation of the kernel K{xi, xi\9) given in 

(4.4). The parameters are jointly updated, but are treated as independent and 

the functional form of the conditional distributions remains unchanged. Conditional 

distributions for the model parameters are given in Section 4.2 and the pseudo-code 

for the MCMC algorithm is similar to that in Appendix A.l with the exception that 

only new proposals for 9* where =  1 are simulated.

Note that at each iteration t of the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm, a sample 

from the joint posterior distribution P(V^,y|d) is required, which is obtained from a 

new run of an MCMC algorithm. Thus, a serious limitation of this approach is the 

computationally expensive implementation.

6.5 .1  E xam ple: S im u lated  D a ta

For the simulated data example described in Section 4.3.2, feature space selection 

is of interest, thus the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm was implemented to search 

through the space of 9 parameters. It is already known that only two of the features 

contribute to discrimination between classes and the features two and four are noise. 

In this problem, it is possible to examine all possible subsets of the variable space. 

The multicategory Bayesian classifier proposed in Chapter 4 was run for all subsets 

and the number of misclassified observations is tabulated in Table 6.1.

The Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm with feature space selection was run at 

different cost penalties on the number of parameters in the model, i.e. c =  1, =  0,

V/, A: in all three runs of the algorithm but different costs penalizing the inclusion 

of feature variables 9 are set in each run; =  0.1, c® =  0.01 and =  0.0001, 

Vj =  1,...,4. The proposal distribution allowed one move per iteration t and all
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Vciriable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 Variable 4 Misclassified Observations

1 1 1 1 4

1 1 1 0 2

1 1 0 1 38

1 0 1 1 2

0 1 1 1 26

1 1 0 0 43

1 0 1 0 2

0 1 1 0 26

1 0 0 1 42

0 1 0 1 98

0 0 1 1 30

1 0 0 0 38

0 1 0 0 96

0 0 1 0 26

0 0 0 1 100

Table 6.1: Number of misclassified observations (out of 150) from a run of the 

algorithm at each subset of the feature space. Zero denotes th a t the variable is not 

included and one denotes tha t it is.

starting  models were set to have all four features included. The algorithm was run 

for 100 simulated annealing iterations. W ithin each simulated annealing iteration, 

the Gibbs sampler was run for 10,000 iterations, the first 1,000 iterations were 

discarded as ‘burn-in’ and the remaining realizations of the param eters were used 

to calculate the utility. The results are plotted in Figure 6.2. The graphs show th a t 

the cooling schedule can be controlled by the choice of the cost penalty. After 100 

iterations the algorithm converges to the desired result for Cj = 0 .1  and Cj =  0.01.

6.5.2 Example: W ine Data

The wine d a ta  set is made up of measurements of thirteen constituents found in 

each of three types of wines. The Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm was implemented 

w ith the aim of selecting the best subset of features. In order to investigate whether 

the algorithm  had converged to a global optimum, different starting models were 

used. Furthermore, for the purposes of evading the local optima, different proposal 

distributions were implemented; up to a combination of three moves per iteration t
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were allowed. The algorithm was run with different cost penalties on the number 

of param eters in the model. Note th a t choice of cooling schedules in this algorithm 

is limited as M( has to be an integer, but can be controlled to some extent by the 

choice of the cost penalty. In all of these runs, the algorithm failed to  fully traverse 

the feature space and had difficulty escaping the local optima, as can be seen from 

a selection of outputs given in Figure 6.3.

6.5.3 K ernel Principal C om ponents Selection

The Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm can be formulated so th a t a KPCA step is 

included. In this case, the parameters 0 are held constant at each run of the MCMC 

and the conditional distributions are given in Section 5.4.3. The algorithm with 

the KPCA step will search through the space of j3 parameters, which in this case 

denote the weights on each principal component. The conditional distributions are 

the same as in Section 5.4.3, the only difference is th a t /  =  {/ =  !, ...,n '} , the set of 

the non-zero (3i is obtained from as opposed to the threshold criteria in (5.35). 

The algorithm was implemented for the animal image categorization da ta  described 

in Section 4.5.3. The results of two runs of the algorithm with different cooling 

schedules are given in Figure 6.4. The final configurations from a fast and a slow 

cooling schedule yielded misclassification rates of 0.41 and 0.47 respectively, which 

is a large deterioration compared to 0.272 obtained from the starting configuration. 

This example illustrates the fact th a t Inhomogenous MCMC is ineffective if s tarting 

from the regions in the decision space th a t are quite close to the optimum. The 

initial number of iterations is highly likely to accept a move even if it leads away 

from the optimum and afterwards the algorithm can be stuck a t a local mode of the 

space with a low objective function value.

6.5 .4  Sam pling Im portance R esam pling U pdates

W hen implementing the Inhomogenous MCMC, replacing some MCMC iterations 

by Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) (Rubin, 1988) was considered with the 

hope of computational savings. A detailed introduction to the SIR technique can 

be found in Tanner (1993).

Let I  denote the index of the parameters to be included in a model configuration
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and I  denote the parameters removed from the model. For example, if aiming to 

reduce the number of basis functions in the model, it is of interest to sample from the 

posterior density P(/?/, r/, cr̂ , z, ^|/3/ =  0, r /  =  0,y) where /  = {/ = l,...,n'|/3; ^  0} 

and I  = {I = n',...,n\(3i = 0}. The SIR procedure involves weighted resampling 

from the distribution P(/?/, r/, cr̂ , z, 0|y), where the weights are given by;

P ( / ? / , t / , ( t 2 , z , 0 | / ? / =  0 , T / =  0 , y )

Similarly, for the feature space selection, the weights are given by;

P(^/, A  T, cr̂ , z |̂ 7 =  0,y) P(z|0/ =  O,0/)  ̂  ̂^

Note that many of the terms in the conditional and the marginal distributions, i.e. 

the denominator and the numerator, cancel out. Clearly, the SIR approach will only 

work if the samples from the denominator represent the support, i.e. the domain, 

of the numerator. Arulampalam et al. (2002) suggest a measure of the degeneracy 

of the algorithm;
M t

A  =  1 / ( 6. 12)
m = l

where is the normalized weight of sample m  at step n. Low Dt indicates that 

the supports of the two distributions do not coincide and that the algorithm has 

become degenerate.

The pseudo-code for this algorithm is;

1. Set i =  1, choose M t ,  and let a starting model d = d j u u  to be the f u l l  model, 

i.e. with all variables are included, and fit it to obtain v from ~  

P(-0, y|d/u/;), m — 1,...,M . The M realizations of the model parameters are 

saved.

2. Propose a new model d* ~  ^(d*|d), g from a symmetric proposal distribution 

9-

3. Obtain weights w =  P(^, y|d*)/P(V^, y|d/ui/)

4. Sample with replacement from ~  P(t/),y|d/uiOi ^

using the weights in order select the parameter realizations which fit the 

new model d*.
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5. Evaluate v* from the samples and accept the proposal (and set v = v*) with 

probabihty qmi = min[l,exp(M(t»* — Mtv)].

6. Increase to Mt+i following a cooling schedule.

7. Repeat steps 2-6 until convergence.

The algorithm was implemented for different proposal distributions, up to a 

combination of three moves per iteration t was allowed. The algorithm starts from 

the full model, with all the parameters included, samples from the distribution 

P (^ ,/?, r, cr̂ , z |y) and subsequently resamples from this set of realizations at each 

new iteration t.

Figure 6.5 shows the results from a run of the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm 

with SIR updating implemented for feature space selection for the microarray data 

described in Section 4.5.2. The full feature set contains 2308 parameters. Two moves 

per iteration were allowed and the cost penalty was set to be very low (c  ̂=  0.00001). 

In contrast, Figure 6.6 shows the results of the algorithm for the same data set, but 

with higher cost penalty (c  ̂ =  0.01) and three moves per iteration allowed. Whereas 

the final configuration obtained from both runs achieved the correct classification 

for all of the observations in the test set, the second run resulted in a much ‘sparser’ 

set of features. However, the plot of the weights and the degeneracy measure Dt 

indicate that the posterior distributions in the numerator and the denominator of 

the weights do not overlap and the resampled realizations are not representative of 

the desired posterior P(0/, /?, r, cr̂ , z|0/ =  0, y). Clearly, the SIR updating procedure 

is only valid for applications with a large number of features and where only a small 

subset of the features needs to be excluded from the final model.

6.6 Taboo Search

Taboo search (TS) (Glover, 1977) is a heuristic procedure for solving optimization 

problems designed to evade the local optima. At each iteration, the algorithm does 

a comprehensive search of the neighborhood and at the end reports the best solution 

found throughout all of the iterations. A detailed description of the algorithm, a 

literature review of TS applications, implementations and modifications, as well as
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a comparison with Genetic Algorithm and simulated annealing implementations for 

a Bayesian utility maximization problem can be found in Fouskakis and Draper 

(2002). Only a brief outline of the algorithm follow here.

The TS algorithm is composed of three parts: preliminary search, intensification 

and diversification. The preliminary search starts at some initial configuration, 

examines all of its neighbours and moves to the one with the highest value of the 

objective function. If this value is not an improvement on the initial configuration, 

the TS algorithm moves to the configuration anyway, but stores the characterization 

of the move in a taboo list, thus forbidding the reverse move in the future iterations 

of the preliminary search. The size of the taboo list is a tunable parameter, which 

needs to be set by the user prior to running the TS algorithm. At the beginning 

of the algorithm, the taboo list is empty and as the preliminary search progresses, 

the hst is managed with a first-in-first-out mechanism. The preliminary search 

continues searching through the decision space by moving to the ‘best’ non-taboo 

neighbour of the current configuration for a set number of iterations. In order to 

allow for the neighboring configurations with a taboo move to be chosen if they 

have sufficiently large objective function value, another parameter, the aspiration 

criterion is introduced. This is usually chosen to be the highest value of the objective 

function found so far.

The preliminary search is followed by intensification. This part of the algorithm 

starts at the best model found so far, the taboo list is cleared and the prelimi

nary search steps are repeated. If a better solution is found, the intensification is 

restarted. The number of possible restarts is also a tunable parameter, which for 

the purpose of the implementations in this chapter was set to one in order to limit 

the CPU time taken by the TS algorithm. After the intensification part, the most 

frequent moves from the previous iterations of TS are set to be taboo and a new 

initial configuration is randomly chosen. The preliminary search steps are repeated 

in what is referred to as the diversification part of the algorithm. At the end of a 

run of TS, the best configuration found in all of the TS iterations is reported or the 

algorithm may be repeated.

The method is implemented for feature space selection with an objective function:

/(d )  =  E[./(d,y*)], (6.13)
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where x* € y* are observations i =  1 , n* in the test set of size n* and utihty 

is defined as;

J  J

u(d, y*) = cIpredicM, y*) -  ^  ^  cj. (6.14)
j = i  j = i

As with the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm discussed in the previous sections, 

the constants penalize the inclusion of features in the model, but for the TS 

algorithm, Ipredict is chosen so th a t it measures the predictive capability of the model 

based on the misclassification rate of the entire test set. Thus Ipredict is defined as:

n *

Ipredict{d, y*) =  ^  /i(d , y*), (6.15)
i=l

where

I  ^ if y* =  A:* and A:* =  argniaXfcP(A;|x*,x,y,'0); 
h { d , y i ) = <  (6.16)

I 0 otherwise,

xl> denotes an estimate of the model parameters and class probabilities for new ob

servations are given by:

P(/c|x*,x,y,-0) =    ^xp^(K  VA; =  1,..., a: -  1, (6.17)
1 +  E i= i exp(K*A)

and
K - l

]P(A '|x*,x,y,'0) =  1 -  J ]]P (A ;|x * ,x ,y ,^ ). (6.18)
k=l

The hat notation in K*, ^  and -ip is used to denote param eter estimates. In the 

context of the Bayesian classification algorithm employed to predict the class of test 

observations, instead of obtaining a single point estimate for the model parameters, 

a set of realizations from the posterior distribution is available. Hence, instead of 

one could write where m  =  1,..., M  are iterations of the MCMC algorithm 

after an initial ‘burn-in’ period.

The expected utility can be defined as:

E W d ,! , ') | =  c ^ E | / i ( d , t ,n i  -  +  ^ c * ,  (6.19)
i=l j= l j=l
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where

. 1 if y* =  k* and k* =  arg maxi. Pf/clx*. x, y, ib):
E[/,(d,?/*)]= {  ' & K y \

0 otherwise,

and

M

M
1 ^

P(/c|x*,x,y,V ') ^  ^  ^ P (A ;|x * ,x ,y ,-0 (" ‘̂ ), ^k =  1,..., K  -  1, (6.21)
m=l

A - 1

P(/^|x*, X, y ,  =  1 -  ^  P(A:|x*, x, y ,  ip). (6.22)
fc=i

Note that =  [i^(x*,xi|0("*)), i^ (x * ,x 2 |^("*)),. . . , /^(x*,x„|^('"))] and p P  =  0.

For the implementation of the classification algorithm with a feature space projection 

described in Chapter 5, the parameters 9j are kept constant throughout the MCMC 

iterations and the kernel matrix is no longer updated at each step of the

MCMC algorithm. By employing the principal components projection in the feature 

space, the kernel is replaced by K* defined in Equation (5.40). The pseudo

code for the TS algorithm is given in Appendix A .3.

Since all of the neighboring configurations are tested at each iteration of the TS 

algorithm, the method is highly computationally intensive. The advantage of TS 

for optimization with discrete decision spaces, compared to, for example, simulated 

annealing, is that TS is doing a relatively comprehensive search of the neighborhood. 

For the purposes of the implementation with data sets with a very large number 

of variables, examining all of the neighboring configurations may be impractical. 

For the implementation in this section, the algorithm was adjusted so that only a 

randomly chosen subset of neighboring configurations is considered at each iteration. 

However, more sophisticated modifications exist, see, for example, the neighborhood 

decomposition strategies of Fiechter (1994), Laguna et al. (1991), Semet and Taillard 

(1993).

6.6.1 Simulated Data TS Results

Taboo search algorithm was implemented for the four feature simulated data de

scribed in Section 4.3.2. The algorithm ran for 300 preliminary search iterations, 

which brought the total number of taboo search iterations to 900. At each iteration
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of TS, all of the neighboring configurations were examined. For this small, four 

feature data set, 25 TS iterations shared the highest objective function value, and 

all 25 of them were the ‘true’ subsets with features one and three included and the 

‘noise’ features excluded from the model. In order to test the robustness of the TS 

algorithm for feature space selection in larger feature spaces, whose structure is such 

that only a small subset of features is useful for class discrimination, the simulated 

data set was augmented with more ‘noise’ features; the TS algorithm was run for a 

data set with ten ‘noise’ features in addition to the discriminatory two and a data 

set with 28 ‘noise’ features. The images of the Gaussian kernel matrix for all three 

data sets are given in Figure 6.7. The data set with 28 ‘noise’ features illustrates 

the importance of feature selection, as the influence of the features ‘useful’ for class 

discrimination is lost when combined in the kernel. Considering all 30 features, the 

Bayesian multi-category algorithm with a feature space projection only classifies 

85% of the observations correctly, whereas 100% correct classification rates can be 

achieved with the four feature data set.

For the twelve feature data set, the total number of possible models is 4095 and 

for the 30 feature data set there are 1, 073, 741, 823 possible models to choose from. 

For both data sets, TS algorithm was implemented with the number of preliminary 

search iterations set at 300, thus the total number of TS iterations is 900. At each 

iteration all neighboring feature configurations were tested, hence, the total number 

of, possibly non-unique, models considered is 9900 and 26100 for the 12 and 30 

feature data sets respectively. For the latter, out of 900 current configurations, 

656 were unique, hence at most 19024 unique models were considered throughout 

all of the TS iterations. Clearly, taboo search does not aim to traverse the entire 

feature space, but examines the areas in the neighborhood of the optimum, which 

are relatively flat as the number of ‘noise’ features is large and their contribution to 

classification is low.

For the 12 feature data, three configurations shared the highest objective function 

value, and all three were the ‘true’ subsets, i.e. the configurations with di =  1, 

^3 =  1 and dj =  0, Vj =  2,4, 5,6,. . . ,  12. Similarly, for the 30 feature data set, 

five configurations shared the highest objective function value, and all five were the 

‘true’ subsets. The full hst of selected feature configurations for all 900 taboo search
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iterations for both data sets is given is Figure 6.8.

6.6.2 Benchm ark W ine D ata  TS R esu lts

The taboo search algorithm was implemented for the wine data described in Section 

4.4.3. The expected utility of each configuration was obtained from a run of the 

Bayesian multicategory classifier with a KPCA step and the first 8 largest projections 

included {n' =  8). As with the simulated data in the section above, the TS algorithm 

was implemented with 300 preliminary search iterations and all of the neighboring 

models were examined at each iteration of TS. For the first data set obtained from 

the ten random splits of the original data, the number of included features and 

the corresponding objective function value are plotted in Figure 6.9. These types of 

graphs, as well as the image plots in Figure 6.10 can be used to monitor the progress 

of the TS algorithm as it traverses the model space.

The same algorithm was run at all ten random splits of the data and the re

sults were compared, see Figure 6.10. The results are relatively consistent, however 

would not be expected to be the same as the misclassification rates for the same 

configuration will vary for different random splits, hence altering the course of the 

algorithm. Whereas some features seem to be more commonly retained in all ten 

runs of the TS, out of 8191 possible models none emerges as overall superior to the 

rest.

The best model obtained from the first run of taboo search obtained no misclas- 

sified observations from the test set from that split of the data and included four 

of the thirteen available features. This model was subsequently tested on the other 

nine random splits and the average misclassification rate is given in Table 6.2. The 

misclassification rates were relatively consistent for the nine random splits where 

the number of misclassified observations ranged from three to six out of a total of 

88 test set observations.

6.6.3 H igh D im ensional D ata  TS R esu lts

The taboo search algorithm was implemented to search for the optimum feature 

space for the three high dimensional data sets described in Section 4.5. The algo

rithm was run for the first random split of the data, and the best resulting model
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was subsequently tested on the remaining nine random sphts. The initial model 

configuration for each data set was obtained by thresholding the criterion of Dudoit 

et al. (2002) given in (4.16). The average misclassification rates and the number of 

features included in the ‘best’ model are given in Table 6.2.

Data

set

Total number 

of features

Chosen number 

of features

Number of 

KPCs (n')

Average 

misclassification rate

Images (local features only) 3013 69 10 0.17 (0.026)

Microarray 2038 40 4 0.048 (0.038)

NIR spectroscopy (4 groups) 1050 122 7 0.046 (0.023)

NIR spectroscopy (5 groups) 1050 104 7 0.186 (0.042)

W ine 13 4 8 0.047 (0.019)

Table 6.2: Average misclassification error in the test set obtained from ten random 

splits of the data sets for the high dimensional data sets and the benchmark wine 

data. Standard deviations are given in brackets. The results are obtained from runs 

of the taboo search algorithm with a KPCA step, where the number of projections 

n' is chosen based on the results in Table 5.1. The full feature set and the size of 

the resulting subset of the feature set are also given.

The taboo search algorithm was implemented so that the expected utility of each 

configuration is obtained from a run of the Bayesian multicategory classifier with a 

KPCA step and the first n' largest projections included. The number of projections 

n' is chosen based on the results in Table 5.1. The algorithm was implemented 

with 300 preliminary search iterations and at each iteration a randomly chosen 

subset of 15 neighboring models were examined. Thus a total of 13, 500 possibly 

non-unique models were considered, where the total number of possible models is 

23013 _  2̂ 038 _   ̂ 2̂ 0̂ ° — 1 for the image categorization, microarray and NIR

spectroscopy data sets respectively.

The results in the Table 6.2 show that TS algorithm was able to identify much 

smaller subsets of features that achieved equally good or better classification rates 

than the full model configurations seen in Table 5.1. The algorithm performed best 

for the animal images categorization data set where a model with 69 features nearly 

halved the number of misclassified test observations from the result achieved with
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the full model with 3013 features.

6.7  D iscussion

The problem of feature space selection for very high dimensional data where the 

number of possible sub-models approaches infinity is a difficult one to tackle with 

conventional variable selection approaches and the success of a potential approach 

is context specific. There is a large number of feature space structures to consider, 

possible examples include feature spaces where only a very small subset of features 

is needed for classification and a large number of ‘noise’ features exist, spaces where 

the features are poorly identifiable, hence many different subsets will give equally 

sub-optimal solutions, such as the wine data example, spaces with heavily correlated 

features, e.g, NIR spectroscopy data etc. The first example is the most interesting in 

the context of kernel classification for high dimensional data sets, as many spurious 

features combined in a kernel matrix can drown out the classification ability of the 

method.

The approach taken in this chapter was that of Bayesian utility maximization. 

Two stochastic search algorithms were used to search through the decision space 

characterized by the feature configurations and the objective value of the algorithms 

was based on the expected utility which measures the classification performance of 

a given configuration and penalizes the number of included features.

The non-continuity of the decision space is a serious setback for simulated an

nealing type algorithms and the Inhomogenous MCMC method proved ineffective 

for the problems considered in this chapter. A conclusion can be drawn that ap

proaches that comprehensively test the neighborhood of the current configuration at 

each iteration such as taboo search are more appropriate for large discrete decision 

spaces.

More recently, Amzal et al. (2006) propose an extension of the Inhomogenous 

MCMC method of Miiller et al. (2004) using a ‘particle’ method to efficiently explore 

high-dimensional multimodal surfaces, with simulated annealing to concentrate the 

samples near the modes. The method is successfully applied to Bayesian optimal 

design problems. Further research on the variable selection for high dimensional
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data could involve applying the algorithm of Amzal et al. (2006) to this problem, 

as it might be more efficient at exploring the decision space than the Inhomogenous 

MCMC method.

Taboo search method was able to yield sparser models with equivalent or im

proved classification performance, the success of the method depending on the data 

set at hand. Further research on this topic should include considering other stochas

tic optimization methods, for example greedy algorithms, or hybrids of the meth

ods. Such research should include comparisons between the performance of different 

methods at different regions of the decision space with some intuitive explanation 

of why a particular method would dominate the others in the regions.

Another important consideration with stochastic search methods is that they 

contain a number of tuning parameters whose optimal values will depend on the 

structure of the space optimized. The algorithms are usually tuned by cross- 

validation schemes, which can be computationally expensive. In the context of 

the approach taken in this chapter, the objective value of the optimization methods 

is obtained by running the Bayesian kernel classifier which involves sampling from 

the posterior distributions of the parameters of interest, thus each iteration of the 

stochastic search requires a run of the MCMC iterations to be completed in order 

to evaluate the objective function. Thus, due to its computational inefficiency, the 

tuning of the algorithm is severely limited. Faster sampling schemes were considered 

to some extent by employing the SIR method, but larger computational savings are 

needed. Different approaches need to be considered, for example, the use of varia

tional Bayes methods (Jaakkola and Jordan, 2000), (Ghahramani and Beal, 1999) 

instead of MCMC.

In relation to the future implementations of the taboo search algorithm, more 

sophisticated neighborhood choices need to be considered. Furthermore, parallel 

implementations of the algorithms are possible and could be considered, however, 

compared to the possible effects of faster sampling schemes for posterior distribu

tions, the computational savings of parallel implementations are unlikely to make a 

sufficient effect of the overall speed of the algorithm.
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(a) Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm, c® =  0.1

O 10  2 0 3 O 4 O A 0 A O 7 0 S O A O  100

(b) Inhom ogenous MCMC algorithm , Cj  =  0.01

d « t* i

d«U i3
d«U i4

O 10 20 30 40 SO «0 70 0O BO 100

(c) Inhom ogenous MCMC algorithm , Cj  =  0.0001

Fig. 6.2: The graphs in (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the ou tput of the Inho

mogenous MCMC algorithm with different cost penalties on the number of features 

included in the model (c^). In each (a), (b) and (c), the top graphs show which 

features are included at each iteration of the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm, by 

plotting (with jitter) the indicator variable d j ,  Vj =  The features are in

cluded i f  d j  =  1 and are excluded otherwise. Features 2 and 4, i.e. green and cyan 

are noise. The bottom  graphs plot the utility obtained for each configuration

imrnnu
o 10 20 60 eo 70 «0 »0 10



O 10O 200 300 400 600 700 BOO OOO 1000

I )P P ^
100 200 300 400 600 aoo eoo

(a) Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm, the starting 

model had all 13 feature included. One move per 

iteration t was allowed

o 1 oo 200 300 400 600 600 700 800 »00 10OO

Ô 1 oo 200 300 400 I »00 1000

(b) Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm, the starting 

model had one feature included, randomly chosen 

from the set of thirteen. One move per iteration 

t was allowed

400 600 aoo 700 aoo eoo 1000

(c) Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm, the starting 

model had all 13 feature included. Three moves 

per iteration t were allowed

F ig . 6 .3  : For each run of the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm in figures (a), (b), 

and (c), plotted is the the number of features in the current model 

each iteration t  =  1 ,...,1000. In the accompanying plot below, plotted are the 

corresponding and for t  =  1 ,...,1000. The cost penalty was set to be 

Cj =  0.00001, Vj, where c =  1 and =  0 Vi, k for all three runs of the algorithm.
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(a) Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm with a fast 

coohng schedule
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(b) Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm with a slow 

cooling schedule

Fig. 6.4: The pairs of graphs in (a) and (b) each correspond to a run of Inho

mogenous MCMC algorithm with a fast and a slow cooling schedule for the image 

categorization data where t =  1 , 9 0 0 0 .  For both (a) and (b), the top graph plots 

the number of kernel principal components in the current model and the bottom 

graph plots and for t = 1, ...,9000.
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Fig, 6.5 : The top left graph shows the number of non-zero 9j parameters in the 

model at each iteration t of the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm with the SIR 

updating. The top right graph plots v at each iteration t. Degeneracy measure Dt 

is plotted at each iteration in the bottom left graph. The last graphs shows 1000 

sets of weights Wt (one from each iteration of the iteration t) for each realization 

F{'i/j,y\dfuii), rn =  1 , . . . ,  1000. The weights are ordered within each 

iteration. Hence, the shape of each curve indicates how useful the sample from the 

‘full model’ is to draw from for the current model. Two moves per iteration were 

allowed with low penalty cost of =  0.00001.
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Fig. 6.6: The top left graph shows the number of non-zero 6j parameters in the 

model at each iteration t of the Inhomogenous MCMC algorithm with the SIR 

updating. The top right graph plots v at each iteration t. Degeneracy measure Dt 

is plotted at each iteration in the bottom left graph. The last graphs shows 1000 

sets of weights Wt (one from each iteration of the iteration t) for each realization

m = 1 , 1 0 0 0 .  The weights are ordered within each 

iteration. Hence, the shape of each curve indicates how useful the sample from the 

‘full model’ is to draw from for the current model. Three moves per iteration were 

allowed with high penalty cost of =  0.01.
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Fig. 6.7: Images of the Gaussian kernel matrices for the three simulated data sets 

with 2, 12 and 28 ‘noise’ features respectively.
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2 4 6 8 10 12

(a) Taboo search iterations for the 12-feature simulated data

(b) Taboo search iterations for the 30-feature simulated data

Fig. 6.8 ; Taboo search iterations for the simulated da ta  with 12 and 30 features 

are given in (a) and (b) respectively. The indicator variables are plotted at each 

oi t =  1, ...,900 iterations of the TS algorithm. This is either black, thus indicating 

tha t at this iteration t, the feature j  was included in the current model configuration, 

i.e. =  1, or white, hence indicating th a t feature j  was not selected, i.e. =  0.
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Fig. 6.9: The top graph shows the number of features in each current

configuration of the t =  1, ...,900 taboo search iterations. The bottom graph plots 

the corresponding objective function value /(d^*^) as defined in (6.13). Every objec

tive function value over 88 indicates that all of the test observations were classified 

correctly for the corresponding model.
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Fig. 6.10; The indicator variable d!j  ̂ for j  =  1 , 1 3  for the chemical constituents 

in the wine da ta  are plotted for taboo search iterations t at which the configuration 

achieved a misclassification rate of less than 0.034 (i.e. three or less misclassified 

observations out of 88 in the test set). The ten images correspond to the TS algo

rithm  runs on the ten random splits. The indicator variable is either black, thus 

indicating th a t at iteration t, the feature j  was included in the model configuration, 

i.e. =  1, or white, hence indicating th a t feature j  was not selected, i.e. d if' =  0.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Further Work

7.1 Conclusions

Classification of high dimensional data sets, where the number of measurements 

exceeds the number of samples is a challenging problem in multivariate statistics. 

The methods developed in this thesis aim to implement classification without pre

processing steps. These classification approaches are general and can be used for a 

variety of classification settings and data spaces of varying structure. The models 

are fitted in the Bayesian framework which facilitates fitting of much more complex 

models and is able to obtain the predictive distribution for new observations, as 

opposed to just point estimates.

In addition to developing classification models, reducing the complexity of such 

models w e is  investigated. Feature selection, i.e. identification of subsets of measure

ments that are relevant for classification, was considered in some detail throughout 

the course of the research carried out in the thesis, since it can be of particular in

terest in many applications. For example, consider the microarray data; identifying 

a subset of genes whose expression patterns can differentiate between the tumour 

types poses an important research question. Feature selection was attempted by 

continuous methods in the Bayesian framework and by discrete inclusion/exclusion 

approach set in Bayesian decision theory outlined in Chapter 6.
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7.2 Further Work

As the research presented progressed many more questions and potential applications 

for alternative techniques arose.

1. An obvious extension to the work carried out in the thesis would be to extend 

the model to work in a semi-supervised setting. This would broaden the scope 

of the applications to data where the class information is available for only a 

subset of the observations.

2. In the thesis, classification examples with a small number of well defined cat

egories were considered. It would be of interest to apply the Bayesian kernel 

multi-category classifier developed in Chapter 4 to problems like speech or 

handwriting recognition, where the number of classes is much larger.

3. It would be of interest to modify the Bayesian kernel multi-category classi

fication model developed in Chapter 4 so that regression parameters j3 are 

integrated out of the model. This could lead to a faster MCMC updating 

scheme.

4. In Chapter 5, a principal components projection in the feature space is carried 

out via the kernel matrix. The principal components projection looks for the 

linear combinations of the mapped data that explain the most variation in the 

feature space. Other methods that locate projections which reveal the most 

details about the structure of the data could be considered instead.

5. The stochastic optimization algorithm for feature space selection in Chapter 6, 

augmented with a KPCA step, recomputes the kernel matrix for every feature 

space configuration and performs eigen-deconiposition of this matrix, hence 

efficient computation of eigen-decomposition should be considered. Further

more, eigen-decomposition of a n x rt matrix K requires that the data sets 

be relatively small; for large n approximations are needed. Approaches to 

kernel classification for applications where the training sets are large could be 

considered.

6. Other stochastic optimization algorithms for the variable selection problem 

in Chapter 6 could be examined. Such research should include comparisons
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between the performance of different methods at different regions of the deci

sion space with some intuitive explanation of why a particular method would 

dominate the others in the regions.

7. In Chapter 6, the objective value of the optimization methods is obtained 

by running the Bayesian classifier which involves sampling from the posterior 

distributions of the parameters of interest. Thus, in order to evaluate the 

objective function, each iteration of the stochastic search requires a run of the 

MCMC iterations to be completed. Faster sampling schemes were considered 

to some extent by employing the SIR method, but larger computational savings 

are needed. Different sampling approaches need to be employed, for example, 

the variational Bayes methods could be used to replace the MCMC algorithm 

that is currently implemented.

8. The consistency of the classification results was tested on the standard fifty 

percent random splits of the data into training and testing sets. The classifica

tion results could also be monitored for random splits with a lower proportion 

of data in the training set.
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A ppendix A 

Algorithm s

A .l  B ayesian  M ulti-category K ernel C lassifier

Given is the pseudo code of the MCMC algorithm used to obtain samples from the 

posterior distribution for each of the parameters cr̂ , ZikJik, Pik and 9j Vi =  1,

VA' =  — 1 and Vj = 1,..., J  of the Bayesian multi-category kernel classifier

described in Chapter 4.

1. Initiahze constant hyper-parameters 7 1 , 7 2 , 7 3 ,7 4  and a„.

2. Initialize parameters îk and for i =  1 , n, k = 1 , K  — 1

and j  =  1 , J.

3. Calculate Vi, / =

4. For m  = I , ..., M:

• Update z: fo ri =  l , . . . ,n

-  Simulate +  A (̂0, var) for k — I , ..., A" — 1.

-  Accept with probability m in[l,r], where



where is the row of matrix K*"*

— If z\*  ̂ is accepted, set =  z\*\  otherwise

•  Update 0:

— Calculate:

— Calculate:

— Propose new 9: for j  =  1 ,..., J :

* Simulate: 9j*̂  = +  N{Q,var).

* If 9\*̂  > an or 9̂ *̂  < 0, set 9^^^ =  9 ' f ~ ^ \ y j  = 1,..., J , K^'”) =  

K("*-i), and VA: =  1 , . . . ,K  -  1

and go to ‘Update cr ’̂ step.

— Calculate K<*) =  /sT(xi,x/|^W), V i,/ =  l , . . . ,n .

— Calculate:

— Calculate: m[.*̂  =

— Accept 9̂ *'̂  with probability m in[l,r], where

( nf.-.‘ |Vl” l V  ( l2 + ^
V n f = , ‘ | v i " - ‘ V  V 72  +  i E f . - . ‘ ( 4 ” ’^ 4 ” ’ - > n r " ' v r ‘ m W )  )

— If 9̂ *̂  is accepted, set 9^^^ — 9 j* \ ^ j  = 1 ,. . . ,J ,

and =  1,..., K  — 1, otherwise 9^^^ =
9i m - i ) y j  ^  and =

m ^ i ^ - ^ \ y k  = l , . . . , K  - 1 .

•  U pdated^: simulate fro m /G (7 i+ n (A '—l ) , 7 2 + ^  —

• Update /?: simulate from M V for A: =  1,..., K ~

1 .

•  Update r : simulate from ^ ( 7 3  +  5 , 7 4  +  ) for z =  l , . . . ,n ,

k = 1,..., K  — 1.

For the MCMC algorithm with the kernel K  parameterized by a single param eter 

9 as, for example in the Gaussian kernel given by (4.14), the initiation step has 

— 2 ,..., J .  The ‘Propose new 9' step becomes:
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— Propose new 6:

* Simulate: +  N{0,var) .

* If e[*̂  >  a„ or < 0, set =  1,..., J, =

K(”*-i), and \/k =  l , . . . , K  -  1 and

go to ‘Update cr̂ ’ step.

* Set 0̂ *̂  =  e [* \ y j  =  2 ,..., j .

In the above parameterization of the kernel K  with a single parameter 9, the 

MCMC algorithm can be run so that the parameter 9 is kept constant. In this case,

9 is initialized in the first step of the algorithm. The kernel is calculated only once, 

before the iterations m  =  1, . . . ,M,  as it is also kept constant, thus 

V̂ n — 1,..., M. The ‘Update 9' step is replaced with:

• Calculate: =  (K'^K +

• Calculate:

A .2 B ayesian  M ulti-category  K ernel C lassifier w ith  

K ernel P C A

Given is the pseudo code of the MCMC algorithm used to obtain samples from the 

posterior distribution for each of the parameters cr̂ , Zik,Tik and 0ik, Vi =  l , . . . ,n,

Vfc =  — 1 and V/ =  of the Bayesian multi-category kernel classifier

with KPCA steps described in Chapter 5.

1. Initiahze constant variables ^ ,7 1 , 7 2 , 7 3 ,7 4  and t.

2. Obtain matrix K =  /C(xj,x/|0), \/i, l — l , . . . ,n.

3. Set the n x n  matrix An =  1/n, Mi,I =  l , . . . ,n.

4. Calculate the matrix of inner products of the centered observations K, form 

the kernel matrix K:

K =  K -  A K  -  K A  +  AKA.
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5. Diagonalize the scaled m atrix K;

K =  UnAU^

to obtain ordered (by size) eigenvalues n A i , n A „  and their associated eigen

vectors Ui, ...,Un of K.

6. Set n' =  1. While y ]" .,  . <  t, let n' =  n' +  1.
' 7 —A Zwt=l ' ^ i

7. O btain da ta  projections to the principal axes for I =  1,

K, =  (nA /)-'/^K u/, 

where is the column of n x n ' matrix K .

8. Initialize parameters ~  k =  1 , K  — 1

and I =  1 , n'.

9. For m =  1 , M:

•  Update z: for z =  1 , n

-  Simulate +  A^(0, var)  for A; =  1 , K — 1.

— Accept z|*  ̂ with probability m in[l,r], where

where Kj is the row of m atrix K.

— If z|*  ̂ is accepted, set zj'"' =  z-*\ otherwise

•  Calculate: =  (K ^K  +

•  Calculate:

•  Update (7 :̂ simulate fro m /G (7 i+ n '( /^ —l), 72+5

mrvr-mr)).
•  Update /?/: simulate from M V N ( n ' ) i ^ k ^ \  for A; =  1,..., K

1 .

•  Update T/: simulate from ^(73 +  ^,74 +  for I =

A: =  1,..., K  — 1.
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A .3 Taboo Search A lgorithm

Given is the pseudo code for the taboo search (TS) algorithm described in Chapter 

6. The TS algorithm is implemented with the purpose of feature space selection. 

Each model configuration examined by TS is fitted with the Bayesian multi-category 

kernel classifier with a Kernel PCA step, hence in order to obtain the MCMC re

alizations of all model parameters from the joint posterior distribution P('0|d)

for iterations m =  1 , M,  the algorithm given in Appendix A.2 is run where only 

parameters 9j for which dj =  1 are updated in the ‘Update 9’’ step, li  dj = 0 then 

0, = 0 .

1. Set the number of iterations of the preliminary search (T). Set the tunable 

parameters: taboo list size (s), costs c ,̂ the number of neighboring configura

tions to be examined {NB).  Set the taboo list to be empty and the aspiration 

value A V  =  0.

2. Preliminary search:

(a) Choose a starting model In order to evaluate the expected utility

?/*)] run the classification algorithm to obtain the MCMC real

izations of all model parameters from the joint posterior distribution 

P('0|d^^^) for m. =  1,..., M.  Let A V  = y*)].

(b) For iterations t = 2,

i. Randomly choose a subset of neighboring configurations Vnfe =

1,..., N B  of the current model Examine the expected utilities

y*)] Vnfe =  1, . . . ,NB.  Let d^‘  ̂ =  highest

expected utility y*)] which is either non-taboo or whose

expected utility is greater than the aspiration value {AV).

ii. If E[«(d^^\y*)] < E[w(d^‘“ ^\ ?/*)] store the characterization of this 

move in the taboo list, else if A V  < E[u(d^^), y*)\ set A V  =  E[M(d^‘ ,̂ y*)\

3. Intensification:

(a) Let d̂ ^̂  =  ^{max) rnax G {1,...,T} such that E[u(d^^“̂ \  j/*)] >

E[M(dW,y*)],V^ = l , . . . ,r.
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(b) Clear the taboo hst.

(c) Repeat step 2b.

4. Diversification:

(a) Clear the taboo hst and set (s) most frequent moves from the previous 

2T iterations to be taboo.

(b) Randomly choose a starting model Evaluate the expected utility

E[u{S^\y%

(c) Repeat step 2b.

5. Report best configuration where max € {1,..., 3T} such that E[w(d^”*“̂ \y*)]

EKdW,?/*)], Vi =  l,...,3T .
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